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Phenomenal food isn’t made by chance, but sometimes great companies start that way. 

Most people don’t know that our company’s start took root with selling fresh chanterelle mushrooms to restaurants. 
Fresh mushrooms are kind of a funny place to begin for a company that now sells over 1,300 dried ingredients to 
customers of all kinds—but selling those fresh chanterelles gave chance to become the global food company we 
are today. 

Volume 25 of the Woodland Foods catalog celebrates all that we’ve become in our 25th year of business, which is 
to say that what we’ve become is what our great customers have allowed us to be. After all, whether it’s that first 
switch from fresh mushrooms to dried or diversifying our products to feature more organic, non-GMO and 
gluten-free selections, our offerings are a direct reflection of what our customers are looking to source.

As we celebrate our 25th year, and as trends and palates continue to evolve at a rapid pace, we’re proud to remain 
at the forefront with the launch of the new WoodlandFoods.com, including online ordering of our entire catalog for 
the very first time. 

Here’s to chance, here’s to what’s next, and here’s to all of you.
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Our MissiOn
Through the efforts of our valued employees, and with food safety 
at the forefront, we seek the finest specialty food ingredients from 
around the world. 

Photo Caption

David Moore
Founder & CEO of Woodland Foods
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FrOM FArM tO FOrk
We don’t rely on hearsay about quality. Woodland Foods personnel travel directly 
to the source to check farmers’ and suppliers’ credentials first-hand, ensuring 
the finest quality products make their way to you. Knowing the complete history 
of our products gives us greater control of our supply chain. We oversee the 
production, processing, distribution and storage of our ingredients to ensure 
suppliers meet strict standards for processing, quality and product specifications, 
guaranteeing superior traceability and safety—from harvest to kitchen.

MeetinG tHe neeDs OF tHe 
entire FOOD inDustry 
We provide ingredients directly to leading global food manufacturers. We serve 
America’s leading foodservice companies through our D’allesandro® brand 
products. Additionally, through our consumer brand Manitou Trading Company®, 
and our numerous private labels, we partner with top grocery and specialty retail 
chains, gourmet shops, warehouse club stores and online retailers to provide 
innovative shelf-stable products.

WOODLAnD FOODs is
PAssiOnAte AbOut inGreDients
Since our very first shipment of chanterelle mushrooms in 1990 we have been 
driven to uncover uncommon and uncommonly good ingredients to share with 
our customers. We’ve spent the past 24 years pursuing exotic mushrooms, hard-
to-find heirloom beans, coveted spices, sustainable sources of ancient foods and 
other ingredients both well-known and little talked about, all so that we could 
share them with you.

Some of these ingredients have journeyed far to reach you—quinoa from fields 
high in the Andes Mountains of Peru, vibrant spices and aromatic dried herbs 
from far-flung Asian markets, salt raked from the sea along the stunningly stark 
Atlantic coast of Northern France, truffles culled from the enchanting Alpine 
forests of Italy, red rice from plush Bhutanese rice fields, the list goes on and on. 
Each of our ingredients has its own story to tell.

Together, our ingredients represent iconic foods used in cuisines from all corners 
of the world. Today and every day, Woodland Foods has ingredients on our 
shelves sourced in more than 60 countries on 6 different continents. We regularly 
stock more than 1,300 ingredients as part of a diverse assortment incorporating 
everything from kitchen staples to exotic signature spice blends. 

We love to share our passion for food, so contact your Woodland Foods 
representative today. We are dedicated to providing our customers with products 
we believe in, so whether you are looking for the basics or something exotic, 
Woodland Foods is your trusted specialty food ingredient provider.
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Quality Assurance
Quality comes naturally to Woodland Foods—but that 
doesn’t mean it comes without diligence and hard work. 
Our dedication to supplying the highest quality, most 
consistently performing ingredients starts in the fields 
where they’re grown and doesn’t stop until we’ve packed 
and shipped them as products to our customers.

In a very real sense this dedication to quality drives our actions every 
day and in every way. Our Quality Assurance team personally visits every 
significant supplier, domestic and international, and audits their facilities and 
procedures to ensure they meet or surpass our own high standards. 

The QA team works to apply those same standards within our own 
facilities, too—that’s why we built our own in-house QA lab. Every day 
we receive ingredients or pack products, the lab is in use, ensuring 
every item we handle meets the strictest requirements and the most 
exacting specifications.

It’s not just our own standards, either. Woodland Foods is a distributor of 
certified Kosher products, a diverse and growing line of products certified 
organic to the specifications of the USDA National Organic Program and 
we’re proud to have maintained our Grade A Certification to the BRC Global 
Food Safety Standard for two years straight.

We’ve worked hard to build our reputation by exceeding our customers’ 
expectations. Contact your Woodland Foods representative to find out how 
our dedication to quality can benefit you. 
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WooDlanD fooDs is ceRtifieD by 
these oRGanizations

WooDlanD fooDs is a pRouD MeMbeR of 
these oRGanizations

Certified Handler

Woodland Foods’ facilities and processes are regularly audited by our customers including Fortune 100 Brands

Woodland Foods is a member in good standing of Sedex®, 
the Supplier Ethical Data Exchange. Our relationships with 
suppliers and vendors meet or exceed
the ethical standards put forth by Sedex.
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Custom Culinary 
Development
WOODLAND FOODS IS PASSIONATE ABOUT INGREDIENTS. 

Our Culinary Services Department is one of the places our passion is most 
visible. Led by Corporate Executive Chef Jeffrey Troiola and working with 
full-scale, fully equipped commercial equipment, Chef Troiola and the 
Culinary Services team work to expand ingredient use and versatility. They 
work side-by-side with our restaurant customers to develop menu items 
using our ingredients. They’re also available to help our clients develop 
and expand packaged goods using Woodland Foods products. Contact 
your Woodland Foods representative to find out how to take advantage of 
the expertise and experience of our Culinary Services Department.
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“the Culinary Center 
signifies our ongoing 
commitment to quality and 
innovation in the culinary 
industry. Our goal is to 
provide a fabulous on-site 
center showcasing our 
extensive line of products 
and their wide range of 
applications.” 

David Moore
Founder & CEO of Woodland Foods
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Custom Blending
iF yOu CAn DreAM it, We CAn bLenD it.
Let your imagination run wild with the endless possibilities of what our 
custom blending can bring to you! Woodland Foods will help get your 
unique ideas onto the plate by creating one-of-a-kind blends from 
beans, mushrooms, spices, fruit, nuts, rice, pasta, grains and more–in 
any combination!

Let us share our expertise with you. Woodland Foods Culinary Department 
cooks up innovative product solutions and recipes in our on-site, state-of-
the-art Culinary Center. We work hand-in-hand with customers to create 
proprietary formulas, blends and recipes that highlight the tremendous 
depth and variety of our product offerings. We are eager to share our 
capabilities and showcase our wide assortment of specialty ingredients! 
Contact a Woodland Foods representative for additional details, including 
order minimums and your blending needs.

A blend of ancho and gochugaru chiles paired with honey and lime juice 
powder makes for a unique flavor combination that is perfect for seasoning 
meats, vegetables or using in any southwestern inspired cuisine. The 
addicting fusion of sweet and spicy makes this a go-to, all-in-one seasoning. 
Southwestern cultures have used these flavors for centuries to add depth 
and interest to their cuisine.

• Ancho chiles are from Mexico and are among the sweetest of dried chiles. 
They are made from poblano chiles, the familiar fresh green chile, that 
have grown red and fully ripe before being harvested, smoked and dried.

• Gochugaru chiles are native to Korea and have a flavor that is hot, sweet 
and slightly smoky.

Ancho-honey citrus spice

Photo Caption
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BeAn, peA & LentiL BLends
Great for soups or salads

herB & spice BLends
A convenient way to add flavor or use as a salt substitute

rice, pAstA & GrAin BLends
Variety of texture, color, flavor and additional nutrition

MushrooM BLends
Use in stir-fries, sauces or on steaks
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Private Label Program 
BRING YOUR BRAND TO LIFE!

Woodland Foods’ success as a contract manufacturer of 
customer-developed products makes us the ideal partner 
for even the most challenging of your unique packing and 
private label needs. We regularly process everything from 
1,000-pound bulk containers to individual 2-ounce tins, so 
we’re ready to deliver the goods you want, packed the way 
you want. We create and pack products for more than 300 
private label brands—contact us to find out how you can 
become one.

Our unrivaled private label program is truly a turn-key 
service. It combines access to the more than 1,300 unique 
ingredients we keep in-stock in our warehouse with the 
experienced chefs in our Culinary Services Department who 
can help develop custom products that meet both 
your culinary standards and financial requirements.

With a formula for your product set, our processing facility 
is ready to make your private label product a reality. 
Our plant’s state-of-the-art equipment can process and 
pack large runs of product quickly and efficiently. For smaller 
runs, our fully-trained staff is ready to hand-process and 
even hand-pack your products. Supply us with labels, or our 
Marketing Department can design custom labels with you, 
and your product is ready to ship direct from our warehouse. 
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WOODLAND FOODS offers an unrivaled 
selection of more than 1,300 unique 

ingredients. Select the products that best 
suit your needs.

WOODLAND FOODS offers a wide variety 
of packaging including: tins, jars, cello 

bags, stand-up pouches, clamshells and 
other innovative packaging solutions. 

Send us your logo and WOODLAND FOODS 
will design a custom label for you. Have a 

design already? We’ll apply your design to any 
size label for any type of packaging.

WOODLAND FOODS’ Production 
Department will print and apply your label

to your packaging.

WOODLAND FOODS’ Shipping Department 
packs and ships your products to you or 

directly to stores.

We develop

your brand
from product concept
to delivery at your door 

DesiGn the look 

select  the pRoDucts choose the packaGinG

apply the DesiGn pack & ship

(Minimums Apply)
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Who says
it ’s organic?

EvERY ORGANIC PRODUCT WOODLAND 
FOODS SELLS HAS PASSED ALL NECESSARY 
INSPECTIONS AND REQUIREMENTS TO BE 
CERTIFIED ORGANIC ACCORDING TO THE 
USDA NATIONAL ORGANIC PROGRAM.

The National Organic Program regulates all organic crops, 
livestock, and agricultural products certified to the United 
States Department of Agriculture (USDA) organic standards. 
Organic certification agencies inspect and verify that organic 
farmers, ranchers, distributors, processors, and traders 
are complying with the USDA organic regulations. USDA 
conducts audits and ensures that the more than 90 organic 
certification agencies operating around the world are properly 
certifying organic products. In addition, USDA conducts 
investigations and conducts enforcement activities to ensure 
all products labeled as organic meet the USDA organic
regulations. In order to sell, label, or represent their products 
as organic, operations must follow all of the specifications set 
out by the USDA organic regulations.
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Far from a fad, consumers’ interest in organic foods and beverages 
continues to grow. Woodland Foods is dedicated to providing you the 
items your customers want to buy, so we stock a diverse and growing list 
of organic products that are certified to the specifications of the USDA 
National Organic Program. Let us show you how easy, and profitable it can 
be to add “organic” to the descriptions of your products.

MushRooMs
BLAcK truMpet (OM14)
chAMpiGnon (White Button), sLiced (OM18)
chAntereLLes (OM24)
hen oF the Woods (MAitAKe) (OM08)
MoreLs (OM21)
oyster  MushrooMs (OM20)
porcini, europeAn  A (OM05)
porcini, europeAn AA (OM04)
portABeLLA, sLiced (OM38)
shiitAKe, sLiced (OM01)
shiitAKe, WhoLe (OM11)

chiles
Ancho chiLes (OC01)
Ancho chiLe poWder (OD17)
chipotLe MoritA chiLes, de-steMMed (OC18)
JALApeÑo chiLe poWder (OD12)
neW MeXico chiLe FLAKes (OE13)
neW MeXico chiLes (OC05)

leGuMes
beans
AdZuKi BeAns (OB47)
AnAsAZi® BeAns (OB01)
BLAcK turtLe BeAns (OB21)
cAnneLLini BeAns (OB09)
crAnBerry BeAns (OB22)
FAVA BeAns (OB06)
FLAGeoLet BeAns (OB07)
GArBAnZo BeAns (OB34)
GArBAnZo (ceci) BeAn poWder (OB151)
GreAt northern BeAns (OB68)
Kidney BeAns, dArK red (OB49)
pinto BeAns (OB23)

lentils
BLAcK BeLuGA® LentiLs (OB58)
BroWn LentiLs (OB27)
criMson LentiLs, spLit (OB24)
French Green LentiLs (OB26)
Green LentiLs (OB15)
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peas
Green peAs, spLit (OB69)
Green peAs, WhoLe (OB42)
yeLLoW peAs, spLit (OB10)
yeLLoW peAs, WhoLe (OB20)

Rice
BroWn rice FLour (OX75)
chinese BLAcK rice, steAMed (OX30)
JAsMine rice, BroWn (OX52)
JAsMine rice, White (OX04)
BroWn rice, LonG GrAin (OX90)
BroWn rice, LonG GrAin, QuicK cooK (OX74)

GRains & coRn
AMArAnth (OG42)
AMArAnth, Ground (OG101)
BArLey, BLAcK (OG18)
BucKWheAt GroAts (OG74)
chiA seed, BLAcK (OG138)
chiA seed, White (OG137)
corn MAsA FLour, BLue (OG59)
FArro (OG67)
FLAX seed, BroWn (OG38)
FLAX seed, GoLden (OG37)
KAMut® WheAt (OG17)
KAniWA (OG47)
MiLLet FLour (OG143)
MiLLet seed (OG44)
QuinoA (OG36)
QuinoA, BLAcK (OG26)
QuinoA, crisped (OG94)
QuinoA, incAn BLend (OG83)
QuinoA, red (OG35)
QuinoA FLAKes (OG75)
QuinoA FLour, GoLden (OG65)
speLt (OG41)
WheAt Berries, hArd red (OG39)

couscous, oRzo & nooDles
couscous, trAditionAL (OQ02)
couscous, WhoLe WheAt (OQ05)
pAd thAi noodLes (OQ36)
pAd thAi noodLes, BLAcK rice (OQ64)
pAd thAi noodLes, BroWn rice (OQ65)
pAd thAi noodLes, red rice (OQ66)
VerMiceLLi noodLes (BroWn rice sticKs) (OQ38)

heRbs & spices
heRbs
BAsiL (OH03)
BAy LeAVes (OH04)
diLL Weed (OH72)
MArJorAM (OH23)
oreGAno, MediterrAneAn (OH248)
pArsLey FLAKes (OH96)
roseMAry, Ground (OH352)
roseMAry (OH37)
sAGe, ruBBed (OH346)
tArrAGon (OH44)
thyMe (OH45)

spices & seasoninGs
ALLspice, Ground (OH60)
cArdAMoM, Green (OH08)
cAyenne, Ground (OH63)
chiLi poWder (OH65)
cinnAMon, Ground (OH11)
cLoVes, Ground (OH67)
cLoVes, WhoLe (OH13)
coriAnder seeds (OH14)
cuMin seeds (OH15)
cuMin seeds, Ground (OH69)
FenneL seed (OH17)
FenuGreeK seeds, Ground (OH73)
GArLic FLAKes  (OH315)
GArLic poWder (OH343)
GArLic, GrAnuLAted (OH18)
GArLic, Minced (OH113)
GArLic, roAsted, Minced (OH193)
GinGer poWder (OH77)
LeMon pepper BLend (OH510)
nutMeG, Ground (OH85)
onion, GrAnuLAted (OH229)
onion, Minced (OH317)
onion poWder (OH184)
pApriKA (OH28)
rAdish seeds, dAiKon (OH279)
red pepper, crushed, piZZA styLe (OH81)
seAsoninG, ALL-purpose, sALt-Free (OH505)
seAsoninG, GArLic herB, sALt-Free (OH501)
seAsoninG, itALiAn, sALt-Free (OH507)
seAsoninG, LeMon pepper, sWeet (OH498)
seAsoninG, MediterrAneAn seAFood (OH496)
seAsoninG, MesQuite (OH508)
seAsoninG, pouLtry, sALt-Free (OH503)
seAsoninG, sALMon seAFood (OH495)
seAsoninG, seAFood, LeMon pepper, sALt-Free (OH509)
seAsoninG, spicy, sALt-Free (OH500)
seAsoninG, steAK BLend (OH499)

oRGanic pRoDucts, continueD
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sesAMe seed, BLAcK (OH109)
sesAMe seed, White huLLed (OH111)
tAMArind concentrAte (OH220)
turMeric, Ground (OH91)

cuRRies
curry poWder (OH16)
curry poWder, hot, sALt-Free (OH504)
curry poWder, sWeet, sALt-Free (OH506)

peppeRcoRns
peppercorns, BLAcK, coArse cut (OH190)
peppercorns, BLAcK, Fine cut (OH53)
peppercorns, BLAcK, MediuM cut (OH161)
peppercorns, BLAcK, WhoLe (OH29)
peppercorns, White, Fine Ground (OH54)

salts
sALt, ceLery  (OH357)
sALt, GArLic (OH201)
sALt, hiMALAyAn, GArLic (OH200)

Vanillas & suGaRs
dried cAne syrup poWder (OH391)
dried cAne syrup (OH390)
VAniLLA BeAns, BourBon, MAdAGAscAr (OH46)
VAniLLA eXtrAct, BourBon (OH411)

VeGetables
LeeK FLAKes (OV29)
spinAch FLAKe (OV25)
JerusALeM ArtichoKe poWder (OV10)
BeLL pepper, Green, diced 1/4”- 3/8” (OV08)
BeLL pepper, red & Green (OV21)
BeLL pepper, red, diced 1/4”- 3/8” (OV20)
spinAch poWder (OV26)
toMAto poWder (OV27)

fRuits
BAnAnA chips (OF16)
crAnBerry hALVes (OF05)
GoJi Berries (OF54)

nuts & seeDs
coconut FLour (On86)
puMpKin seed KernALs, roAsted (On65)

Products shown include (top to bottom):  Flax Seed (OG38), 
Green Cardamom (OH08), and Banana Chips (OF16).
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Mushrooms
& truffles

Umami, or the “fifth taste,” is a satisfying but 
hard-to-identify flavor, sometimes described as 
“rich” or “savory.” Mushrooms embody umami, 
and using dried mushrooms in a dish is among the 
easiest, healthiest and most cost-effective ways to 
boost umami flavor. The drying process intensifies 
mushrooms’ deep, earthy taste and gives them a 
much longer shelf life, making them a smart and 
economical choice for a wide range of dishes.

We constantly seek out new and unusual types 
of mushrooms to add to our growing line. With 
a selection of 25 varieties, offered in a range of 
formats from whole and sliced to kibbled, chopped 
and powdered—as well as combined in exotic 
mushroom blends—finding the ideal dried mushroom 
product for your needs is easy. 

We also stock a complete line of preserved truffle 
products that offer the distinctive flavor of truffles, 
without the high cost and seasonal limitations of 
sourcing them fresh.
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Morels
Among the most highly prized of 
All wild mushrooms, morels hAve A 
buttery, slightly smoky, eArthy flAvor 
And A delicAte, unique AromA. 

their unusual appearance, with hollow bodies and 
peaked, honeycomb-like caps, make them among the 
most recognizable mushroom varieties. like many other 
mushrooms, their rich, woodsy taste intensifies with drying.

Although they are commonly regarded as a mushroom, 
morels are not actually mushrooms in the strictest scientific 
sense, but rather the fruiting body of a soil-inhabiting 
fungus. morels have not been successfully cultivated, 
so they must be gathered from the wild during their 
notoriously brief growing season in early spring. Accepted 
wisdom holds that morels usually arrive about two weeks 
after the last spring frost, when the average daytime 
temperature has consistently been in the 50s. they also 
tend to colonize in forested areas that burned the year 
prior. the pacific northwest, midwest and great lakes 
regions are considered a hotbed for morels, inspiring 
many an early spring pilgrimage in search of this rare and 
delicious seasonal treat.

woodlAnd foods offers delicious, meaty dried morels 
year-round, in whole and finely chopped styles that 
are ideal for a wide range of applications. morels must 
be eaten cooked, and they pair deliciously with beef, 
poultry, seafood and wild game. sautéing them in butter 
or simmering them in cream sauces brings out their 
delicate deep flavor most effectively. whole morels shine 
in everything from pasta sauces and sautés to pizzas, egg 
dishes and stir-fries with fresh spring vegetables such as 
asparagus and peas. our finely chopped morels are the 
perfect flavoring and thickening addition to mushroom 
broths, soups and stews. they also enrich braising liquid 
for pot roast and lend an earthy flavor to pasta dough or 
filling. discover the convenience and delicious possibilities 
of our line of dried morels.
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Mushroom Styles
our extensive processing capabilities allow us to offer many of our dried mushroom 
varieties in a range of styles, so you can find the product that best meets your needs. 
whether you are looking for pristine whole mushrooms or mushrooms that have been 
pre-sliced, kibbled, chopped or powdered, our line of dried mushrooms offers your 
operation convenience, value and consistency.

sliced
when whole mushrooms are too large and a smaller, more 
bite-size piece is desired, sliced mushrooms are often the 
best option. woodlAnd foods offers recognizable slices 
of champignon, porcini, shiitake and portobello mushrooms 
that are perfect for stir-fries, stuffings, pastas, pizzas and much 
more. of uniform thickness, sliced mushrooms rehydrate 
quickly, making them a convenient choice for quick preparation.

whole
whole mushrooms are ideal for dishes in which 
presentation value is a strong consideration, such as 
pastas, pizzas and sautés. many mushrooms, such as 
morel, black trumpet, wood ear, candy cap and enoki are 
small enough to incorporate into recipes whole, and they 
add a refined look and visual impact to the finished dish

kibbled
our range of kibbled mushrooms includes oyster, 
portobello, porcini, bolete and champignon, as well as a 
kibbled blend. these mushrooms are cut into small pieces 
with a target size of 1/4 - 1/8 inch, making them ideal for 
applications such as soups and stews, stuffings, sautés and 
risottos, in which a rustic, chunky texture is desired.

chopped 
our chopped bolete, morel and shiitake mushrooms have 
a significantly finer texture than our kibbled varieties, 
but with more particle size variation than our mushroom 
powders. this style is ideal for pasta fillings, soups, gravies 
and sauces.

powder 
with a fine, uniform texture, our mushroom powders are a 
convenient solution for whisking into sauces, gravies, soups 
and light cream sauces. they are a useful flavoring and 
thickening ingredient in powdered soup and sauce mixes, 
and also make a delicious and unusual addition to meat 
rubs. woodlAnd foods’ line of mushroom powders 
includes seven single-mushroom varieties and two blends.

baSic prep 
pour hot water over dried mushrooms 
and steep until fully rehydrated. 
steeping times will vary by type of 
dried mushroom. 

mushrooms add flavor and substance 
to any dish. they’re great additions to 
salads, omelets, sauces and soups. 
sautéed mushrooms liven up poultry, 
pork, beef and fish dishes. Add 
mushrooms to your grandmother’s 
treasured pasta sauce recipe or 
simply toss mushrooms with pasta 
and a little olive oil and parmesan 
cheese—no sauce required!

generally, one ounce of dried 
mushrooms reconstitutes to four 
ounces. once rehydrated, the 
steeping liquid can also be added to 
recipes for extra flavor.

*vAries by mushroom

*
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Sieving
mechanical sieves gently 
agitate product across a sieve 
to separate loose particulates 
from our products. this step 
also allows us to sift processed 
products (such as kibbled, chopped and powdered 
mushrooms) to ensure they are composed of consistently 
sized pieces that match our customers’ specifications.

Metal Detector & 
Magnetic Sorting
our inspection line includes an 
in-line metal detection system and 
rare-earth magnets to detect and 
trap metalic debris.

Hand inspection
we take the time to hand inspect 
many of our products to verify 
the success of our sieving and 
density separation processes.

air classification
Air classification equipment 
blows fine, light items 
like bits of leaves out of 
the product stream, while 
gravity separation equipment 
separates mushrooms from denser debris like pebbles.

Cleaning proCess

Photo Caption

Gravity Separation
gravity separation removes 
light material from heavier 
material, ensuring uniformity 
of product as well as removal 
of impurities.
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MushRooMs

Lobster MushrooMs (M23) 
the lobster mushroom is one of the most unique wild mushroom varieties. it is a hybrid created when a parasitic 
fungus attacks another mushroom (often members of the genera russula (brittlegills) or lactarius (milk caps). the 
parasite thoroughly covers the host mushroom, transforming it into a vivid red-orange, thick-fleshed specimen with 
a deep flavor that mushroom lovers adore. lobster mushrooms make an excellent meat substitute for vegetarian 
dishes, given their dense, firm texture and rich flavor.

Bamboo Mushrooms
(M37)

Blazei (Brazilian Caps) 
Mushrooms 

(M82)

Black Trumpet Mushrooms
(M14) 

Bolete Mushrooms
(M52)

Bolete Mushroom Powder
(R04)

Finely Chopped European 
Bolete Mushrooms

(R33)

Kibbled Chilean Bolete 
Mushrooms 

(R08)

 Chilean Bolete Mushrooms
(M16)

Candy Cap Mushrooms
(M99)

Sliced Champignon
(White Button) Mushroom 

(M18)

Champignon (White Button) 
Mushroom Powder 

(R51)

Kibbled Champignon
(White Button) Mushroom 

(R50)

Cauliflower Mushrooms
(M104)

Champignon (White Button) 
Mushroom Extract Powder 

(R73)

Chanterelle Mushrooms
(M24)

Huitlacoche 
(M51)

Cloud Ear Mushrooms 
(M13)

Enoki Mushrooms 
(M103)

Hen of the Woods  
(Maitake) Mushrooms

(M08)

we stock a wide range of wild and cultivated mushrooms in whole, sliced, 
kibbled, chopped and powdered forms.

Indicates Organic Version Available

Bolete Mushrooms,
Kibbled
(R03) 
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Ivory Portabella  
(King Oyster) Mushrooms

(M81)

Shredded Wood Ear  
Mushrooms

(M02)

Morel Mushrooms 
(M21)

Matsutake Mushrooms
(M84)

Finely Chopped Morel 
Mushrooms (M88)

Oyster Mushrooms
(M20)

Nameko Mushrooms
(M102)

Kibbled Oyster Mushrooms 
(R39)

Mousseron (Fairy Ring) 
Mushrooms

(M15)

Paddy Straw Mushrooms
(M17)

Porcini Mushrooms,  
Grade AA

(M04)

Porcini Mushrooms,  
Grade B

(M07) 

Porcini Mushrooms, 
Grade A
(M05)

Kibbled Porcini Mushrooms,  
Grade B 

(R01) 

Porcini Mushroom Powder, 
Grade B  

(R02) 

Kibbled Portabella  
Mushrooms

(R19)

First Quality Shiitake 
Mushrooms 

(M11) 

Sliced Portabella  
Mushrooms

(M38)

Portabella Mushroom 
Powder

(R21)

Shiitake Mushrooms
(M53) 

Whole & Broken Pieces
Shiitake Mushrooms  

(M105)

Sliced Shiitake Mushrooms
(M01) 

Flower Top Shiitake
Mushrooms 

(M101) 

Kibbled Shiitake  
Mushrooms

(R16) 

Finely Diced Shiitake  
Mushrooms 

(R17) 

Finely Chopped Shiitake 
Mushrooms (R61)

Chopped Shiitake  
Mushrooms 

(R15) 

Shiitake Mushroom Powder
(R18) 

Wood Ear Mushrooms
(M09)

Saffron Milk Cap  
Mushrooms

(M106)
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blenDs

Bistro Mushroom Blend
(M94) 

European Mushroom Blend 
Powder  
(R40) 

Forest Mushroom Blend
(M45) 

European Mushroom Blend
(M48) 

European Melange  
Mushroom Blend

(M148) 

Northwoods Mushroom 
Blend
(M47) 

Steak Mushroom Blend
(M87)

Kibbled Mushroom Blend
(R43) 

Wild Mushroom Powder
(R66) 

Special Mushroom Blend 
(M44)

Stir-Fry Mushroom Blend
(M49)

each one of woodland foods’ gourmet dried mushroom 
blends combines several types of wild or cultivated 
mushrooms, for potent and robust flavor in a form that 
is both economical and operationally practical. our 
blends are all carefully formulated with complementary 
mushroom varieties and provide a 
ready-to-use solution that eliminates the need for 
extensive cleaning, preparation and storage of fresh 
mushrooms. this minimizes the risk of waste and 
spoilage and maximizes the concentrated flavor. 

• biStro blenD (M94) – A hearty mix of oyster, 
shiitake, porcini and black trumpet mushrooms

• european blenD (M48) – An elegant blend of 
chanterelle, morel, black trumpet, lobster, porcini, 
sliced shiitake and chilean bolete mushrooms

• european MelanGe (M148) – A sophisticated 
combination of chanterelle, morel, black trumpet, 
lobster, porcini and chilean bolete mushrooms

• ForeSt blenD (M45) – A woodsy mixture of 
dried shiitake, porcini, oyster, bolete and 
woodear mushrooms

• nortHwooDS blenD (M47) – An earthy 
combination of lobster, shiitake, porcini, morel, oyster, 
sliced shiitake and bolete mushrooms

• Special MuSHrooM blenD (M44) – A mild yet 
savory combination of shiitake, chanterelle, morel, 
porcini, oyster and bolete mushrooms

• Steak blenD (M87) – A blend of oyster, blazei and 
porcini mushrooms specifically designed to enhance 
the flavor and presentation of steak

• Stir Fry blenD (M49) – A flavorful and texturally 
contrasting mixture of shiitake, shredded wood ear, 
sliced button, cloud ear and oyster

our mushroom blends bring together complementary wild and cultivated 
mushroom varieties in the same convenient product. these combinations  
are well suited to a wide range of culinary uses and budgets.
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tRuffles

demystifying truffles

our line of preserved truffle products encompasses a range of truffle 
varieties, available in whole, processed, powdered and oil forms, offering the 
flavor and experience of truffles at a fraction of the cost of sourcing fresh.

few foodstuffs are surrounded by as much mystique as the truffle. humble 
to behold, truffles are so highly sought after that fresh truffles routinely fetch 
prices of hundreds and even thousands of dollars per pound. the price 
reflects the difficulty of finding and harvesting truffles, which grow partially in 
the roots of certain trees and partially in the soil, with the fruiting body (the 
lumpy, potato-like structure that grows in the soil) being the only edible part.

All genuine truffles are members of the tuberaceae family of fungi. several 
varieties of tuberaceae are harvested and sold as truffles. in fact, each of 
the commonly known varieties of truffles (white, black, summer, etc.) is a 
different variety of tuberaceae.

woodlAnd foods offers a complete line of preserved truffle products 
that minimize the hassle, risk and expense of using fresh truffles. our 
selection includes preserved whole and sliced truffles that are ideal for 
maximum-impact applications such as garnishing finished dishes. truffle 
peelings are an economical alternative that works beautifully in applications 
requiring finely diced or grated truffles, such as risottos, cream sauces and 
flavored butters. use our array of convenient truffle salts, oils and powders 
to add high-impact truffle flavor to everything from pasta and bread doughs 
to french fries and other potato dishes to seafood and egg dishes. they 
also offer an easy way to heighten the rich, umami flavor of recipes using 
our other truffle products.

oils
D’allesandro Gold
White Truffle Oil (M69)

D’allesandro Gold
Black Truffle Oil (M70)

D’allesandro White 
Truffle Oil (M34)

preserved
D’allesandro Whole Truffles (M31)

D’allesandro Truffle Peelings (M50)

D’allesandro Summer Truffle Peelings (M39)

Black Summer Truffle Peelings (M72)

Sliced Black Summer Truffles (M71)

Sliced Black Winter Truffles (M73)

Sliced White Winter Truffles (M74)

Sliced White Spring Truffles (M75)

dehydraTed & poWdered
Sliced Dried Truffles (R46) 

Black Truffle Powder (R44)

White Truffle Powder (R45)

Black Truffle Sea Salt (H401)
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chiles
Chile peppers are the fruit of plants from the genus 
Capsicum, universally prized for their piquant 
or sweet flavor whether consumed raw, dried or 
otherwise processed. They have been a steady 
part of the human diet for thousands of years in 
their native Central and South America. Chiles 
were introduced to Europe in the 1600s, then 
gradually spread around the world via international 
trade. Now, nearly every culture cooks with them in 
some fashion, whether it is in soups, stews, rubs 
or marinades, or even as a surprising way to flavor 
sweets. Simply drying chiles in the sun or over 
some heat source can preserve them for years.

Our dried chiles offer an expansive range of flavors 
and aromas, from subtly sweet red bell peppers to 
smoky, complex chipotles and all the way to spicy, 
fruit-forward habanero. Our chiles are also a prized 
source of heat and spice. 

Woodland Foods imports varieties of chiles 
from around the world and sells them whole, 
de-stemmed, diced, crushed, ground and as pastes. 
Let us show you how the right chile product can 
elevate your recipes.
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basic prep 
Dried chiles are often lightly toasted until 
fragrant before being soaked in water (or 
another flavorful liquid) to rehydrate. Pour hot 
water over dried chiles and steep until fully soft 
and supple. Steeping times will vary by chile 
variety and size. 

There are so many different ways to 
incorporate sweet or spicy chiles into a dish. 
Add a hint of sweetness to rice or couscous 
with some sweet bell peppers. Blend in spicier 
chiles to amp up an already spicy arrabiata 
sauce. Create your own signature sweet and 
spicy dry rub with a combination of sweet and 
spicy chiles. 

Spicy food is a trend on the rise. Lately 
increasing numbers of daredevil heat 
seekers are searching out higher levels 
of intense chile flavor, turning to chile 
varieties like habaneros, ghost peppers, 
scorpion peppers and the newly crowned 
hottest pepper in the world, the Carolina 
Reaper. While these peppers have a 
reputation for being all spice and bite, 
every chile has a unique flavor profile 
along with its own level of heat. Some are 
sweet and only slightly spicy, some are 
smoky and darkly complex, while others 
are bright and fruity. 

Historically, spicy foods have had broad 
appeal in cuisines all over the world. 
In Thailand, peppers like the birds-eye 
chile have been used for years to season 
traditional dishes like tom yum gai. In 
Jamaica, the Scotch Bonnet is used to give 
jerk seasoning its trademark spicy kick. 
In Korea, spicy food is especially popular 
during sweltering summer months as the 
sweat-inducing cuisine helps people cool 
off. Another iconic traditional meal featuring 
hot chiles is Szechwan hot pot, in which 
diners dip and cook skewers of food into a 
blisteringly spicy bowl of boiling broth. Here 
in America, Cajun food is known to veer 
into the same blazing territory.

The chemical compound that gives chiles 
their heat is called capsaicin. Different 
varieties of chile, and even different crops 
of the same variety, contain different 
quantities of capsaicin due to natural 
variation, growing conditions, 
weather, and a host 
of other reasons. 

The most accurate measure of a chile’s 
heat would be to analyze the amount 
of capsaicin (the chemical compound 
that creates the burning sensation in our 
mouths when we eat chiles) it contains. 

However the most widely discussed 
measure of a chile’s heat is the Scoville 
scale, a measure of the perceived heat 
of a chile. The standard method for 
measuring heat on the Scoville scale relies 
on human taste-testers, so it is at least 
partially subjective; different testers may 
have different sensitivity to capsaicin, 
which may tend to skew the results.

The chiles which provide extreme 
doses of heat are now regularly making 
appearances in food like pizza, hot wings, 
curries and sushi. Ultra-hot chiles have 
become so popular that some restaurants 
have spicy food eating challenges on their 
menus. Even fast food chains are jumping 
on the trend, adding challenging chile 
flavors such as habanero or sriracha (a 
wildly popular garlic-chile sauce) to new 
promotional items, fanning the flames of 
the chile-flavored trend. Woodland Foods 
carries a variety of punishingly spicy dried 
chile products, including those made 
with habanero, ghost and even the ultra-
hot scorpion chili in whole, flaked, and 
powdered form. 

TURN UP THE HEAT:

Ultra Spicy Trend

*vARIES By CHILE

*
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Chipotles
chipotles are easily one of the 
most popular chiles in widespread 
use today.
They appear in sauces, salsas, marinades, and many more 
dishes. The chipotle chile is simply a jalapeño that has been 
smoked during the drying process. During the growing 
season unripe jalapeños are picked and sold as fresh green 
jalapeños. Other jalapeños are left on the vine, turning a deep, 
rich red and developing a fruitier flavor. Ripe, red jalapeños 
are also picked and sold fresh, but some are left on the vine 
as long as possible losing much of their moisture. At the end 
of the growing season these partially dried red jalapeños 
are wood-smoked for several days until they have lost most 
of their remaining moisture; these smoked, dried jalapeños 
are what we know as “chipotles.” It takes approximately 
10 pounds of fresh jalapeños to create one pound of dried 
chipotle chiles. 

The most common chipotle variety is produced in the 
Mexican state of Chihuahua. It is known as a morita (meaning 
“little mulberry” in Spanish), and it has a deep, almost 
purple color. A less common variety, the chile meco, is light 
brown with a dry, wrinkled texture. Chipotle meco are mainly 
produced for use within Mexico. 

WOODLAND FOODS carries both varieties, including the less 
commonly seen Brown Chipotle Meco, in whole, diced, flaked 
and powdered forms. We also carry the popular canned 
version of chipotles as well. Talk to your WOODLAND FOODS 
representative to find out more about choosing the right 
Chipotle chile for you.

Unexpected Uses 
for Chiles
Despite the misconception that chiles 
are only meant for salty and savory 
cuisine, there are some other surpris-
ing uses for them. Chiles and choco-
late are a popular flavor combintion. 
Smoky ancho chile in particular melds 
well with chocolate, as its deep, smoky 
and fruity flavor profile matches that 
of chocolate. It also makes a surpris-
ingly good addition to ice cream, as 
the cold, creamy and silky dish helps 
temper any heat from the pepper.

Mixologists steep spicy chiles in spirits 
like vodka to extract their flavor for use 
in lively drinks like Bloody Marys, or 
other cocktails, to unleash an unex-
pected kick. Other uses include incor-
poration into bread or pasta dough, 
resulting in a flavorful vessel for other 
food. And in Mexico, it is common 
to serve fruit with a dusting of chile 
powder and salt, finished with a touch 
of lime juice.   
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Pure Capsaicin
15,000,000 - 16,000,000

De Arbol
10,000 - 23,000

Scotch Bonnet
250,000 - 450,000

Jalapeño Pepper
2,500 - 8,000

Ghost
350,000 - 550,000

Puya
5,000 - 10,000

New Mexico Chile
1,000 - 1,500

Scorpion
500,000+

Urfa Biber
7,000 - 8,000

Cayenne
30,000 - 50,000

Cascabel
1,500 - 2,500

Bell Pepper
0

Tepin Chile
50,000 - 100,000

Guajillo
100 - 500

Habanero
100,000 - 200,000

Aji Amarillo
2,000 - 5,000

Aji Panca
500 - 1000

WhAT iS ThE

Scoville Heat Scale?
The Scoville Scale measures the perception of spicy 
heat from chile peppers and other spicy foods in Scoville 
Heat Units (SHU). It is named after Wilbur Scoville, the 
American pharmacist who developed it. To measure a 
dried chile’s heat in SHU, a liquid extract of the chile is 
prepared and then diluted with sugar water until the heat 
of the chile is barely perceptible. Because it relies on 
human subjects’ sensitivity, this method of testing heat 
can be somewhat imprecise.

Scientists now use a technique called High Performance 
Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) to measure spiciness. It 
identifies and measures the compounds responsible for 
heat in chile peppers in regards to the relative heat capacity 
of the pepper. Using a mathematical formula, the result is 
calculated into American Spice Trade Association (ASTA) 
pungency units. A single ASTA unit can be multiplied by 15 
to convert it to the commonly known Scoville unit. 

the scoville heat scale

Ghost chile & 
scorpion chile
The Ghost Chile, also known as the Bhut Jolokia, is widely 
regarded as one of the hottest peppers in the world. It 
originated in the Indian states of Assam and Nagaland. It 
has a fruity, citrus-like flavor followed by an extraordinarily 
intense burning sensation. Compared to the better known 
Habanero Chile (which can reach 200,000 Scoville Heat 
Units) the Ghost Chile can reach well over 500,000 
scorching Scoville Heat Units.

The Scorpion Chile is even hotter, reaching up to nearly 
1,500,000 Scoville units. It is native to the islands of 
Trinidad and Tobago. Scorpion Chiles are currently ranked 
the second hottest chiles on earth, second to the Carolina 
Reaper, which was specially bred with spiciness in mind. 
Like the Ghost Chile, it also has a fruity flavor with a 
punishing building heat.

Even though these chiles are blazingly hot, they can be 
used to create intensely flavorful hot sauces, chili dishes 
and curries.

WOODLAND FOODS recommends wearing latex gloves while handling 
Ghost and Scorpion Chiles, as well as wearing facial protection to prevent 
dust from being inhaled or from getting into your eyes. 
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chiles

De-Stemmed
Aji Amarillo Chiles

(C46)

De-Stemmed
Aji Panca Chiles

(C21)

Aji Amarillo Chile Powder 
(D34)

Aji Panca Chile Powder 
(D03)

De-Stemmed
Aji Paprika Chiles 

(C30)

Aleppo-Style Red Chile 
Flakes
(H170)

Crushed Mediterranean 
Aleppo Chiles 

(H205)

Diced Anaheim  
Green Chiles 

(E30)

Ancho Chiles 
(C01)

De-Stemmed Ancho Chiles 
(C26)

Granulated Ancho Chiles 
(E04)

Ancho Chile Powder 
(D17)

Diced Ancho Chiles 
(E03)

Ancho Chile Paste 
(U08)

Green Bell Pepper, 
3/8” Dice 

(V07)

Green Bell Pepper, 
1/4” Dice 

(V06)

Red Bell Pepper, 
3/8” Dice 

(V19)

Granulated Green
Bell Pepper 

(V09)

Roasted Red Bell Pepper, 
1/4” Dice 

(V18)

Red Bell Pepper, 
1/4” Dice 

(V17)

Granulated Red Bell Pepper 
(V22)

Birdseye Chiles 
(C36)

Birdseye Chile Powder 
(D36)

Calabrian Chiles 
(C55)

Crushed Calabrian Chiles
(E55)

Chiles are a fundamental and useful seasoning in any kitchen. We carry 
a wide variety of chiles in multiple forms, including dice, crushed, 
flakes and powders.

Indicates Organic Version Available
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Mild Chile Threads 
(E42)

Granulated Calabrian 
Chiles 
(D55)

Brown Chipotle Chiles 
(C14)

Ground Cayenne Pepper
(H63)

Diced Brown Chipotle 
Chiles
(E20)

Brown Chipotle Chile 
Powder 

(D01)

Brown Chipotle Chile 
Flakes
(E17)

De-Stemmed Chipotle 
Morita Chile 

(C18)

Chipotle Morita Chile 
(C02)

Toasted Chipotle Morita 
Chile Flakes 

(E60)

Granulated Chipotle Morita 
Chile 
(E14)

Finely Chopped Chipotle 
Morita Chile 

(E19)

Chipotle Morita Powder 
(D22)

Chipotle Morita Chile Paste 
(U09)

De Arbol Chiles 
(C04)

Hand Ground Chipotle 
Morita Chile Powder 

(D35)

De Arbol Chile Powder 
(D32)

Ghost Chiles 
(C47)

Ghost Chile Flakes
(E48)

Ghost Chile Powder Blend 
(D37)

Toasted Chipotle Morita 
Chile Powder

(D41)

De-Stemmed De Arbol 
Chiles
(C56)

Steam-Treated Chipotle  
Morita Chile Powder

(D46)

Guajillo Chiles 
(C03)

De-Stemmed Guajillo Chiles 
(C27)

CasCabel Chile (C08) 
Cascabel Chiles are native to Mexico. They are also known as the “rattle chile,” because 
when the chiles are shaken, the loose seeds within them make a rattling sound. 
The flavor of Cascabel Chiles is woody and slightly smoky, with notes of tobacco. Some 
also describe the flavor as nutty, with moderate levels of heat, making them a good 
option for mild-to-medium spiciness preparations. 

Chipotle Chiles
in Adobo Sauce

7 oz. Can (U14) / 102 oz. Can (U15)
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Habanero Chiles 
(C09)

Crushed Habanero Chiles 
(E34)

Habanero Chile  
Powder Blend  

(D13)

Habanero Chile Powder 
(D08)

Diced Jalapeño Chiles 
(E10)

Jalapeño Chiles, 1/8” Dice 
(E47)

De-Stemmed Japones 
Chiles  
(C06)

Jalapeño Chile Powder 
(D12)

Marash Chile Flakes 
(E49)

Mole Poblano Paste 
(U11)

New Mexico Chiles  
(Hatch Chiles) 

(C05)

Mulato Chiles 
(C15)

Granulated New Mexico 
Chiles (Hatch Chiles)  

(E61)

De-Stemmed
New Mexico Chiles 

(C39) 

Nora Chiles
(C32) 

Diced New Mexico Chiles 
(E13)

Crushed Nora Chiles
(E29)

New Mexico Chile Powder 
(D19)

Diced Japones Chiles
(E54)

Organic New Mexico  
Chile Flakes

(OE13)

Guajillo Chile Paste 
(U10)

Steam-Treated New Mexico 
Chile Powder

(D47)

Pasilla Negro Chiles 
(C07)

De-Stemmed 
Pasilla Negro Chiles

(C44)

Granulated Pasilla Negro 
Chiles 
(E32)

Pasilla Negro Chile Powder 
(D02)

De-Stemmed Pequin Chiles 
(C11)

Diced Guajillo Chiles 
(E07)

Granulated Guajillo Chiles
(E08)

Guajillo Chile Powder 
(D29)
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Poblano Chile Powder
(D45)

Pequin Chile Flakes
(E63)

Sun-Dried Pimento Chiles 
(C29)

Piment d’Espelette
(French Chile Powder) 

(H324)

Puya Chiles 
(C37)

Scorpion Chile Powder 
(D42)

Scorpion Chiles 
(C51)

Scotch Bonnet Chiles 
(C33)

Scotch Bonnet Chile Flakes 
(E65)

Smoked Serrano Chiles 
(C24)

Smoked Serrano  
Chile Powder 

(D05)

Serrano Chile Powder 
(D09)

Thai Chile Powder 
(D40)

De-Stemmed  
Wiri Wiri Chiles 

(C52)

De-Stemmed Thai Chiles 
(C43)

Urfa Biber Chile Flakes 
(E62)

De-Stemmed Tepin Chiles 
(C12)

WiRi WiRi Chile PoWdeR (d43) 
The Wiri Wiri Chile is hard to find and highly valued 
for its bright red color, fresh flavor and exceptional 
heat. As suggested by the shape of the whole chiles, 
Wiri Wiri are related to habanero and bhut jolokia 
chiles. Our all-natural Wiri Wiri Chile Powder has a 
pronounced, but not searing, heat underscored with 
fruity notes. It is ground to a uniformly fine powder 
that is easily incorporated into recipes.
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bean s, lentil s
& peas

Beans, Lentils and Peas are all members of the 
larger family of legumes. Legumes are plants that 
produce nutrient-rich seeds and pods that are 
among the best plant-based protein sources in the 
world. Tremendously economical, these nutritional 
powerhouses are also extremely versatile, lending 
themselves to vegetarian-friendly soups, stews, 
entrees and salads, as well as pairings with meat 
and seafood.

Woodland Foods is committed to sourcing an 
extensive selection of Beans, Lentils and Peas, from 
menu staples such as Black Beans, Brown Lentils 
and Green Split Peas, to unusual and highly sought-
after varieties such as Tarbais Beans, Black Beluga 
Lentils and Chana Dal. We seek out regionally 
specific heirloom bean varieties such as Appaloosa 
and Tiger Eye from family farms where they have 
been cultivated for generations. We also offer 
legume-based flours, protein-rich alternatives that 
are ideal for the growing number of diners seeking 
gluten-free menu options.

Our selection of more than 100 Bean, Lentil and 
Pea products ensures that you will find the ideal 
ingredient for your culinary needs.
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“Heirloom” has become a buzzword in the culinary community 

in recent years. Heirloom beans have received a boost of 

attention as chefs and consumers alike seek out new and 

distinctive varieties of healthy and versatile beans. But what 

exactly does the term “heirloom” mean, and what makes an 

heirloom bean different from other beans?

The basic definition of an heirloom plant variety is one that 

has been around for many years, often passed down through 

a family for several generations, and whose seeds produce 

the same distinct features in the plant every season, without 

manipulation by farmers or scientists. For beans, this could 

mean a unique color or pattern of markings, an unusually large 

or small size, a distinctive texture or—as is often the case—a 

rich, pronounced flavor.

While many standard bean varieties commonly found in 

kitchens—such as kidneys, pintos, cannellini and black—are 

available as heirlooms, part of the allure of heirloom beans 

is their wide range of vivid colors and unusual patterns. And 

although visually striking, the bright, splashy appearance of 

heirloom beans is not simply cosmetic. These colorful beans 

actually contain a number of healthy plant compounds such 

as polyphenolics and flavonoids that are rare in most standard 

bean varieties. These compounds may help prevent or even 

treat chronic diseases such as heart disease and cancer.

Another reason for heirloom beans’ appeal is their scarcity. 

Because heirloom bean plants produce notoriously low yields, 

they are an uncertain crop for most large commercial growers, 

meaning they are primarily grown on small farms that only 

grow a handful of varieties at a time. Woodland Foods sources 

its heirloom beans from those growers to ensure you have 

access to every variety you need. We make a wide variety of 

these distinctive beans from all over the world available to you 

in one convenient place.

Lentils come in three basic subcategories: whole, 
decorticated and split. Whole lentils retain their hull, which 
holds the two lobes of the lentil together and allows them 
to keep their shape through longer cooking times. Whole 
lentils are the best choice for salads, soups and sides 
where a distinct, intact shape is desired. Woodland Foods 
offers the following whole lentils: Black Beluga®, Brown 
(Spanish Pardina), Green, Green (Eston) and French 
Green.

Decorticated lentils have had their hull removed, which 
means that the starchy interior of the lentil is exposed 
to cooking liquid, and they will subsequently break 

down significantly when cooked. These lentils are ideal 
for soups and stews in which a thicker consistency is 
desired because as the lentils break down they add to the 
thickness of the finished product. Our decorticated lentils 
include: Petite Crimson, Petite Golden, Ivory White and 
Red Chief.

Split lentils have had their hull removed, and then are 
halved into two lobes. These lentils dissolve fastest of all 
when cooked, due to their increased surface area, and 
are the best choice for soups, stews and sauces where 
a smooth, thick consistency is desired. We offer Split 
Crimson and Split Petite Crimson Lentils.

the styles of lentils

WhAT iS A

Heirloom Bean?
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WhAT’S A LEGumE?
Many people think of legumes simply as beans, but the term “legume” actually refers 
to plants whose fruit grows in a pod. The legume family includes alfalfa, soybeans (also 
considered an oilseed), peas, lupins, peanuts and mesquite, in addition to beans.

WhAT’S A PuLSE?
Pulses are part of the legume family, but the term “pulse” refers only to the seed 
itself, and only in its dried form. Dried beans (other than soybeans), lentils, peas and 
chickpeas are the most common varieties of pulses. All pulses are high in protein and 
fiber and are very low in fat.

Beans
Dried beans are smooth, oblong seeds that grow inside a pod 
that is left intact to dry on its bush or vine and is harvested 
when mature. All of the many varieties of bean are excellent 
sources of plant-based protein and minerals such as iron, 
magnesium and zinc. They are also known to help bring 
down cholesterol and protect against heart disease.

DrieD Peas
Dried peas are the small, spherical green or yellow seeds of 
the pod fruit. Most often found in split form, dried peas are 
frequently used in soups and stews, where they break down 
easily. Although starchy, dried peas are high in fiber, protein, 
B vitamins and important minerals, and have been linked to 
a reduced risk of certain cancers.

lentils
Lentils are lens-shaped seeds that vary in color from brown, 
red, and green to black. They have a nutritional profile similar 
to beans, with about 30% of their calories coming from 
protein. Unlike beans, lentils cook quickly and do not require 
soaking, making them a convenient choice for quick meals.

ChiCkPeas 
Chickpeas are a unique variety of roughly spherical bean 
with a bumpy appearance that is thought to resemble the 
head of a baby chick. Like other pulses, they are an excellent 
source of fiber, protein and minerals, and also help regulate 
blood sugar and insulin. They are a popular vegetarian 
protein source and play an important role in wide-ranging 
ethnic cuisines. Chickpeas are also called “Ceci Beans” or 
“Garbanzo Beans.”

basic prep

beans
Traditional method: Soak dried 
beans in cool water overnight. Drain, 
then place in a large pot and cover 
with fresh, cool water. Bring to boil. 
Cook 3 minutes then reduce heat 
and simmer, covered, until tender. 

Quick soaking method: Place beans 
into large pot and and add enough 
water to cover by 3 inches. Bring to 
boil. Cover and remove from heat. 
Let stand 1 hour. Drain well, then 
return to pot and cover with fresh 
water. Bring to boil. Cook 3 minutes 
then reduce heat and simmer, 
covered, until tender. 

LentiLs
Lentils do not require pre-soaking. 
Add lentils to simmering water to 
cover and cook, skimming any foam 
from water, until tender. 

peas
Soak dried whole peas in cool water 
overnight. If they are split peas, they 
do not need to be pre-soaked. Drain, 
then place in a large pot and cover 
with fresh, cool water. Bring to boil. 
Cook 3 minutes then reduce heat 
and simmer, covered, until tender.
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Appaloosa Beans
(B02)

Black Beans
(B21)

Adzuki Beans
(B47)

Anasazi Beans
(B01)

beans
We sell a large assortment of dried beans, which are a useful and 
economical ingredient in the kitchen. Explore the culinary possibilities of our 
commodity and heirloom beans.

Fermented Black BeanS (B29) 
Fermented Black Beans (also known as “douchi”) are 
made from black soybeans that have been dried and 
fermented with salt. The fermentation process gives 
these soft, chewy beans a strong, pungent, umami 
flavor that is frequently paired with other assertive 
flavors such as garlic, ginger and chiles to form a flavor 
base in regional Chinese cooking. 

Before cooking with Fermented Black Beans, they 
should be rinsed or briefly soaked in water to remove 
excess salt. They can also be soaked in rice wine or 
vinegar for a different flavor profile.

Using Fermented Black Beans with stir-fried greens, 
such as Chinese broccoli or cabbage, adds an intense 
savory flavor and salt, giving the dish a distinctly 
Chinese flavor. They accent fish, meat and tofu dishes 
beautifully, and are a surprisingly versatile addition to 
savory sauces. Add them at the beginning of cooking 
for a mellower flavor or near the end for an assertive 
punch of flavor and texture.

Cannellini Beans
(B09)

Black Calypso Beans
(B39)

Black-Eyed Peas
(B45)

Cranberry Beans
(B22)

Corona Beans
(Sweet White Runner)

(B78)

European Soldier Beans 
(B05)

Eye-of-the-Goat Beans
(B119)

Fava Beans
(B06)

Habas Beans 
(Peeled Fava Beans)

(B35)

Split Habas Beans 
(Peeled Fava Beans)

(B98)

Coarse Granulated Habas 
Beans (Peeled Fava Beans)

(B97)

Habas Beans Powder 
(B99)

French Navy Beans
(B44)

Flageolet Beans
(B07)

Indicates Organic Version Available

Red Calypso Beans
(B13)
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 Irregular Garbanzo Beans
(B110)

Coarse Granulated 
Garbanzo Beans

(B96)

Black Garbanzo Beans
(B33)

Garbanzo Bean Powder
(B51)

Roasted Garbanzo
Bean Powder

(B121)

Great Northern Beans
(B68)

Dark Red Kidney Beans
(B49)

Baby Butter Lima Beans
(B54)

Giant Peruvian Lima Beans
(B04)

Light Red Kidney Beans
(B14)

Christmas Lima Beans
(B03)

Fine Granulated
Garbanzo Beans

(B88)

Jacob’s Cattle Gold Beans
(B109)

Sweet Lupin Flour
(B113)

Mayacoba Beans
(B91)

Mung Beans
(B19)

Extra Large Lupini Beans
(B76)

Marrow Beans
(B79)

Gigantes Beans
(B87)

Jacob’s Cattle
(Trout) Beans

(B41)

Split Mung Beans
(B61)

Pink Beans
(B85)

Pebble Beans
(B108)

Pinto Beans
(B23)

Rattlesnake Beans
(B11)

Small Red Beans
(B66)

Scarlet Runner Beans
(B77)

Rice Beans
(B08)

Snow Cap Beans
(B101)

Garbanzo Beans 
(B34)
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Tarbais Beans
(B84)

Swedish Brown Beans
(B12)

Tongues of Fire Beans
(B17)

Tiger Eye Beans
(B107)

Maine Yellow Eye Beans
(B48)

lentils

Red Chief Lentils
(B65)

Golden Lentil Powder
(B120)

Black Beluga® Lentils
(B58)

Petite Crimson Lentils
(B24)

Petite Golden Lentils
(B25)

Green Lentils
(B15)

French Green Lentils
(B26)

Brown Lentils
(B27)

Split Petite Crimson Lentils 
(B117)

Green Lentils (Eston)
(B16)

Ivory White Lentils
(B55)

Urad Dal (Black Lentils)
(B118)

Lentils can be a colorful and nutritious source of protein in your dishes. 
They are a versatile platform for flavor. We offer multiple varieties to fit 
your kitchen’s needs.
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peas

Green Pea Powder
(OB71)

Chana Dal
(B28)

Split Green Peas
(B69)

Pigeon Peas
(B43)

Green Peas
(B42)

Freeze-Dried Green Peas
(B205)

Yellow Peas
(B20)

Granulated Split Yellow 
Peas
(B89)

Split Red Peas
(B75)

Split Yellow Peas
(B10)

Yellow Pea Powder
(B72)

Dried peas are ideal for soups and stews. We offer various colors, shapes 
and sizes to add starch and body to your dishes. 

WhAT iS

Chana Dal?
In Hindi, the word “dal” refers to any pulse that 
has been stripped of its outer hull and split. 
Dal can be made from dried lentils, peas or 
beans, and the thick, flavorful stews prepared 
from these split pulses are a staple source of 
protein in Indian cuisine, which often contains 
little or no meat.

One particular form of dal, “chana dal,” is 
common in India, but rarely found in America. 
The large, golden, nearly round split pulses 
could be easily mistaken for yellow split peas. 
However, a closer look reveals a bumpier 
surface texture and a distinctly different 
cooked consistency and flavor. To add to the 
confusion, yellow split peas are sometimes 
inappropriately labeled and sold as chana dal.

True Chana Dal is made from the desi 
chickpea, a variety also known as “Bengal 
gram” or “kala chana” in Hindi. These small, 
dark brown chickpeas, which are native to 
India, have a thicker, darker seed coat than 
the more familiar (Kabuli) chickpea. Chana 
Dal is made by removing the dark seed coat 
and by splitting the chickpea into two lobes. 
Woodland Foods conveniently offers ready to 
use chana dal products such as our Black 
(Desi) Garbanzo Beans (B33).

Indicates Organic Version Available
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blenDs

8-Bean Blend
(B32)

21-Bean Blend
(B94)

Bean & Pea Blend
(B64)

Calico Soup Blend
(B59)

Christmas Bean Mix
(B30)

Gourmet Bean Blend
(B31)

10-Bean Blend
(B18)

Autumn Lentil Blend
(B63)

French Gourmet Blend 
(X52)

Midnight Blend
(X60)

Our blends mix beautiful varieties of beans to create a convenient 
time-saving tool in the kitchen. Ask your Woodland Foods representative 
about creating custom blends.

Indicates Organic Version Available

WOODLANDFOODS.COM
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Rice

Rice provides a cornerstone of nutrition and calories 
for over one-fifth of the world’s population. What we 
think of as “grains” of rice are actually the seeds of 
the Asian rice (Oryza sativa) or African rice (Oryza 
glaberrima) plant, which are cultivated in over 100 
countries around the world on every continent except 
Antarctica. Rice is second in worldwide production 
only to corn.

From the vital role rice plays in cuisines from 
all over the Asian continent, to the rich culinary 
traditions that surround it in Europe, Latin America, 
Africa and North America, rice is truly a global food 
source. It is also endlessly versatile, as its flavor 
and texture provide a wonderful blank canvas for 
assertive flavors and fresh ingredients.

Here at Woodland Foods, we offer many varieties of 
rice, representing different colors, flavors, textures, 
sizes and uses. We also carry rice in several forms, 
including whole grain, broken and milled into flour. 
And with our custom blending offerings, combining 
rice and all-natural herbs, spices and even 
vegetables, the culinary possibilities are endless.    
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Like wheat, rice can easily be ground into flour, producing 
a versatile cooking and baking ingredient. It is often used 
as a gluten-free substitute for wheat flour for those with 
gluten sensitivity or celiac disease. In addition, rice flour 
can be used to thicken sauces, bake gluten-free bread, 
make noodles and much more. 

In Japan, rice flour is available in both glutinous and non-
glutinous form. Glutinous rice flour, sometimes called 
sweet rice flour, is neither sweet nor does it contain gluten. 
Rather, the word glutinous is used to describe the sticky 
texture of the rice when it is cooked. Glutinous rice flour is 

used to make a popular rice cake called mochi. Mochi has 
a unique chewy yet soft texture to it and is often used in 
Japanese confections. 

Many other cultures use rice flour in various ways, including 
in rice noodles, bread, flatbread, desserts and as a base for 
porridge. Noodles made with rice flour have a translucent 
appearance and cook quickly. 

While white rice flour is the most commonly used form, 
any rice can be ground into flour. Woodland Foods carries 
multiple varieties, including white, brown and wild rice flour.  

Rice comes in a multitude of varieties, and while many 
people imagine rice as only being white, this versatile 
and nutritious grain comes in many appealing colors. We 
proudly carry a range of colors and varieties from across 
the globe, all with unique properties and flavors. 

Brown Rice, sometimes referred to as hulled or unmilled 
rice, is the same as white rice, except that the nutritious 
husk of the grain is left on, lending it a chewier, heartier 
texture. Any variety of white rice, such as short-grain, 
long-grain, or sticky rice, can also be produced as Brown 
Rice. Though brown and white rice have a similar caloric 
content, Brown Rice has superior nutritional value.

Bamboo Rice is actually short-grain white rice that has 
been soaked in fresh bamboo juice, which imparts a 
green color as well as a slight grassy flavor that some 
liken to green tea. It also has a moist and sticky texture 
once cooked. Before it is cooked, short-grained Bamboo 
Rice is a striking green color, similar to that of jade. It 
retains a pale green color when cooked. 

Black Rice comes in various types and grain sizes. Its 
black color comes from its high anthocyanin content. 
Anthocyanins are responsible for the coloration of leaves 
and flowers, and are powerful antioxidants. Black Rice 
has a nutty flavor, similar to that of Brown Rice.

Like Black Rice, Red Rice is also rich in anthocyanins, 
which lend it its color. We offer multiple varieties of 
red rice from different parts of the world, including a 
Bhutanese-style sticky red rice and a relatively new 
variety from France called Camargue Red Rice. Red 
rices also have a high nutritional value, like brown and 
black, because the germ of the rice remains intact.

Wild Rice is actually harvested from four species of 
grasses that are not directly related to Asian rice, though 
they are close cousins. It is high in protein, dietary fiber, 
and the amino acid lysine, and has a particularly nutty 
flavor profile with a chewy texture.

Uses for Rice Flour

The DIFFeReNCes BeTWeeN

Colored Rice
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basic pRep

Brown Rice
Measuring by volume, combine rice 
with twice as much water in a sauce-
pan over high heat. Bring to a boil. 
Cover and reduce heat to low. simmer 
for 30 to 40 minutes or until grains are 
tender and hulls are split open. Drain 
any remaining liquid. Fluff rice with a 
fork before serving.

White Rice
Measuring by volume, combine rice with 
one-and-one-half times as much water 
in a saucepan over high heat. Bring to 
a boil. Cover and reduce heat to low. 
simmer for 16 to 20 minutes or until 
grains are tender. Fluff rice with a fork 
before serving.

SpeciAl Note 
Different varieties of rice may require 
more or less water as well as longer 
or shorter cooking time, so be sure to 
review package instructions.

Rice QTY Rice QTY WaTeR cOOK TiMe

WhiTe Rices

Arborio 1 cup 3-4 cups 25-30 minutes

Baby Kala Jeera Basmati 1 cup 1 ½ cups 20 minutes

Basmati, Aged 2 Years 1 cup 1 ½ cups 20 minutes

Bomba Valencia 1 cup 5-6 cups 15-20 minutes

Calasparra 1 cup 5-6 cups 15-20 minutes

Carnaroli 1 cup 3-4 cups 30-35 minutes

Domestic White Basmati 1 cup 1 ½ cups 20 minutes

Italian Arborio 1 cup 3-4 cups 25-30 minutes

Jasmine 1 cup 1 ½ cups 20 minutes

Mochi Rice 1 cup 1 ½ cups 20 minutes

Parboiled White 1 cup 2 ¼ cups 20 minutes

sushi 1 cups 1 cups 15 minutes

White Indian Basmati 1 cup 1 ½ cups 20 minutes

bROWn Rices

Aromatic Long Grain Brown 1 cup 3 cups 45-50 minutes

Brown Arborio 1 cup 2 ½ cups 30-35 minutes

Brown Basmati 1 cup 2 ¼ cups 40 minutes

Pecan-style Long Grain Brown 1 cup 2 cups 30-40 minutes

short Grain Brown 1 cup 2 ¼ cups 40 minutes

sprouted Brown (GABA) 1 cup 2 cups 40 minutes

Wild Rices

Quick Cook Wild 1 cup 1 cup 15 minutes

Wild 1 cup 4 cups 40-50 minutes

UniQUe Rices

Bamboo 1 cup 2 cups 20 minutes

Black Japonica 1 cup 2 cups 20-25 minutes

Camargue® (French Red) 1 cup 1 ½ cups 30-40 minutes

Chinese Black 1 cup 2 cups 35 minutes

himalayan-style Red 1 cup 2 cups 35 minutes

Kermes 1 cup 3 cups 40 minutes

Kokuho Rose® 1 cup 1 ¹∕³ cups
soak 20-30 minutes

Cook 20 minutes

Natural Red 1 cup 3 cups 45-50 minutes

Purple sticky 1 cup 2 cups 40 minutes

Rose Matta 1 cup 1 ½ cups 30 minutes

short-Grain (Bhutanese) 
himalayan Red

1 cup 2 ¼ cups 40 minutes

RICE COOKING TIMES
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Rice Cultivation
Rice growing methods vary across the world, 
but regardless of where it is grown, rice is a 
complicated and labor-intensive crop. 

In most Asian countries, the traditional methods of preparing 
the land and planting are still done by hand. First, fields 
are prepared by plowing them with tractors, or with the 
assistance of water buffaloes. Then the fields are fertilized 
and smoothed over with a log to create a flat surface, so 
that water is distributed evenly. The fields are subsequently 
flooded, and seedlings that have been raised for 30 to 50 
days are moved over by hand into the paddy. During the 
season, irrigation is maintained so the fields have the proper 
amount of water at all times. Water management is crucial, as 
insufficient amounts of water can greatly affect the crop.  

When it is time to harvest, the water is drained and the rice 
is picked. harvesting rice involves multiple steps, including 
cutting, stacking, handling, threshing, cleaning and hauling. 
Once the grains are threshed and separated from the 
inedible chaff, they are dried, reducing their moisture until 
they are suitable for storage. Drying is the most crucial step 
of post-harvest, as incomplete drying can result in poor grain 
quality and loss of product. 

Finally, depending upon the desired final product, the rice 
might be milled. The purpose of milling is to remove the outer 
husk of the grain and bran to produce white rice kernels. 
Brown rice is not milled. After this process is complete, the 
rice is ready for consumption.
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Baby Basmati Rice
(X17)

Brown Basmati Rice
(X08)

Indian Basmati Rice
(X44)

White Basmati Rice 
(X03)

Black Japonica Rice 
(X43)

Long Grain Brown Rice 
(X24)

Quick Cook Long Grain 
Organic Brown Rice 

(oX74)

Short Grain Brown Rice
(X18)

Bomba Rice 
(X62)

Organic Brown Rice Flour 
(oX75)

Calasparra Rice
(X61)

Camargue Rice
(X29)

Rice

Arborio Rice 
(X06)

Italian Arborio Rice 
(X16)

Brown Arborio Rice 
(X38)

Bamboo Rice 
(X26)

Basmati Rice
(Aged 2 Years)

(X34)

Rice is one of the most adaptable and important ingredients in any kitchen. 
We globally source a wide variety of rice for any use.

Indicates Organic Version Available

Sprouted Brown rice (GABA) (X47) 

sprouted brown rice (also called germinated brown 
rice) is brown rice that has been coaxed into 
sprouting from a seed. Washed brown rice is soaked 
in warm water for hours, stimulating sprouts to grow. 
Germination activates enzymes in the rice and gives it 
a softer texture and a more complex flavor. sprouted 
brown rice has significant nutritional advantage over 
its non-sprouted form, as fiber levels, B vitamins, 
magnesium and gaba-aminobutric acid (GABA) are 
boosted when brown rice is sprouted. GABA is an 
amino acid that is said to have a calming affect on the 
nerves. In culinary terms, sprouted brown rice can be 
used in any application that calls for brown rice.
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Chinese Black Rice
(X30)

Carnaroli Rice
(X20)

Brown Jasmine Rice
(oX52)

Jasmine Rice
(X04)

Kokuho Rose® Rice
(X37)

Mochi Rice
(X19)

Purple Sticky Rice
(X05)

Short Grain Red Rice
(Bhutanese-Style)

(X35)

Himalayan-Style Red Rice
(X14)

Saffron Rice
(X22)

Rice Flour
(X39)

Natural Red Rice
(X23)

Vialone Nano
(X64)

Sushi Rice
(X07)

Wild Rice
(X01)

Quick Cook Wild Rice
(X15)

Parboiled White Rice
(X48)

Broken Wild Rice
(X13)

Wild Rice Flour
(X12)

KermeS rice  (X83) 

We are proud to offer a red rice indigenous to China called Kermes Rice. Kermes Rice is named after a red dye called kermes red, which 
was once used to dye fabrics a brilliant hue. The variety nearly became extinct in the 1970s, when farmers stopped planting the rice due to 
its low yield. Kermes Rice cultivation was banned by local Chinese governments, which were under pressure to grow higher-yielding crops. 
however, a farmer secretly kept some of the Kermes Rice grains. Later, those same grains were planted to reintroduce Kermes Rice crops.  

Kermes Rice has a chewy red husk and a robust, nutty flavor. It is also high in amino acids. Try using this unique rice in place of white or 
brown rice for added texture, flavor and color.

wiLd rice productS 

Because wild rice is not technically rice, but a grain from a tall grass that grows in water, it cooks differently than rice. Wild rice requires a longer cook-
ing time than regular rice, and has a green, grassy aroma as it cooks. It works well in salads, rice blends and soups, where it adds a chewy texture as 
well as a nutty flavor.

Organic Canadian
Wild Rice

(oX01)
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blenDs

Asian Rice Blend
(X45)

Auburn Rice Blend
(X41)

French Gourmet Rice Blend 
(X52)

Jasmine Rice Blend
(X55)

Midnight Rice Blend
(X60)

Spanish Rice Blend
(X53)

Speckled Sushi Rice Blend
(X42)

Scarlet Rice Blend
(X51)

Spring Rice & Orzo Blend 
(X50)

White & Wild Rice Blend
(X40)

Wild Rice Blend
(X46)

Our blends mix rice and other grains to create a contrast in textures and 
flavors. Use them as a backdrop to create inspiring dishes.

Indicates Organic Version Available

FreGoLA SArdA BLend (X57) 

Blends are a creative way to give starchy dishes more 
versatility in flavor and texture. Our Fregola sarda Blend 
is a hearty mix of wild rice, fregola sarda pasta and other 
delicious grains. Fregola sarda is similar to Israeli couscous 
in color, size and shape. It originates from sardinia and is 
made from coarse semolina flour that has been rolled into 
small balls and then oven-toasted. Because the pasta is 
toasted, it takes on a satisfying and robust flavor as well as 
varied color. We mix it with Wild Rice, which is nutty and 
chewy, giving the blend contrasting textures and satisfying 
flavors. Creative uses for our Fregola sarda Blend include 
a risotto-style preparation, by adding cream and parme-
san cheese. It can also be mixed with fresh vegetables 
and vinaigrette for an updated alternative to pasta salad.
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seasoneD Rice Mixes

Butternut Squash 
Risotto
(X73)

Coconut Curry Rice
(X71)

Cajun Dirty Rice
(X78)

Coconut Green Curry Rice
(X79)

Porcini Risotto
(X70)

Paella Rice
(X65)

Salsa Verde Rice
(X81)

Paella Rice with Peas
(X74)

Spanish Rice
(X82)

Spinach Florentine
Risotto
(X72)

Thai Coconut Red Rice
(X80)

Our seasoned rice mixes are the perfect way to combine gourmet flavor with 
rice in a convenient and easy-to-use package.

Indicates Organic Version Available

INgREdIENts FOR

seasoned Rice 
Mixes
Our seasoned rice mixes are infused with 
premium natural herbs and spices from 
our own catalog. The culinary team here at 
Woodland Foods designs each seasoned rice 
mix variety with ingredients that fit our vision of 
a delicious, natural convenience product.

Our Paella Rice is seasoned with saffron, the 
trademark ingredient of paella. saffron gives 
the Bomba rice its brilliant red-orange color 
and its herbal, grassy flavor. saffron is among 
the most highly-valued spices in the world, and 
we ensure that it figures prominently in the 
flavor of the finished product.

Porcini mushrooms are one of the most sought-
after mushrooms for their rich and savory 
qualities. Porcini Risotto is an elegant blend 
of our exceptional arborio rice and premium 
porcini mushrooms with herbs, spices and 
aromatics. We designed this as a quick way to 
create a classic, rustic risotto flavored with real 
mushrooms.

Butternut squash adds delicate sweetness 
to our Butternut squash Risotto, which is 
accented with onion and additional pumpkin 
to help bring out the flavor of this classic 
autumnal fruit. 
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sun-Dried
tomatoes

Sun-Dried Tomatoes offer an easy and economical 
way to bring a potent blast of sun-drenched tomato 
flavor to the plate. The drying process concentrates 
the flavor of the tomatoes, as it does for other fruit 
such as raisins and dried figs. Their intense, sweet 
flavor and stunning red color enhances recipes. 
They are ready to use as is, or blanch them in 
boiling water to restore a more tender texture.

Woodland Foods offers a range of Sun-Dried Tomato 
styles so you can find the products that best meet 
your needs. Our line features premium vine-ripened 
tomatoes picked at their peak flavor. Super Red 
Sun-Dried Tomatoes are lightly treated to enhance 
their rich, bright color. Our Traditional Sun-Dried 
Tomatoes are treated, but only to set their natural 
color. Our Natural Sun-Dried Tomatoes are simply 
salted and dried. We offer all three varieties of 
Sun-Dried Tomatoes in several styles including 
halves, julienned pieces and various size dice.
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 Natural Sun-Dried Tomato 
Halves 
(T03)

Diced Natural Sun-Dried 
Tomatoes 

(T13)

Natural Sun-Dried Tomato 
Powder 

(T23)

Julienned Natural 
Sun-Dried Tomatoes 

(T12)

Minced Natural Sun-Dried 
Tomatoes 

(T15)

Julienned Super Red 
Sun-Dried Tomatoes 

(T07)

 Traditional Sun-Dried 
Tomato Halves 

(T01)

Minced Traditional 
Sun-Dried Tomatoes 

(T11)

Super Red Sun-Dried 
Tomato Halves 

(T02)

Diced Traditional 
Sun-Dried Tomatoes 

(T10)

Diced Super Red
Sun-Dried Tomatoes 

(T22)

Julienned Traditional 
Sun-Dried Tomatoes 

(T06)

sun-DRieD toMatoes

DemySTiFyiNg

Sun-Dried
Tomatoes  
Woodland Foods’ Sun-Dried Tomato products are 
fresh, ripe tomatoes that are authentically dried in the 
warm Mediterranean sun. Every year more than 4,000 
metric tons of tomatoes are cultivated and harvested on 
sheltered farmland near the coast of the Aegean Sea.

Late in the summer, when the tomatoes have reached 
their peak flavor and ripeness, the tomatoes are 
harvested and taken to the farm’s processing plant. 
The plant is fully accredited by the British Retail 
Consortium, IFS Food Standard, ISO 22000 and Kosher 
organizations, ensuring the sun-dried tomatoes it 
produces are of the highest quality.

Here the tomatoes are inspected, and any sub-par 
tomatoes are hand-sorted out. The tomatoes are 
gently washed and then rinsed to remove any debris or 
contaminants remaining from the fields. The tomatoes 
then ride a conveyor belt to machines that slice them into 
halves and then further process some of the halves into 
julienne strips and 10mm dice.

At this point Woodland Foods’ tomatoes are sorted into 
batches to make the three styles of sun-dried tomatoes 
we offer. Some of the processed tomatoes are treated 
with minute quantities of sulfur dioxide and glucose, 
fixing their bright red color and preserving their soft, 
pliant texture. These tomatoes become our Super Red 
Sun-Dried Tomatoes when dried. Other tomatoes, those 
that will be sold as Woodland Foods’ Traditional Sun-
Dried Tomatoes, receive a similar treatment with sulfur 
dioxide but not glucose. Still others, our Natural Sun-
Dried Tomatoes, are salted but not otherwise treated.

All three styles of tomatoes are dried the same way. They 
are transported to a sheltered site where they are placed 
by hand, cut side up, on clean plastic sheeting, and left 
to dry slowly in the sun.

The tomatoes are carefully monitored and selectively 
tested for remaining hydration. When sufficiently dry, 
our sun-dried tomatoes go through a final sorting step 
and then are packed and shipped to our facilities in 
Waukegan, Illinois. 
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Grain s 
& corn

Wheat and corn have never had so much competition. 
These wholesome, life-sustaining staples still make up 
the majority of grain consumed in the United States, 
but consumers are increasingly interested in exploring 
alternative grains to incorporate into their diets.
The explosive popularity of quinoa is just one sign of the 
burgeoning demand for alternatives to wheat and corn. 
Factor in the continued consumer interest in gluten-free 
products and the demand for alternative grains (many of 
which are naturally gluten-free) will continue to increase.

Woodland Foods offers a broad spectrum of nutritious, 
non-GMO, whole grain products. We carry a full range 
of conventional and organic wheat products, a rainbow 
of modern and heritage corn varieties and ancient whole 
grains such as freekeh, millet, buckwheat, sorghum, and 
more than a dozen different organic and conventional 
quinoa products. We also offer a comprehensive line 
of milled grain products including alternatives to wheat 
flour. Milled from the same high-quality grains we sell 
whole, many of our alternative flours are naturally gluten 
free, so you can find the products that suit your needs 
and your customers’ changing tastes.
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Among the richest plant sources of omega-3 fatty acids, 
Chia Seeds are small, edible seeds known for their 
nutritional value and health benefits. Chia Seeds are 
naturally gluten-free, high in calcium and loaded with 
protein and fiber as well as vitamins, minerals 
and antioxidants. 

Mildly nutty in flavor and unique in texture, these healthy 
seeds are crunchy when eaten dry but become soft and 
almost jelly-like when soaked in liquid. They are often 
prized for their ability to aid digestion and ability to provide 
sustained,slow-release of energy. 

Chia Seeds also offer a unique way to create texture in 
recipes, from natural energy drinks and bars to healthy 
puddings. Hydrated Chia Seeds are also useful as a 
binder in gluten-free baking.

Woodland Foods offers white and black Chia Seeds. While 
there is no major difference in taste or nutritional content, 
some foods may look more appealing when prepared with 
one versus the other.

Farro is an ancient wheat variety with a history that 
reaches back over 10,000 years to small farming 
communities throughout the Mediterranean region and 
northern Africa. Farro has been cultivated in Italy for 
centuries; it is an especially popular crop in the central 
region of Umbria, where it is an important element of the 
local cuisine. Evidence of the cultivation and consumption 
of Farro have been found in what is modern-day Turkey, 
Egypt and Morocco.

The term Farro is actually used to describe three types of 
ancient wheat varieties that are still grown in Italy today: 
Farro Piccolo (also known as Einkorn), Farro Medio (also 
known as Emmer), and farro grande (also known as Spelt).

In all its long history, Farro has never been adapted for 
mass production, as it tends to be a low-yielding grain by 
industrialized farming standards. This means that today’s 
Farro, grown on small family farms, is the same variety 
that has been consumed throughout history, retaining its 
original, robust nutritional profile and delicious, nutty flavor. 
It is very high in fiber content, as well as vitamin B3, iron 
and zinc. 

Farro is a popular grain for salads and soups since it 
retains a firm, chewy texture through long cooking. It is 
also well suited as a breakfast cereal, where its rich, nutty 
flavor pairs harmoniously with dried fruits, nuts and yogurt 
or milk. In Umbria, one of the most popular methods of 
preparing Farro is in “farrotto,” a delicious and hearty 
variation on the classic Italian rice dish risotto. Farro has 
also been used in beer production and ground into flour to 
make flavorful breads and pasta.

Like most of the Farro sold in the United States, Woodland 
Foods’ Farro is “semi-pearled,” meaning that the hard, 
indigestible husk and part of the bran of the grain have 
been polished off. While retaining a healthy dose of fiber, 
this process reduces the arduous, long soaking and cooking 
times required for whole grain Farro to a much more 
convenient and manageable 20 to 25 minutes.

What is Farro?

Chia Seeds
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alternative Grain Flours
After a centuries-long love affair with wheat flour, U.S. food culture is 
rediscovering the pleasures and nutritional benefits of other grains. Chefs 
and home cooks alike are cooking and baking with alternative grain flours. 
Whether inspired by the growing interest in gluten-free foods or simply 
in search of something different, chefs are seeking out flour made from 
ancient grains which add distinctive flavor and texture as well as robust 
nutrition to breads, pancakes, cookies, cakes and other baked goods. 

Woodland Foods offers the following alternative grain flours: 

• Buckwheat Flour (G20) – Not actually a wheat (despite the name), 
this herbal plant-based flour is naturally gluten-free and adds an 
elastic, chewy texture to pancakes, waffles and pastas.

• Spelt Flour (G30) – Made from a hearty ancient relative of wheat, 
this flour contains enough gluten to make chewy yeasted breads, pizza 
doughs and pastas, as well as cookies and cakes.

• Millet Flour (G43) – Millet flour is gluten-free and has a light, mild 
flavor. Millet flour creates a delicate, cake-like crumb when used for 
baked goods.

• Brown teFF Flour (G87) – An excellent thickener for stews, soups 
and sauces, this gluten-free flour has a sweet, malty flavor reminiscent of 
hazelnuts. It’s a great choice for breads, pancakes, waffles and pie crusts.

• Golden Quinoa Flour (G65) – With twice the protein of corn or rice 
flours, this gluten-free flour can replace up to half of the wheat flour 
in cake recipes, and can be substituted for 100 percent of the wheat 
flour in pancakes, muffins and cookies. 

What is Gluten? 
Gluten is a protein that is present in certain cereal grains 
including wheat, barley, rye and their relatives and derivatives. 
When water is added to flour made from these grains and 
the resulting dough is kneaded, two other proteins—glutenin 
and gliadin—interact with one another developing additional 
gluten. The more the dough is kneaded, the more developed 
the network of gluten within it becomes. The network of 
gluten strands in the dough is very efficient at trapping gas 
(such as carbon dioxide released by yeast or steam). This 
allows dough to rise during resting or baking processes.

Why the Gluten-Free Trend?
Concern about gluten has garnered increasing media 
coverage in recent years as has celiac disease, an 
autoimmune disorder that leaves the body unable 
to properly process gluten, resulting in intestinal distress 
and sometimes other, more severe consequences. 
Some consumers suffer from “gluten-sensitivity,” a less 
well-defined condition related to the consumption of gluten.

The focus on gluten has led many people to adopt a 
gluten-free diet for digestive health, weight-loss or 
lifestyle-related reasons. Sales of products marketed as 
gluten-free grow exponentially each year, and are expected 
to generate billions in sales in 2016. Educating yourself and 
your employees about which grains contain gluten (see 
page 57) and which do not is the first step toward serving 
this growing market. People who avoid gluten can still enjoy 
grains and grain-based products such as pasta, cereal, 
bread, crackers and even beer, provided they are made 
from gluten-free grains. 

Woodland Foods has more than 70 gluten-free grain 
products, from standard and heritage varieties of corn to 
ancient grains like amaranth, quinoa, millet and teff. We offer 
many of these grains in both whole and milled products. 
For advice on how to explore our gluten-free grains, please 
contact your Woodland Foods representative. We’re happy to 
help you offer advice on which of our comprehensive line of 
gluten-free products are best suited for your desired uses.
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Corn vs Posole
Posole, also known as “hominy,” is a form of corn that has gone through a 
process called nixtamalization. In this two-step process, corn kernels are 
soaked in an alkaline solution to soften the tough outer hulls of the kernels. 
A quick rinse removes any excess solution along with the hull and often the 
germ. As a result of this process, the kernels swell and take on a chewy 
texture and uniquely nutty flavor. 

Another byproduct of the nixtamalization process is improved nutritional 
content. The alkaline processing frees up both niacin and protein for 
absorption that would otherwise be unavailable to the body, making posole a 
healthful choice. 

Somewhat confusingly, posole is best known as the key ingredient in a brothy, 
chile-based Mexican soup, often made with pork or chicken, which also goes by 
the name posole. However, the options do not end there. Whole posole is also 
great in casseroles, mixed with beans as a vegetarian enchilada or burrito filling 
or added to chili. 

In addition to its whole uses, dried posole can also be processed in many 
of the same ways as regular corn kernels. When coarsely ground, the result 
is the Southern staple hominy grits. Finely grinding posole produces the 
Mexican corn flour known as masa harina, which is the basis for tortillas, 
tortilla chips, tamales and many other traditional dishes. Grits and masa 
harina have a softer texture than regular cornmeal due to the removal of the 
outer hull and germ and thus hydrate more quickly.
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Alfalfa Seeds 
(G85)

Amaranth 
(G01)

Black Barley
(G18)

Pearled Barley
(G02)

Buckwheat Groats
(G03)

Roasted Buckwheat Groats 
(Kasha)

(G06)

Buckwheat Flour
(G20)

Coarse Bulghur
(G04)

Fine Bulghur
(G05)

White Chia Seeds
(G37)

Purple Corn
(G57)

Black Chia Seeds
(G38)

Red Corn
(G64)

Freeze Dried Sweet Corn
(G60)

White Corn
(G55)

Corn Husks
(C49)

Giant White Corn
(G54)

Red Cornmeal
(G61)

Blue Corn Masa Flour
(G58)

Farro 
(G67)

Einkorn (Ancient Grain)
(G88)

From staples such as wheat, corn, barley and oats to ancient grains 
including farro, quinoa, spelt and teff, we source wholesome, non-GMO 
whole and milled grains bursting with great taste and nutrition.

Brown Flax Seeds
(G16)

Golden Flax Seeds
(G24)

Freekeh 
(G36)

Ground Amaranth 
(G44)

Indicates Organic Version Available

GRains
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job’s tears  (g74)

Job’s Tears are commonly sold as “Chinese pearl barley” 
in Asian supermarkets, even though it is not closely related 
to barley. Job’s Tears have a chewy pleasant texture when 
cooked with a sweet flavor. They can also be used to make a 
traditional form of tea.

Hominy Grits
(G62)

Kamut® Wheat
(OG17)

Masa Harina
(G63)

Kañiwa
(G47)

Coarse White Polenta
(G51)

Fine White Polenta
(G52)

Millet
(G07)

Steel Cut Oat Groats
(G27)

Millet Flour
(G43)

Fine Instant Polenta
(G53)

Coarse Italian-Style
Polenta

(G49)

Grano
(G73)

Freekeh, Cracked Wheat
(G76)

Gluten GrainS
Gluten is found in wheat, barley and rye, as 
well as their relatives and derivatives. As food 
industry professionals, we believe it is our 
responsibility to share verified information 
about grains and grain-based products in our 
line that contain gluten. 

WOOdLANd FOOdS GrAIN PrOdUCTS 
THAT dO Or MAy CONTAIN GLUTEN:

Ancient Whole-Grain Blend (G86)

Black Barley (G18)

Buckwheat Flour (G20)

Buckwheat Groats (G03)

Coarse Bulgur (G04)

Cracked-Wheat Freekeh (G76)

Defatted Wheat Germ (G83)

Einkorn (G88)

Farro (G67)

Fine Bulgur (G05)

Grano (G73)

Ground Pearled Barley (G90)

Hard Red Wheat Berries (G11)

Multi-Grain Blend (G29)

Nine-Grain Mix (G22)

Pearled Barley (G02)

Puffed Amaranth (G22)

Rye Berries (G09)

Semolina Flour (G13)

Seven-Grain Mix (G21)

Soft White Wheat Berries (G12)

Spelt (G10)

Steel-Cut Oat Groats (G27)

White Spelt Flour (G30)

Whole-Grain Wheat Freekeh (G36)

Organic Amaranth Flour (OG101)

Organic Farro (OG67)

Organic Hard Red Wheat Berries (OG39)

Organic Kamut® Wheat (OG17)

Organic Spelt (OG41)

Quinoa
(G08)

Crisped Organic Quinoa
(OG94)
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White Spelt Flour
(G30)

Spelt
(G10)

Brown Teff
(G19)

Teff Flour
(G87)

Hard Red Wheat Berries
(G11)

Soft White Wheat Berries
(G12)

Defatted Wheat Germ
(G83)

Sorghum
(G17)

Puffed Quinoa
(G69)

Quinoa Flakes
(G75) Black Quinoa

(G26)
Black Quinoa, Fair Trade

(OG45)
Quinoa Flour

(OG65)

Red Quinoa
(G35)

Red Quinoa, Fair Trade
(OG46)

Rye Berries
(G09)

Semolina Flour
(G13)

White Whole Grain
Sorghum Flour

(G103)
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Mediterranean Kale 
Polenta

(G97)

Southwestern Green Chile 
Polenta
(G102)

Tuscan Vegetable Polenta 
(G98)

Roasted Sweet Pepper 
Polenta

(G99)

Autumn Squash Polenta
(G100)

Porcini and Truffle Polenta 
(G101)

Jasmine Blend
(X55)

Midnight Blend
(X60)

Incan Quinoa Blend
(G71)

Mediterranean Couscous 
Blend
(Q55)

Multi-Grain Blend
(G29)

Tri-Color Quinoa Blend
(G96)

Quinoa Grain Blend
(G93)

Seven-Grain Mix
(G21)

Nine-Grain Blend
(G22)

Speckled Sushi Rice
(X42)

Gourmet Pasta & Legume 
Blend
(Q54)

Fregola Sarda Blend
(X57)

Ancient Grain Blend
(G86)

Our Grain Blends mix and match whole grains from our extensive line 
with products such as short pastas, couscous, legumes and rice to create 
deliciously unique accents to any meal.

Red & Black Quinoa
(G66)

Indicates Organic Version Available

blenDs
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couscous, or zo 
& noodles

Pasta and noodles are staple foods for diverse cultures 
worldwide. Dried pasta is relatively inexpensive, 
extremely versatile and supremely convenient, making 
it a favorite since the 19th century when commercial 
advances made it more affordable and available.

Woodland Foods currently offers three main types 
of pasta products: couscous, orzo and Asian-style 
noodles.

Our Couscous products include traditional couscous 
and larger pearl couscous varieties such as our 
Lebanese and Middle Eastern couscous. We also carry 
Fregola Sarda, a more rustic couscous-style pasta from 
Sardinia that is made from a coarser semolina dough 
and often toasted.

Our Orzo products all share the same basic shape, but 
can be distinguished by their vivid, all-natural colors 
and subtle flavors.

We also offer a wide range of Asian-style noodles—a 
range we’re actively expanding. We carry authentic 
Asian noodle products made with traditional ingredients 
in time-tested methods. We’re exploring new takes 
on these classic products, too, so be sure to ask your 
Woodland Foods representative for more information 
about our new pasta products in the coming months.
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basic prep
Traditional Couscous 
In a saucepan, add 1 cup couscous to   
1 ¼ cups of boiling water. Stir and let 
stand for 5 minutes. Fluff with fork and 
serve. Yields 3 cups.

Couscous earns high marks because it’s 
a quick, easy pasta that comes in two 
distinct textures—the traditional crumb 
or the Middle Eastern pearl. Consider 
making couscous instead of rice or 
other pastas anytime. Couscous can 
perk up salads and transform soups into 
meals. It’s also perfectly matched with 
our Ras el Hanout in Moroccan dishes 
or used with our Curries for a sim-
ple-to-prepare weeknight dinner.

Couscous can be used as a creative 
substitute for traditional pasta, rice or 
even breakfast cereal. Bulk up soups 
with couscous and add more flavor and 
texture to salads. 

Because couscous absorbs other flavors 
so well, it’s easy to add flavors as part of 
the basic preparation. Sprinkle with nuts 
or raisins. Drizzle a little olive oil into the 
mix to make a rich, binding texture. For 
a new take on paella rice, add green 
peas and paella spices to Couscous.  

Comparing Couscous
Woodland Foods’ range of pastas includes several 
varieties of couscous and fregola sarda. Essentially 
small bits of dried semolina pasta dough, couscous 
and fregola sarda are ideal alternatives in many dishes 
traditionally made with rice or pasta.

LEBanESE CouSCouS (Q03)
Lebanese Couscous, is known as is the largest variety of couscous. a staple 
food in countries including Lebanon, Morocco and Tunisia, couscous is known 
for its adaptability and texture, and these large (typically anywhere from 1/8- 
to 1/4-inch in diameter) durum wheat pasta pearls are popular worldwide for 
their toasty flavor and smooth, chewy mouthfeel.

MIDDLE EaSTERn CouSCouS (Q04) 
Middle Eastern Couscous, also commonly known as Israeli couscous, is a 
petite, pearl-shaped pasta made from durum wheat semolina flour. 
Middle Eastern Couscous is used in a variety of dishes because of its 
sturdy, toothsome texture and how effectively it absorbs flavors. unlike tiny 
Traditional Couscous, Middle Eastern Couscous is toasted or “puffed” and 
about the size of a peppercorn, with a light, nutty flavor. This larger size 
gives it a chewy bite and enables it to stand up to more substantial sauces. 

TRaDITIonaL CouSCouS (Q02)
Couscous originated in north africa, with references to it in cookbooks 
going back as far as the 13th century. Made from durum wheat flour called 
semolina that is moistened and rolled to form tiny spheres about the size 
of a pinhead, it provides a unique alternative to rice or pasta, due to its 
adaptability to a variety of flavor profiles.

In north africa, couscous is traditionally paired with meats and vegetables 
and served with a sauce. Couscous derives from the arabic word “kaskasa,” 
meaning “to pound small.”

FREgoLa SaRDa (Q31, Q29, Q30)
Fregola Sarda hails from the island of Sardinia, off mainland Italy. although 
very similar in appearance and adaptability to couscous, Fregola Sarda has 
a rough surface, which enables sauces to cling exceptionally well. It is also 
toasted, giving the pasta a unique varied brown color. We offer this specialty 
pasta in three sizes, small (1/8 inch across), medium (3/16 inch across) and 
large (1/4 inch across).

(Q02)

(Q03)

(Q04)

(Q31)

(Q29)

(Q30)
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our Pad Thai noodles are medium-width (about 1/4-
inch wide) rice noodles made from rice flour and water 
and nothing else. In addition to noodles made from 
conventionally grown rice, Woodland Foods has worked 
hard to source Certified organic Pad Thai noodles. Like all 
our organic products, our organic Pad Thai noodles are 
certified to the standards of the uSDa’s national organic 
Program.

With only a plain, mild flavor of their own, Pad Thai 
noodles easily absorb the flavors of any foods with which 
they are cooked, making them a favorite ingredient 
for drawing out the maximum value of expensive and 
inexpensive foods alike. 

Because they are made from rice flour, Pad Thai noodles 
are cooked differently than traditional wheat noodles. 
Instead of boiling, Pad Thai noodles are soaked in warm 
or cool water until hydrated. The soaking process softens 
the noodles and makes them slippery, while boiling gives 
them a less desirable sticky or gummy texture.

Pad Thai, the signature dish made with these noodles, has 
a complex flavor developed by carefully balancing small 
portions of potently flavored ingredients. Pad Thai (which 
literally means “Thai style” and is generally thought to be 
an abbreviation of “kway teow pad Thai,” or “fried noodles 
Thai style”) is classically presented as a dish of softened 
Pad Thai noodles fried with pork and dried shrimp. 
The dish is seasoned with a sauce balancing the three 
key flavors of Thai cuisine (salty, sour and sweet) and 
composed from soy sauce and fish sauce (for salty flavor), 
tamarind juice (a sour liquid made from soaking tamarind 
pulp in water) and sweetened with sugar (often a coarse 
palm sugar). The dish is often garnished with bean sprouts 
and/or crushed peanuts to add a crunchy texture and a 
scrambled egg.

our Pad Thai noodles are a great choice for many asian 
and asian-inspired applications such as soups and stir-
fries, or to add bulk to spring rolls or lettuce wraps. They’re 
also easily adaptable to make gluten-free versions of 
classic fettucine, linguine or even egg noodles.

Pad Thai Noodles
an obvious choice for adding a modern, unique twist to classic thai and other asian 
dishes, and a great gluten-free option.
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Adding Ramen Noodles 
to your menu?
Shops devoted to artisanal ramen noodle soup 
are cropping up across the country, and several 
cookbooks on the subject are working their way 
up bestseller lists. 

Woodland Foods offers Ramen (or sometimes “Chuka Soba”) 
noodles, a modern version of the classic Japanese ramen noo-
dle. Ramen (the noodle and the soup) was invented in Japan, 
although they were largely inspired by Chinese-style noodles 
(“Chuka” comes from the Japanese word for “Chinese”). ours 
are made from fresh wheat-based dough that is rolled and rest-
ed repeatedly until it is just the right thickness, and then sliced 
into noodles. The fresh noodles are then shaped into 6-ounce 
blocks and dried.

When cooked, these thin, curly noodles are often the center-
piece of ramen soup, but they are also great in cold applica-
tions with dipping sauces and garnish.

Chuka Soba should not be confused with Japanese soba noo-
dles, which are made from buckwheat and are straighter in 
shape and darker in color.

CousCous 
CooKING TIMEs

product cook time Yield

Traditional Couscous

basic prep: 
Stir 1 cup Traditional Couscous 
into 1 ¼ cups boiling water. 
Cover and remove from heat. 
Let stand 5 minutes off heat. 
Fluff and serve.

5 minutes
3 cups 

(about 6 
servings)

Middle Eastern Couscous

basic prep: 
Bring 2 cups water or broth to 
a boil in a medium saucepan. 
Stir in 1 teaspoon salt and 1 cup 
couscous. Boil 5 minutes, stir-
ring regularly. Cover and remove 
from heat. Let stand 5 minutes, 
then fluff with fork.

10 minutes
2 ½ cups 
(about 5 
servings)

small Fregola sarda

basic prep: 
Rinse in cold water. Boil in salted 
water or stock for about 15 min-
utes or until al dente, drain.

15 minutes
2 cups 

(about 4 
servings)

Medium Fregola sarda

basic prep: 
Rinse in cold water. Boil in salted 
water or stock for about 15 min-
utes or until al dente, drain.

15 minutes
2 cups 

(about 4 
servings)

Large Fregola sarda

basic prep: 
Rinse in cold water. Boil in salted 
water or stock for about 15 min-
utes or until al dente. Drain.

15 minutes
2 cups 

(about 4 
servings)
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couscous

Lebanese Couscous 
(Q03)

Middle Eastern Couscous 
(Q04)

Mediterranean Spice 
Couscous 

(Q24)

Spinach Couscous 
(Q26)

Tomato Couscous 
(Q27)

Traditional Couscous 
(Q02)

Large Fregola Sarda 
(Q30)

Medium Fregola Sarda
(Q29)

Small Fregola Sarda 
(Q31)

Whole Wheat Couscous
(Q05)

Toasted Whole Wheat 
Couscous

(Q63)

We offer multiple sizes of both Couscous and Fregola Sarda products. 
Products range in size from our Traditional Couscous up through Lebanese 
Couscous and our Large Fregola Sarda.

Indicates Organic Version Available

Fregola Sarda (sometimes spelled “fregula”) is a variety of pasta that originated on 
the island of Sardinia off the coast of mainland Italy. Fregola Sarda is available in 
many sizes (in fact, Woodland Foods carries three), but it is frequently compared to 
Israeli Couscous since they are both small, globe-shaped pastas.

Fregola Sarda is made from a coarser version of semolina dough than couscous and 
other cut pastas. This leaves Fregola Sarda with a rougher surface, giving it a rustic 
character. Fregola Sarda is also often toasted, so the individual pieces within a single 
serving might be different shades of golden brown.

Fregola sarda
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Choose Black Calamari orzo to add a dramatic contrast of color to your plate. This wholesome, all-natural orzo is made from 

semolina dough colored with genuine cuttlefish ink. Cuttlefish are a close relative of squid and, like squid and other cephalo-

pods, cuttlefish release a cloud of ink as a defense mechanism. This ink has been harvested for culinary uses in Mediterra-

nean countries for hundreds of years.

The intensity of Black Calamari orzo’s dusky black color may lessen a bit when cooked, but it always makes for an interesting, 

unexpected presentation, whether served as-is or combined with other ingredients. The flavor is comparable to other varieties 

of orzo. See Tuxedo orzo Blend (Q09) on page 67 for a 50/50 blend of Black Calamari orzo and our traditional Plain orzo.

Porcini Orzo 
(Q53)

Spinach Orzo 
(Q17)

Southwestern
Red Pepper Orzo

(Q12)

Sweet Potato Orzo 
(Q52)

Tomato Orzo 
(Q18)

Toasted Orzo
(Q07)

oRzo

Black calamari orzo (Q11)

Lemon Garlic Orzo 
(Q48)

Black Bean Orzo 
(Q14)

Maize Orzo 
(Q13)

Plain Orzo
(Q10)

orzo gets its name from the Italian word for “barley,” as the shape of the 
pasta is reminiscent of barley grains. We offer a range of naturally colored 
and subtly flavored orzo products. 

Indicates Organic Version Available
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blenDs

Spring Medley Orzo 
(Q51)

Spring Rice &  
Orzo Blend 

(X50)

Tri-Colored Mediterranean 
Couscous Blend 

(Q15)

Tri-Colored Italian  
Orzo Blend 

(Q20)

Tri-Colored Middle Eastern 
Couscous Blend 

(Q57)

Spanish Blend 
(X53)

Fregola Sarda Mix
(X57)

Autumn Harvest Orzo
(Q50)

Jasmine Blend
(X55)

Gourmet Pasta & Legume 
Blend
(Q54)

Mediterranean Couscous
(Q55)

Moroccan Spiced Couscous 
(Q60)

Mediterranean Orzo 
Blend 
(Q49)

Plain & Tomato Orzo 
Blend 
(Q19)

Southwestern Orzo 
Blend 
(Q08)

We’ve created these blends to add extra interest to your plate. Some 
blend multiple varieties of pasta and others blend pastas with grains, 
legumes or rice for textural and flavor variety.

Tuxedo Orzo Blend 
(Q09)

Indicates Organic Version Available

Diners are growing more and more interested in incorporating nutrient-rich whole 
grains into their diets. These blends offer a great-tasting, cost-effective way to add 
some whole-grain content to your plates. Incorporating whole grains into a blend 
with more familiar pasta makes them more approachable, helping ensure diner 
satisfaction.

FREgOLA SARDA Mix (X57)
Fregola Rustica Mix is an intriguing combination of ancient grains, gourmet rice and 
imported pasta that is certain to delight any palate. Quinoa, wild rice and the toasty 
flavor of imported fregola sarda pasta combine to create this savory, quick-cooking 
blend that is as elegant as it is delicious. The toasted flavor is a fantastic complement 
with game birds, pheasant, duck and squab.

gOuRMET PASTA & LEguME BLEND (Q54)
our gourmet Pasta Legume Blend is a carefully balanced mix of spinach, tomato 
and plain orzo, fregola sarda, chana dal peas, red lentils and black quinoa. This 
combination of infused pastas, ancient grains and protein-rich lentils is the perfect 
blend to serve as a nutrient-dense side dish.

MEDiTERRANEAN COuSCOuS BLEND (Q55) 
Mediterranean Couscous Blend is a delicate mix of Middle Eastern couscous, colorful 
orzos (spinach, tomato, and plain), chana dal peas and nutrient-packed red quinoa. 
This unique mix of ingredients is a smart alternative to rice or pasta, due to its 
adaptability to a variety of flavor profiles.

blends
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nooDles

Cellophane Noodles 
(Q37)

Lo Mein Noodles 
(Q41)

Soba Noodles 
(Q39)

Green Tea Soba Noodles
(Q40)

Pad Thai Noodles 
(Q36)

Ramen Noodles 
(Q32)

Udon Noodles 
(Q33)

Somen Noodles 
(Q34)

Explore the variety of Woodland Foods’ authentic asian noodles 
and related foods.

Indicates Organic Version Available

Cuttlefish Ink  
(Q43)

Rice Stick Vermicelli Noodles
(Q38)

Brown Rice Stick
Organic Vermicelli Noodles

(0Q38)

Organic Black Rice Pad Thai Noodles 
(oQ64)

Organic Brown Rice Pad Thai Noodles 
(oQ65)

Organic Red Rice Pad Thai Noodles 
(oQ66)
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herbs &
spices

People have used herbs and spices to season cuisine 
for millennia. They are an integral part of our daily 
diet, and without them, the food we eat every day 
would not have the same vibrance and deliciousness. 
Although they seem commonplace now, herbs and 
spices have played a key part in global history. 
Spices were once so notoriously difficult to obtain, 
they were used as currency, and they have even 
been the cause of major wars. Ancient art depicts 
the cultivation of spices, and they have been 
discovered in Egyptian tombs, in ancient medical 
records, and given as offering to the gods.  

In modern cuisine, herbs and spices are 
indispensable for cooking as they add unique tastes, 
aroma, and culinary complexity to every dish. They 
are also celebrated for their health benefits. Here at 
Woodland Foods, we are committed to providing you 
the highest quality herbs and spices for all of your 
culinary applications.
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The terms “herb” and “spice” are often used 
interchangably, but there are significant differences 
between the two. “Herb” is properly used exclusively 
to refer to the leaves of herbaceous, non-woody plants. 
Examples of herbs include parsley, thyme, oregano and 
tarragon. “Spice” products are derived from roots, seeds 
and bark of plants. Cinnamon, black pepper and ginger 
are examples of spices.

It is important to note that not all edible leafy plants are 
herbs. For example, spinach and kale are green, leafy and 
non-woody. But both vegetables are prepared in dishes as 
a main ingredient, and not just for the single purpose of 
seasoning a dish. 

Spices can take on many different and varied forms. 
Cloves, for example, are flower buds, and cardamom is a 
seedpod. Peppercorn is not corn, as its name seems to 

imply, but a berry. In cooking, we tend to use spices in 
smaller quantities than herbs since they generally have a 
more concentrated flavor. Spices can also be used to add 
color to food, like saffron, which imparts a brilliant golden-
orange hue to the preparation. 

Some plants produce both an herb and a spice, such as 
the cilantro plant. Cilantro refers to the leaf of the plant, 
which is an herb. However, coriander is the spice that 
comes from the seeds of the cilantro plant. Dill weed and 
dill seed are also examples of an herb and a spice that 
come from a single plant. 

We carry a wide array of dried herbs and spices for 
everyday cooking purposes. We can also supply you with 
rare and exotic ingredients for special preparations. Please 
contact a Woodland Foods representative if you would like 
to explore all of our expansive offerings. 

Milling spices is a delicate process. In order to preserve 
the integrity and flavor of our products, it is important that 
all of our ground and powdered spices are processed 
properly. One of the key elements of grinding spices is to 
minimize heat from the industrial grinder. When herbs and 
spices are heated while grinding, they lose essential oils 
and aromas, reducing their flavor. Ambient air temperature 
control is also important, as the warmer the air, the quicker 
the product loses its flavor. We process our ingredients 
using great care to minimize loss of quality, grinding them 

at low temperature in the controlled environment of our 
own processing plant so as to retain all of their subtle and 
complex properties. 

Woodland Foods proudly provides whole herbs and spices, 
as well as crushed, kibbled, cracked, and powdered 
options. We also have the capability to mill our products 
to your custom specifications. Please contact a Woodland 
Foods sales representative to learn more about what we 
can do for you.

THE DIFFErEnCES BETWEEn

Herbs & Spices

SPIcE MIllIng
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Salt-Free 
Seasonings
Our salt-free seasonings are flavorful 
ways to enhance and elevate the flavor 
of foods without adding unwanted salt. 
These ready-to-use blends are also 
a convenient way to save time in the 
kitchen. Woodland Foods carries many 
salt-free seasoning blends, including 
curry powders, Asian blends and more. 

Our Salt-Free Spicy Seasoning marries 
the flavor of spicy red pepper with a mix 
of other spices to add bright spiciness 
to any dish. Organic Salt-Free Garlic 
Herb Seasoning is both organic and 
is a flexible, all-purpose seasoning 
that can be used with meats like fish, 
chicken, pork and steak, as well as 
most vegetables. We also carry salt-free 
seasoning blends for specific purposes, 
such as our Organic Salt-Free Poultry 
Seasoning, which is made for chicken. 

Salt-free ingredients are not just limited 
to blends, however. Single ingredients 
can bring a complex punch of flavor. 
Vanilla, for example, can be used in 
applications that are not sweet. It can 
be used to enhance the complexity of 
sauces like a beurre blanc, which can 
accompany delicate fish. Smoky, sweet 
(and naturally salt-free) ancho chile can 
be used to add depth of flavor to many 
dishes. Classic herbs like thyme capture 
a spicy, sweet, and clove-like flavor with 
added notes of mint. 

SPIcE TrAdE & rouTES
Today, obtaining spices is as easy as going to the grocery store and purchasing them, but 
spices, including salt and pepper, were once so valuable that they were used as currency. 
Some believe that the word “salary” is actually derived from the word “salt,” because 
historical accounts indicate that some roman soldiers were paid in salt.

Other spices, like cinnamon, cardamom, ginger and turmeric have been traded for millennia 
via routes established by spice merchants and traders. In order to protect their secret 
sources for exotic spices, Arab traders would make up fantastic stories detailing where their 
sources were located. They described Cassia and cinnamon trees as being protected by 
winged creatures and dangerous animals to discourage others from seeking the sources of 
their prized spices.

Early on, spices were traded via land, but once maritime routes were established, the spice 
trade quickly expanded. In the first millennium, the Arabs, Phoenicians, Israelites and 
Indians traded items such as spices, pearls, precious stones and other luxurious goods, 
both by land and via the red Sea and Indian Ocean. Arab traders played a key role in the 
trade passage of spices through the Middle East and prospered. In the 10th century, Venice 
and Genoa prospered through trading in the eastern Mediterranean region, and competition 
drove the two into the war of Chioggia, in which Venice won and thereby gained a trade 
monopoly through the Middle East. 

By then the origins of highly prized spices were known, but because Venice had a vice-like 
grip on trade through the Middle East, explorers like Christopher Columbus built ships to try 
and find alternative ways to reach spice-bearing regions like India. While many failed, a few 
explorers were successful in reaching their destinations, eventually creating the Dutch East 
India Company and the French East India Company. 
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heRbs

Basil
(H03)

Hand Selected Bay Leaves 
(H05)

Ground Basil 
(H402)

Semi-Select Bay Leaves 
(H04)

Ground Bay Leaves 
(H228)

Air-Dried Chives 
(H97)

Cilantro 
(H98)

Chervil 
(H09)

Chive Flakes 
(H541)

Chive Powder 
(H542)

Dill Pollen 
(H516)

Crushed Epazote
(H237)

Fenugreek Leaves 
(H150)

Dill Weed 
(H72)

Kaffir Lime Leaves 
(H152)

Ground Kaffir Lime 
Leaves 
(H499)

Lemongrass Powder 
(H390)

Super Blue Lavender 
Flowers 

(H22)

Marjoram 
(H23)

Mediterranean Oregano
(H248)

Ground Oregano 
(H243)

Mexican Oregano 
(H157)

Greek-Cut Mexican
Oregano 
(H450)

Indicates Organic Version Available

Our herb products include whole leaf and milled herb products selected for 
their ability to elevate the flavors of the foods they season.

Indian Dill Seed 
(H71)

Ground Mexican Oregano 
(H417)
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Parsley Flakes 
(H96)

Cut Rosemary 
(H212)

Ground Rosemary 
(H352)

Rosemary 
(H37)

Crushed Peppermint 
(H509)

Rubbed Sage 
(H346)

Ground Sage 
(H121)

Savory 
(H41)

Ground Sassafras 
(H439)

Ground Savory 
(H122)

Crushed Spearmint 
(H89)

Thyme 
(H45)

Tarragon 
(H44)

Ground Thyme 
(H124)

Achiote Paste 
(U12)

Ground Ajowan 
(H463)

Adobo Seasoning 
(H383)

Aleppo-Style Red Chile 
Flakes
(H170)

Crushed Mediterranean 
Aleppo 
(H205)

spices & seasoninGs

Rose Petals
(H214)

We travel the world seeking out exciting spice products from every country 
we visit. Explore these whole and ground spice products destined to bring 
enticing aromas and exciting flavors to your recipes.

dalmation sage  (h39) 

Sage is an herb with a medicinal, pine-like aroma. Its velvet-like leaves have notes 
of lemon and mint as well as an astringent, medicinal taste. 

Dalmatian Sage is widely considered a premium variety of the herb; it is strongly 
aromatic, with a milder flavor than other varietals. Dalmatian Sage is popularly used 
in poultry, stuffing and pork dishes. It can also be incorporated into spice blends and 
rubs. Our Dalmatian Sage comes from Dalmatia, a region in Croatia that borders the 
eastern coast of the Adriatic Sea. 
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Green Cardamom
(H08)

Red Cardamom
(H574)

Decorticated Green 
Cardamom

(H448)

Carrot Powder 
(V04)

Ground Cardamom 
(H62)

Ground Cayenne Pepper
(H63)

Celery Seeds 
(H64)

Korintje Cassia Bark
Cinnamon

(H12)

Ground Sri Lankan
Cinnamon 

(H144)

Cinnamon, 4” Stick (H10)
Cinnamon,10” Stick (H66)

Cinnamon, 12” Stick (H187)

Ground Korintje Cinnamon 
(H11)

Ground Vietnamese
Cinnamon 

(H344) 

Ground Cloves 
(H67)

Hand-Picked Cloves 
(H13)

Dark Cocoa Powder, 
Dutch Process 

(H525)

Black Cardamom 
(H145)

Coarse Cut
Black Cardamom 

(H204)

Ground Caraway Seeds 
(H513)

Ground Allspice 
(H60)

Jamaican Allspice 
(H01)

Amchur Powder 
(H142)

Anise Seeds 
(H61)

Ground Anise 
(H162)

Annatto Seeds 
(H02)

Ground Arrowroot 
(H59)

Ground Annatto Seeds 
(H278)

Caraway Seeds 
(H06)

Asafoetida Powder 
(H222)

Butterfly Pea Flowers 
(H618)

Extra Bold Coriander Seeds 
(H14)
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Cubeb Berries 
(H149)

Cream of Tartar 
(H148)

Ground Cumin Seeds 
(H69)

Cumin Seeds 
(H15)

Ground Roasted Cumin 
Seeds
(H543)

Organic Daikon Radish 
Seeds

(OH279)

Fennel Seeds 
(H17)

Ground Fennel Seeds 
(H95)

Fennel Pollen 
(H156)

Black Garlic Cloves 
(H230)

Ground Fenugreek Seeds 
(H73)

Fenugreek Seeds  
(H74)

Galangal 
(H114)

Ground Black Garlic Cloves 
(H231)

Minced Roasted Garlic
(OH193)

Garlic Powder (H343)
Garlic Powder (Domestic) 

(H362)

Granulated Garlic 
(H18)

Roasted Garlic Powder 
(H316)

Sliced Ginger Root 
(H115)

Ginger Powder 
(H77)

Cracked Ginger 
(H354)

Grains of Paradise
(Melegueta Pepper) 

(H151)

Minced Garlic
(H113)

Black Cumin Seeds
(Black Caraway) 

(H07)

Gochugaru Chile Flakes  
(H215)

Premium Granulated Garlic 
(H592)

Premium Minced Garlic
(H595)

Cracked Coriander Seeds 
(H99)

Ground Coriander Seeds 
(H68)

Dark Coriander Seeds 
(H590)
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Ground Juniper Berries
(H137)

Granulated Onion 
(H229)

Toasted Minced Onion 
(H504)

Diced Orange Peel 
(H290)

Onion Powder 
(H184)

Paprika, 90 ASTA 
(H364)

Granulated Orange Peel
(H262)

Paprika, 120-140 ASTA 
(H28)

Nori Sheets
(V14)

Kibbled Nori 
(V15)

Nutmeg 
(H26)

Minced Onion 
(H317)

Chopped Onion 
(H138)

Ground Nutmeg 
(H85)

Leek Powder 
(V13)

Granulated Lemon Peel
(H42)

Lemon Powder 
(H519)

Ground Mace 
(H82)

Granulated Lime Peel
 (H256)

Black Mustard Seeds
(H24)

Marash Chile Flakes
(E49)

Yellow Mustard Seeds
(H25)

Mustard Powder (H84)

Brown Mustard Seeds
(H587)

Red Miso Powder 
(H611)

Hibiscus Flowers 
(H105)

Hibiscus Powder 
(H245)

Juniper Berries 
(H21)

Horseradish Powder
(H269)

Lime Juice Powder
(F104)
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Crushed Red Pepper, 
Extra Hot 

(H289)

Saffron Threads, 
Premium Grade 

(H202)

Saffron Powder 
(H56)

Saffron Threads 
(H38)

saffron 

Saffron is widely known as the most expensive spice on earth. It comes from the flower of 

the Crocus sativus, which is a beautiful purple flower that thrives in semi-arid climates. It 

has a grassy, honey-like flavor with metallic notes, and it lends a bright orange-yellow hue 

to food such as rice and sauces. Saffron is one of the hallmark ingredients for dishes such 

as paella and bouillabaisse. We proudly carry multiple versions of this rare and unique 

spice, including powdered saffron as well as prized premium grade saffron threads. 

Hulled White Sesame Seeds
(H111)

Black Sesame Seeds
(H109)

White Poppy Seeds
(H159)

Toasted Sesame Seeds 
(H110)

Freeze Dried Shallots
(H155)

Hickory Smoke Flavor
(H465)

Mesquite Smoke Flavor
(H464)

Soy Sauce Powder 
(H517)

Star Anise 
(H43)

 Ground Star Anise
(H277)

Coarse Ground Star Anise 
(H203)

Ground Sumac 
(H80)

Tamarind Concentrate 
(H220)

Urfa Biber Chile Flakes 
(E62)

Ground Turmeric 
(H91)

Tamarind Powder 
(H515)

Crushed Red Pepper 
(H81)

Poppy Seeds 
(H51)

Smoked Hot Paprika
(H102)

Smoked Sweet Paprika 
(H103)

Piment d’Espelette
(French Chile Powder) 

(H324)

Sweet Hungarian Paprika 
(H160)

Smoked Bittersweet 
Paprika 
(H101)
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Balsamic Vinegar
Powder 
(H521)

Apple Cider Vinegar 
Powder 
(H520)

Red Wine Vinegar 
Powder 
(H328)

Malt Vinegar Powder 
(H522)

White Distilled Vinegar
Powder 
(H523)

All-Natural Wasabi Powder 
(H530)

Wasabi Powder 
(H104)

Pure Wasabi Powder
(H270)

Worcestershire 
Sauce Powder

(H518)

blenDs & Rubs

Basque Seasoning
(H578)

Cajun Blackening Blend
(H368)

Ancho-Honey Citrus Spice
(H564)

Alamo Chili Seasoning
(H567)

Baharat Spice Blend
(H475)

Berbere Seasoning
(H459)

BBQ Seasoning
(H376)

Cajun Blackening 
Seasoning

(H167)

Chipotle BBQ Seasoning
(H374)

Canadian Steak Seasoning
(H139)

Hickory BBQ Seasoning
(H424)

Salt-Free All-Purpose 
Seasoning

(OH505)

Salt-Free Asian
All-Purpose Seasoning

(H563)

Inspired by our travels around the world in search of the best spices and 
seasonings, our signature blends and rubs evoke cultures from all over the 
world and bring authentic world flavors to your plates.

Cape Cod Seasoning
(H375)

Premium Genuine
Wasabi Powder

(H594)

Chile-Lime Seasoning
(H565)
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Fajita Spice
(H358)

Fajita Marinade Seasoning
(H377)

Far East Rub
(H471)

Coffee Chile Pepper Rub
(H461)

Dukkah
(H571)

Five Spice Powder
(H52)

Garlic Herb Seasoning
(OH501)

French Mustard & Herb 
Blend
(H462)

Garlic & Pepper Steak 
Seasoning

(H371)

Garlic-Lime Chile 
Seasoning 

(H566)

Gumbo File
(H78)

Harissa Spice Blend  
(H508)

Herbes de Provence 
(H20)

Hickory Steak Seasoning 
(H432)

Italian Herb Blend 
(H305)

Salt-Free Italian Seasoning 
(OH507)

Jerk Seasoning 
(H168)

Jamaican Jerk Seasoning  
(H369)

Lemon Pepper Blend 
(H372)

Kabsa Spice Blend
(H467)

Salt-Free Lemon Pepper 
Seafood Seasoning 

(OH509)

Mediterranean Spice Blend 
(H470)

Korean Black Garlic 
Seasoning

(H568)

Sweet Lemon Pepper
Seasoning

(OH498)

Gochujang Powder
(H624)

Citrus & Ginger Spice
(H473)

Chipotle Creole Rub
(H474)

Chili Powder
(H65)

Hot Chili Powder
(H370)

Chimichurri Blend
(H514)
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Mediterranean Seafood
Seasoning 

(OH496)

Mesquite Seasoning 
(OH508)

Pickling Spice 
(H355)

Panch Phoron Spice 
Blend 
(H540)

Pizza Blend 
(H296)

Salt-Free Poultry Seasoning 
(OH503)

Poultry Seasoning 
(H353)

Poultry Spice 
(H460)

Paella Seasoning 
(H217)

Mulling Spice Blend 
(H83)

Mole Spice Blend 
(H510)

Porcini Mushroom Rub 
(H549)

Pumpkin Pie Spice 
(H351)

Ras el Hanout 
(H166)

Quatre Spices 
(H88)

Salsa Verde Seasoning 
(H511)

Salmon Seafood 
Seasoning 

(OH495)

Seafood Spice 
(H472)

Shichimi Togarashi 
(H478)

Sesame Tuxedo Blend  
(H136)

Steak Blend Seasoning 
(OH499)

Salt-Free Spicy Seasoning
(OH500)

Sriracha Seasoning
(H575)

Taco Seasoning 
(H380)

Zahtar 
(H57)

Smoked Peppercorn
Sage Rub

(H536)

Tri Mix Seasoning
(H330)

Truffle, Parmesan &
Black Garlic Seasoning

(H577)

Umami Dust Seasoning 
(H597)
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Hot Curry Powder
(H70)

Salt-Free Hot
Curry Powder 

(OH504)

Madras Style
Curry Powder 

(H16)

Japanese Yellow
Curry Powder 

(H512)

Garam Masala
Curry Powder

(H76)

cuRRies
From sweet to hot, our line of savory, complex curry powders spans the 
range of Southeast Asian flavors, and even includes adaptations originating 
from other parts of the world.

The term “curry” is an English catch-all term to describe 
complex mixes of spices and herbs used to season dishes of 
Southern and Southeastern Asian origin. Curries are found 
across the world and contain various combinations of herbs 
and spices that pair well with a variety of foods. Our curry 
powders are custom designed to give food a big boost of 
flavor in the convenient form of a pre-mixed blend. 

We researched regional flavor profiles to capture the local 
tastes of a specific place. Our Madras Style Curry Powder 
includes classic flavors such as turmeric, cumin and chile 
powder, while our Japanese Style Curry Powder is blended 
with coriander, turmeric, and cloves. Kashmiri Saffron Curry 
Powder incorporates premium spices such as saffron to play 
on saffron’s herbal and grassy notes as well as its distinct 
red-orange color. Thailand, which is also widely regarded for 
its curries, is represented with our Thai Coconut Green Curry 
Powder and our Thai red Curry Powder, both of which have 
their own distinct regional qualities.

Salt-Free Sweet
Curry Powder 

(OH506)

Thai Red
Curry Powder

(H569)

Thai Green Coconut
Curry Powder

(H534)

Tandoori Spice
(H90)

Vadouvan French 
Masala Curry Powder

(H451)

Vindaloo Curry Powder
(H570)

Kashmiri Saffron
Curry Powder

(H588)

Indicates Organic Version Available
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peppeRcoRns

Black Peppercorns 
(H29)

1/2 Cracked Black
Peppercorns 

(H86)

Coarse Cut Black
Peppercorns 

(OH190)

Cracked Black
Peppercorns, #10 Mesh

(H367)

Dustless Ground
Black Peppercorns

(H53)

Butcher Cut Black
Peppercorns 

(H161)

Dustless Ground Black 
Peppercorns, Shaker Grind 

(H403)

Smoked Black Peppercorns 
(H363)

Ground Smoked Black 
Peppercorns

(H260)

Fine Ground Black
Peppercorns

(H325)

Christmas Blend
Peppercorns 

(H135)

Five-Peppercorn Blend 
(H30)

Four-Peppercorn Blend 
(H31)

Ground Five-Peppercorn 
Blend 
(H119)

Ground Four-Peppercorn 
Blend 
(H120)

Peppercorns are an essential seasoning, highly aromatic with a crisp, robust 
flavor that complements many foods. We offer a range of peppercorns in 
different colors and grinds to suit any culinary use.

Ground Pink Peppercorns 
(H117)

Szechuan Peppercorns 
(H34)

Finely Ground Szechuan 
Peppercorns

(H191)

Ground Szechuan
Peppercorns 

(H118)

Green Peppercorns 
(H32)

Freeze Dried Green 
Peppercorns 

(H87)

Ground Green Peppercorns 
(H116)

Ground Long Pepper 
(H591)

Long Pepper 
(H297)

Pink Peppercorns 
(H33)

Indicates Organic Version Available
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Roasted Garlic Sea Salt 
(H396)

Gray Sea Salt 
(H198)

Tellicherry Peppercorns 
(H35)

White Peppercorns
(H36)

Ground Tellicherry 
Peppercorns, #20 Mesh

(H559)

salts

Finely Ground White 
Peppercorns 

(H54)

Tuxedo Blend Peppercorns 
(H127)

Black Sea Salt 
(H94)

Celery Sea Salt 
(H357)

Black Truffle Sea Salt 
(H401)

Espresso Brava Sea Salt 
(H399)

Chile Verde Sea Salt 
(H400)

Garlic Sea Salt 
(H201)

Fleur De Sel 
(H178)

Garlic Himalayan 
Sea Salt 
(OH200)

Among the oldest known seasonings, salt is a kitchen essential. Our line 
of natural and flavored salts from around the world helps highlight and 
enhance the flavors of your cuisine.

Habanero Pepper
Sea Salt 
(H398)

Black Hawaiian Sea Salt 
(H286)

Greek Sea Salt 
(H345)

Pink Hawaiian Sea Salt
(H183)

Red Hawaiian Sea Salt
(H287)

Himalayan Pink
Sea Salt 
(H378)

Himalayan Pink Salt Slabs Lime Fresco Sea Salt 
(H397)

Kosher Flake 
Sea Salt 
(H175)

10” x 5” x 1½”
(H453)

8” Round
(H454)

8” x 8” x 1½”
(H455)

8” x 12” x 1½”
(H456)
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Mill Grind Sea Salt 
(H176)

Onion Sea Salt 
(H361)

Pink Curing Powder, 
Prague Powder #1 

(H447)

Orange Ginger Sea Salt
(H560)

Coarse Sea Salt 
(H100)

Fine Sea Salt 
(H40)

Coarse Smoked Sea Salt 
(H235)

Applewood Smoked
Sea Salt 
(H526)

Seasoning Salt 
(H366)

Thai Ginger Sea Salt 
(H393)

Alderwood Smoked
Sea Salt 
(H527)

Hickory Smoked Sea Salt 
(H528)

Spicy Curry Sea Salt 
(H395)

Szechuan Pepper Sea Salt 
(H394)

Fine Smoked Sea Salt
(H236)

Maui onions are a variety of sweet onion that grow in the deep red volcanic soil on the slopes of Haleakala on the island of Maui. They 

do not acquire the strong odor and sharp flavor associated with other onions because they do not absorb as much sulfur from the rich 

volcanic soil in which they grow.

Maui onions’ distinctively sweet flavor comines with mineral-rich sea salt to become a versatile tool in the kitchen. Maui Onion Sea Salt 

is a natural choice for seasoning foods like popcorn, French fries, seafood, beef dishes and any application where onions are used.

maui onion sea salt  (h539)
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Evaporated Cane Juice 
(OH390)

Demerara Sugar 
(H373)

Evaporated Cane Juice 
Powder 
(OH391)

Fondant and Icing Sugar
(H385)

Granulated Honey 
(H299)

Maple Sugar 
(H333)

Maple Sugar Powder
(H580)

Granulated Molasses 
(H469)

Honey Powder 
(H347)

Molasses Powder 
(H468)

Brown Rock Sugar Crystals
(H392)

White Rock Sugar Crystals
(H386)

White Sugar Cane Cubes 
(H180)

Brown Sugar Cane Cubes 
(H179)

White Sugar Sticks 
(H181)

Superfine Sugar 
(H406)

Turbinado Sugar 
(H337)

White Sugar 
(H404)

Brown Sugar Sticks 
(H382)

Dark Brown Sugar
(H389)

Granulated Brown Sugar 
(H420)

 Light Brown Sugar
(H388)

Coconut Sugar 
(H408)

Caster Sugar 
(H384)

suGaRs
We offer a complete line of sugars, from refined and unrefined options that 
are ideal for baking, to alternative sweeteners produced from molasses, 
honey and maple, to rock and cube sugar perfect for adding a touch of 
elegance to tea and coffee service.

Indicates Organic Version Available

Vanilla Sugar 
(H50)
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Vanilla Sugar 
(H50)

Vanilla Paste 
(U13)

Bourbon Vanilla Extract
(Madagascar)

(H411)

Premium Bourbon Vanilla 
Extract (Madagascar)

(H48)

Vanilla Caviar 
(H537)

Bourbon Vanilla Beans
(Madagascar) 

(H46)

Vanilla Beans 
(H47)

Vanilla
True vanilla is a luxurious and potent flavoring agent. Sourced from the 
world’s top vanilla-producing regions, these select beans, extracts, pastes 
and sugars infuse the rich, smooth flavor of real vanilla to your creations.

Vanilla is one of the most alluring spices in the world. It is highly sought-
after due to its intoxicating, sweet, perfume-like fragrance and its woody yet 
complex flavor. It is used to flavor baked goods, ice cream, confections, and 
more. Woodland Foods carries multiple varieties of vanilla in forms including 
whole bean, extract, paste, caviar and vanilla-infused sugar. 

Vanilla is obtained from orchid flowers of the genus Vanilla, and is the 
second most expensive spice after saffron due to the labor-intensive 
harvesting and processing. The vanilla orchid is hand-pollinated, and 
when the fruit is mature, it is handpicked. Then the complicated four-stage 
process of curing the beans takes place: killing (to stop growth), sweating, 
slow-drying, and conditioning. It is a time-consuming and challenging 
process, but the result is a marvelous and unparalleled ingredient.

Vanilla was originally cultivated in Mesoamerica on the east coast of Mexico 
by the Totonac people, in the present-day state of Veracruz. In the mid-
19th century, French merchants sent vanilla to the islands of réunion and 
Mauritius in order to attempt production there. Pollination of vanilla was 
typically done by a species of Melipona bee, local to Mexico, but once a 
method of hand-pollination was developed, harvests outside Mexico rose 
and the orchids were sent to Madagascar and Indonesia to develop.

now there are three main species that are cultivated around the world, 
and they are named after the region they are grown in: Tahiti, Madagascar 
and Mexico. Each variety has a unique flavor profile, and can be used for 
different purposes.

Madagascar Vanilla Beans (H46) – Madagascar Vanilla Beans come from 
the V. planifolia strain of vanilla. Also known as Bourbon vanilla beans, they 
are grown in both Madagascar and the West Indian island of réunion. Their 
aroma is sweet with buttery notes, and they have a rich, deep flavor, which 
is nearly creamy. Madacascar vanilla beans are commonly used as a baking 
ingredient, but can also be used for applications in many different forms.

Vanilla Beans (H47) – Tahitian vanilla comes from the V. tahitiensis strain 
of vanilla. Tahitian Vanilla Beans are grown on the island of Tahiti, as well 
as Papua new Guinea. They have less of the trademark flavor compound in 
vanilla, known as vanillin, than the other varieties. As a result, floral aromas 
are more pronounced, and cherry-like fruit flavors come forward. The pod is 
plumper than the more common Bourbon bean and has more moisture.

Mexican vanilla beans, also from V. planifolia, are grown in a variety of 
regions across Mexico. They are naturally thicker than other beans, and 
have a deep, assertive flavor and fragrance that is well suited for dishes 
where the elegant flavor of vanilla needs to be showcased. 

WHAT ArE THE 

Varieties of Vanilla?

Indicates Organic Version Available

Vanilla Bean Powder 
(H609)
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Vegetables

Humans have been preserving vegetables for millennia 
by letting the sun and wind naturally remove their 
moisture. By removing the water content from 
vegetables, we inhibit spoilage while preserving flavor 
and nutritional value. While dehydrated vegetables will 
not taste exactly the same as their fresh counterparts, 
they add a great deal of flavor to food, and can be 
used either dry or rehydrated. 

Dehydrated vegetables are a convenient way to 
season dishes, requiring little to no preparation and 
adding their trademark aromatic qualities without 
extra moisture. Using dehydrated vegetables in soups, 
casseroles, sauces and stews is a convenient time-
saver, as they can rehydrate while cooking. Dried 
vegetables also work well as an ingredient in savory 
baked goods, such as bread, crackers and bagels. 
Vegetable flakes make an excellent addition to rice 
and pasta dishes, adding concentrated bursts of flavor 
and color, while vegetable powders can be used to 
create seasoning blends.   

We offer an extensive variety of dried vegetables in 
convenient diced, flaked and powdered form.
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Vegetable powders are a useful and effective way to 

flavor many foods, contributing the bright flavors of 

fresh aromatics without adding additional bulk or liquid. 

Vegetable powders can also boost nutritional value without 

significantly changing a product’s volume. 

One of vegetable powders’ more common uses is in 

soups and stews, where they add a concentrated flavor 

to broth without adding bulk. Vegetable powders can 

also act as a thickener, tightening up the texture of soup 

while boosting flavor. Sauces also benefit from vegetable 

powder, as it adds concentrated vegetal flavor without 

adding chunky texture.

Producing flavorful salt-free seasoning blends for those 

looking to reduce their sodium intake can be a culinary 

challenge. However, powdered vegetables such as leek, 

tomato, bell pepper and carrot, along with herbs and 

spices, give salt-free seasoning blends a more complex and 

interesting flavor profile. 

Vegetable powders can also be added to ground meat to 

add flavor without the moisture that is released from fresh 

vegetables when they are cooked. Hamburgers, meatloaf 

and sausage are all examples of ground meat dishes that 

can benefit from seasoning with powdered vegetables such 

as leek, tomato or bell pepper.

If looking to boost color, powdered vegetables can also lend 

a pleasing hue. Beet Powder is a vivid purplish-red, while 

Spinach Powder adds a deep green color to food. Pumpkin 

Powder’s sunny yellow hue is ideal as a natural coloring 

agent for kids’ macaroni and cheese products, or to color 

cheese-flavored powder seasoning for natural snack foods. 

Spinach Powder and Tomato Powder are also popular 

coloring agents for flavored flour tortillas.  

WHat to Do WitH

Vegetable Powders
GReen 
Green vegetables are known to be packed full of 

vitamins and minerals, including calcium, iron, 

vitamin a and vitamin C. the green color associated 

with leafy vegetables comes from a natural plant 

pigment, chlorophyll. Many green vegetables have a 

slightly bitter, herbaceous flavor that goes well with 

many dishes and adds valuable nutrients.

ReD 
Red vegetables are colored by a pigment called 

lycopene. Lycopene is found in fruits and vegetables 

such as red carrots, watermelon and, most commonly, 

tomatoes. Research has shown that lycopene might 

help prevent some types of cancer.

yelloW & oRanGe 
orange and yellow vegetables are colored by a type of 

pigment called a carotenoid, the best-known of which 

is beta-carotene. Beta-carotene is what gives the 

orange color to carrots, pumpkins, and sweet potatoes. 

the human body converts beta-carotene into vitamin 

a, which is essential for healthy skin, a vital immune 

system and good vision. 

Color & Nutrition
COlOrful VegeTaBleS are nOT juST aTTraCTIVe TO lOOk aT. THey 
HaVe unIque nuTrITIOnal PrOfIleS dePendIng On THeIr COlOr.  

White
While white vegetables like cauliflower and potatoes 

might seem like they would lack nutrients, they 

actually offer valuable nutrition for a healthy diet. 

Many white-hued vegetables contain large amounts of 

dietary fiber, as well as vitamin C, potassium, folate, 

and other nutrients that are essential to a healthy, 

well-rounded diet.
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VeGetables

Beet Powder
(V01)

Butternut Squash Flakes 
(V03)

Broccoli  Florets
(V02)

Carrot Powder
(V04)

Cross Cut Celery
(V05)

Green Bell Pepper, 
3/8” Dice

(V07)

Green Bell Pepper,
1/4” Dice

(V06)

Granulated Green Bell 
Pepper
(V09)

Red Bell Pepper, 
1/4” Dice

(V17)

Roasted Red Bell Pepper, 
1/4” Dice

(V18)

Diced Red & Green
Bell Pepper

(OV21)

Jerusalem Artichoke  
Powder

(V10)

Red Bell Pepper, 
3/8” Dice

(V19)

Granulated Red Bell Pepper 
(V22)

Kombu
(V12)

Leek Powder
(V13)

Butternut Squash Pieces
(V33)

Diced Carrot
(V35)

Organic Leek Flakes
(OV29)

Red Bell Pepper Powder
(V23)

dried vegetables serve as convenient aromatics for use in soups and stews, 
and also make savory supplements to seasoning blends.

Indicates Organic Version Available

kale flakes (v11) 
kale is a cruciferous, leafy vegetable that has green or purple leaves. It has recently seen an extraordinary surge in 
popularity due to its high nutritional value. It is in the cabbage family, and grows well even in cold conditions. kale 
is very high in vitamin a, vitamin k, vitamin C and calcium. In its dehydrated form, it is often used in smoothies, 
soups and baked goods. When rehydrated, it can also be used in many other dishes such as stir-fries, omelets, 
casseroles and more. a variation on the popular Irish dish colcannon blends kale with mashed potatoes, which adds 
an appealing bitter flavor and nutritional value to the starch. Woodland foods carries dry kale flakes that make a 
healthy addition to many recipes.
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Nori Sheets
(V14)

Pumpkin Powder
(V16)

Kibbled Nori
(V15)

Scallions
(V24)

Spinach Flakes
(V25)

Spinach Powder
(V26)

Tomatillo Powder
(V31)

Tomato Powder
(V27)

Squash Blossoms
(V30)

Yucca Flour
(V32)

Vegetable Blend
(V28)

why dry 
Vegetables?
Woodland foods’ dried 
vegetables make preparation 
convenient while adding 
robust vegetable flavor.

They can be used either dry or 
rehydrated, depending upon the 
recipe. If added to soups or stews, 
they can be added as-is, since 
they will absorb moisture during 
the cooking process. as a pantry 
ingredient, dry vegetables are 
shelf-stable, meaning they can last 
in storage for a long time without 
spoiling or needing replenishment. 
and vegetable powders can also 
be used in a variety of applications, 
such as custom seasoning blends 
and instant vegetable broths.

Pumpkin Pieces
(V36)

Pumpkin Flakes
(V37)



Dried fruits

As sweet and colorful as candy, Dried Fruits from 
Woodland Foods are convenient, economical and 
naturally nutrient-dense alternatives to fresh fruit. 
Convenience is a key factor for many of our 
customers who choose dried fruit. Dried fruit is 
convenient to use because it is essentially non-
perishable when stored properly. Its durability also 
means dried fruit is available year round, freeing it 
from the harvest cycle and helping stabilize its price 
as well.

The drying process makes Dried Fruit products 
convenient ingredients for use in commercial 
kitchens since the fruit is typically cut into uniform 
size pieces and is often peeled or pitted. Many 
of our dried fruit products are also sweetened as 
part of the drying process and some are treated to 
preserve their color or texture.

Prepped and ready to eat as-is, dried fruit is easily 
incorporated into sweet or savory recipes.
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The terms “sulfured” and “unsulfured” often appear on 
the packaging of dried fruit products. Ever wondered 
what these terms mean? They refer to the presence of (or, 
by contrast, the absence of) sulfur dioxide, a gas that is 
commonly used as a preservative in dried fruit to prevent 
spoilage and extend shelf life. 

In addition to preserving fruit, sulfur dioxide also helps 
maintain fruit’s naturally beautiful, bright colors through 
the drying process. Use of sulfur dioxide helps to maintain 
eye-appealing colors in foods such as trail mix, granola, 
cereal and baked goods that contain dried fruit. Fruit that is 
dried without use of sulfur dioxide tends to turn a brownish 
or blackish color (depending on the original color of the 
fruit) when exposed to the dehydration process. While this 
discoloration may diminish the visual appeal of the fruit, it is 
nonetheless normal and harmless.

When used as a preservative, sulfur dioxide remains in food 
only in trace amounts, in quantities the FDA has deemed 
safe to consume for the majority of people. However, some 
people who have sulfite sensitivities or sulfite allergies 
may experience reactions such as upset stomach, skin 
inflammation or respiratory attack when they consume 
sulfured dried fruit products. It is recommended that sulfite 
sensitive individuals use our unsulfured products.

Woodland Foods offers a wide range of both sulfured and 
unsulfured dried fruits. Look for the labeling phrase “sulfites 
added” as an indication of whether a fruit has been treated 
with sulfur dioxide. While sulfured fruit is safe for the 
majority of consumers, clearly printing this information on 
your label will help protect your customers who have sulfite 
sensitivities and allergies.

The term “superfruit” came into widespread use 
in the mid-2000s. It is purely a marketing term 
(meaning there is no scientific or legal definition of the 
word) that is typically applied to varieties of fruit with 
higher than average nutritional content. The message 
is that superfruits have potential health benefits 
because they contain high levels of polyphenols, 
antioxidants and other phytonutrients.

Blueberries were among the first fruits called 
superfruits, largely because they were singled out 
in a book on “superfoods” that was published 

in 2003. Since then, Açai Berries, Goji Berries, 
Lingonberries and Baobob Fruit have all been 
labeled superfruit as well. Scientifically speaking, 
there is no discernable answer as to why so many 
berries have received this label. Perhaps berries 
are simply among the most accessible of fruits, or 
they are familiar enough to attract attention and 
garner a following.

Superfruits

SulFureD vS unSulFureD DrIeD FruITS

EvEr wondEr why somE fruits havE bEEn callEd “supErfruit,” or why many 
so-callEd supErfruits arE bErriEs?
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Dehydrated Crunchy
Sliced Apples 

(F86)

Apple Rings 
(F22)

Diced Apples 
(F24)

Apples, 3/8” Dice 
(F56)

Diced Cinnamon Apples
(F63)

Sliced Cinnamon Apples
(F85)

Apricots
(F13)

Diced Apricots
(F14)

Banana Chips
(F16)

Blueberries 
(F04)

Blackberries
(F51)

Banana Chips, Quarters
(F64)

Wild Blueberries 
(F52)

Sliced Cantaloupe
(F48)

Rainier Cherries
(F57)

Sliced Tart Cherries  
(F83)

Bing Cherries 
(F03)

Tart Cherries 
(F01)

Cranberries 
(F55)

Cranberry Halves 
(F05)

Pitted Deglet Dates 
(F38)

Zante Currants
(F06)

Diced Deglet Dates
(F08)

Diced Banana Chips
(F105)

We source wholesome, lightly sweetened dried fruits and berries. Many 
of our fruit products are pitted and then halved, sliced or diced during the 
drying process for your convenience. 

Indicates Organic Version Available

Baobab Powder
(F107)

fRuit
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Medjool Dates 
(F21)

Diced Black Mission Figs
(F43)

Diced Golden Figs 
(F42)

Black Mission Figs 
(F34)

Golden Figs 
(F28)

Crystalized Ginger 
(F36)

Crystallized Ginger,  
Small Dice 

(F39)

Gooseberries  
(F60)

Crystallized Ginger,  
Large Dice 

(F82)

Goji Berries 
(OF54)

Jackfruit 
(F49)

Sliced Kiwis 
(F80)

Sliced Mangoes 
(F12)

Grapefruit Powder
(F103)

Lime Juice Powder
(F104)

Goji berries
Goji Berries have been consumed 
for over 6,000 years in China, India 
and Tibet. They are prized in Eastern 
medicine as a remedy for a broad 
variety of afflictions, including heart 
disease, cancer, diabetes, suppressed 
immune systems, insomnia, auto-
immune diseases, eye diseases and 
more. While most of these claims 
have not been confirmed in Western 
medicine, Goji Berries are widely 
considered a nutrient dense super fruit.

health benefits
Goji Berries contain 18 amino acids. 
They are uniquely rich in zinc, 
polysaccharides, beta-carotene and 
zeaxanthin, the pigment that gives the 
fruit its attractive crimson color.

flavors & uses
The berries have a subtle flavor that 
is often described as having hints of 
raspberry, date and cranberry with slight 
bitter notes. They pair well with more 
intense sweet and sour ingredients like 
cherries and blueberries in trail mixes. 
Goji berries can be poached in sweeter 
juices to intensify flavor before adding to 
salads or cereals such as oatmeal. They 
are also used as beverage flavoring 
agents in herbal tea, beer and wine in 
China. 

Granulated Lemon Peel
(H42)

Lemon Powder 
(H519)

Granulated Lime Peel
 (H256)
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Red Plums
(F31)

Reduced Sugar Pineapple 
Tidbits
(F73)

Pineapple Mango Coins 
(F59)

Pluots
(F61)

Prunes
(F25)

Flame Raisins
(F29)

Pomegranate Arils
(F81)

Pitted Prunes
(F07)

Golden Raisins
(F26)

Thompson Seedless Raisins
(F41)

Raspberries
(F50)

Unsweetened Pineapple 
Rings  
(F10)

Granulated Pineapples
(F44)

Papaya Spears 
(F20)

Diced Papayas 
(F17)

White Nectarines 
(F58)

Natural Papaya Spears 
(F09)

Peaches 
(F11)

Pears 
(F18)

Persimmons 
(F53)

Pineapple Rings 
(F19)

Orange Powder
(H589)

Diced Pineapples
(F30)

Sulfite Free Reduced Sugar 
Diced Mangoes 

(F67)

Mulberries 
(F27)

Diced Orange Peel 
(H290)

Granulated Orange Peel
(H262)

Reduced Sugar Sliced 
Mangoes

(F69)

Diced Mangoes 
(F15)

Sliced Mangoes with Chile
(F70)
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Strawberries
(F02)

Strawberry Powder
(H133)

Raspberry Powder
(H132)

Star Fruit
(F47)

Fruit Fusion
(F23)

Berry Blend
(F84)

Health Club Fruit Blend 
(F46)

Special Fruit Blend
(F68)

We created these blends of dried fruits and berries that offer a carefully 
conceived blend of flavor as well as a balanced variety of nutrition.

THE rAInBoW oF CoLorS PrESEnT In FrUIT 
DoES MorE THAn ADD jUST A SPLASH oF 
vISUAL APPEAL To FooD. 

Colorful fruit is thought to help promote good health and thought 
to be effective in warding off diseases, including certain cancers. 
These colors are the result of naturally occurring plant color 
compounds, part of a class of chemicals collectively referred to as 
“phytochemicals.”

Dried fruits retain a large portion of the nutrients found in fresh 
fruit. Because dried fruits are so nutritious, they can easily be 
incorporated into a healthy diet. Freeze-dried fruits also retain those 
phytochemicals that are so beneficial to human health. The health 
benefits of phytochemicals range from cholesterol-reducing agents, 
to cancer prevention, anti-inflammation and more.   

Scientists studying the role of fruits and vegetables in preventing 
these diseases are finding that plant pigment phytochemicals may 
play a role in preventing or even reversing oxidative damage. Most 
colorful fruit also provides dietary fiber, necessary for a balanced 
diet. Enjoying a rainbow of fruits, including dried fruits, may be a 
long-term investment in your body’s natural defenses.

The Color of Health

Tropical Fruit Mix
(P304)

Rose Hips
(F106)

blenDs
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nuts & seeds
Nuts and seeds are among the easiest and most 
economical ways to add great flavor and interesting 
texture to both sweet and savory dishes. They 
are also packed with nutrients including protein, 
vitamins, complex carbohydrates, unsaturated fats, 
fiber and minerals. 

Woodland Foods offers a complete line of nuts, 
seeds and coconut products, including a wide 
variety of milled products. We offer nut products 
that are raw, blanched, smoked and roasted, as well 
as salted and salt-free versions of many products. 
Our seed products are also available raw or roasted, 
shelled or unshelled, and salted or unsalted.

We have added several exciting new coconut 
products, such as our Coconut Milk Powder, 
which can be quickly and easily reconstituted into 
thick, rich coconut milk. We have also added new 
varieties of coconut, treated to preserve its creamy 
white color, as well as all-natural and toasted 
coconut products.

We offer many styles of milled nuts and seeds, 
including custom processing to specification. Please 
contact your Woodland Foods sales representative 
for more information.
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PiNe NuTs

Woodland Foods is passionate about ingredients. That 
passion influences everything we do. It motivates the 
trips we take across the country and around the world 
searching out new ingredients to share. It also drives us to 
continually improve our processes and facilities to protect 
and improve the quality and purity of the products we 
share with our customers. 

Our passion for ingredients and insistence on quality explain 
our devotion to maintaining food handling certifications like 
our BRC A rating, and why we take the time and effort to 
have so many of our products kosher certified. They have 
even influenced the design of our Waukegan warehouse 
and production facilities where we segregate aromatic and 
non-aromatic ingredients in different areas—even the 
air handling systems for our aromatic and non-aromatic 
products are separated.

This year, at the request of many of our customers, we 
began to investigate what it would take to offer products we 
could label “peanut free.” You will notice that many of our 
Nut and Seed products that contained peanuts have been 
reformulated without them. We have substituted other nuts 
and seeds into these products.

We have also taken steps to ensure that all our products 
are peanut-free, and that they remain that way in the 
future. To accomplish our goal of 
remaining peanut free Woodland 
Foods does not store, process 
or handle any peanuts, 
peanut ingredients or 
products containing 
peanuts.

Woodland Foods is now Peanut Free

With their rich, buttery flavor and crisp yet creamy texture, 
Woodland Foods’ Pine Nuts play a key role in classic 
recipes from many different ethnic cuisines. They are also 
a rich source of protein, fiber, vitamins and other nutrients.

Pine Nuts, as the name implies, are the edible seeds 
of pine trees. The seeds grow between the scales of 
pinecones and have been collected and cultivated as

food in Europe and Asia since Paleolithic times. Pine 
Nuts have a rich flavor that is accented with a hint of 
pine flavor. They are often added to meat, fish and salad 
dishes. Baked goods also feature Pine Nuts as well. 
In Italy, Pine Nuts are called “pignoli,” and are a main 
component of pesto sauce, which has become very 
popular in the United States.
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Unsweetened Coconut 
Chips 
(N61)

Toasted Unsweetened 
Coconut Chips

(N40)

Sweetened Fancy Shred 
Coconut  

(N42)

Desiccated Coconut 
(N60)

Coconut Milk Powder 
(N70)

Macaroon Coconut 
(N41)

Unsweetened Fancy Shred 
Coconut  

(N43)

Toasted Granulated 
Coconut

(N80)

coconut

Coconut Milk Powder
a convenient way to incorporate real 
coconut milk into recipes. 

Made from raw, unsweetened coconut cream, Coconut Milk 
Powder is a shelf-stable alternative to canned coconut milk that 
boasts a rich coconut essence. 

While novel to the U.S. market, Coconut Milk Powder is a common 
ingredient in Asian kitchens. This fine, white powder is shelf-stable 
and easy to store, but can be easily reconstituted into liquid coconut 
milk or even a thick coconut cream simply by whisking in warm 
water.

Coconut Milk made in this way provides the same rich, creamy flavor 
and slightly sweet coconut essence as canned unsweetened 
Coconut Milk. It is virtually indistinguishable in flavor and texture 
from canned and can replace it in any application. However, 
Coconut Milk Powder is considered ready-to-eat, so it also may be 
used as-is in dry applications. 

A key ingredient in many tropical dishes, coconut is used in anything 
from savory dishes to sweet desserts. We carry coconut in multiple 
convenient formats.

Photo Caption

Organic Coconut Flour
(oN86)
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Almonds
(N14)

Blanched Almonds
(N33)

Sliced Blanched Almonds
(N75)

Sliced Toasted Almonds
(N51)

Dry Roasted Almonds
(N50)

Hickory Smoked Almonds 
(N36)

Slivered Blanched Almonds 
(N45)

Granulated Toasted 
Almonds

(N81)

Raw Brazilian Nuts
(N30)

Roasted Cashews
(N52)

Raw Cashews
(N53)

Salted Oil-Roasted Almonds
(N84)

nuts & seeDs

Salted Roasted Cashews 
(N28)

Chestnuts 
(N22)

Cocoa Nibs 
(N76)

Nuts and seeds are a staple ingredient in every cuisine. They lend 
nutrition, classic nutty flavor and texture to all food. We carry nuts and 
seeds in many forms. 

Raw Almond Flour 
(N10)

Raw Chestnut Powder
(N39)

Roasted Chestnut Powder
(N04)

Blanched Almond Meal
(N11)

Marcona Almonds (N44)
The Marcona Almond is a variety of almond from Spain that is sweeter, softer and more moist than the more widely available variety. 

Sometimes called the “Queen of Almonds”, they have a more delicate aroma and are rounder and plumper than other almond 

varieties. Marcona Almonds have a unique texture that is a cross between Macadamia Nuts and typical Almonds.

Our Marcona Almonds are lightly fried and salted, so they are ready to eat as is. They are often paired with cheeses, jams and 

honey. However, they can easily be incorporated into recipes or even gently reheated, or refried and seasoned with herbs or spices 

to make an elevated bar snack.

Sliced Almonds
(N13)
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Peeled Hazelnuts 
(N27)

HeMp HeArts 
(N73)

Macadamia Nuts 
(N02)

Medium Pecan Pieces
(N63)

Pecan Halves 
(N15)

toAsted HeMp seeds
(N85)

Chopped Hazelnuts
(N38)

Roasted Hazelnut Flour
(N07)

HeMp HeArts (N73)
Hemp Hearts are the soft and creamy seed from the 
inside of the hemp shell. Their popularity continues 
to rise as they are frequently recognized as an easily 
accessible superfood thanks to the combination of 
their considerable nutritional value, and their light, 
sweet nutty flavor.

Hemp Hearts’ small size hides the fact that they are 
packed with big nutrition including protein, vitamin 
E, omega-6 fatty acids, calcium and iron. They have 
a mild, sweet, nutty flavor with some rich, earthy 
notes. They also have a moist, toothsome texture 
comparable to most freshly shelled nuts. Thanks to 
their mild taste, Hemp Hearts blend well in breads 
or pastry, but are also great as a healthy garnish for 
salads, soups or pasta.

toAsted HeMp seeds (N85)
Botanically speaking, Hemp “Seeds” are actually the 
fruits of hemp plants, but they are most commonly 
treated like the tree nuts they closely resemble. Each 
seed has a slightly dry hull that encloses the dense, 
nut-like inner fruit. Hemp Seeds may be eaten with 
their hulls (which are a significant source of fiber). 
Alternatively the hulls may be removed (in which case 
the inner nuts are typically called “Hemp Hearts”).

These Toasted Hemp Seeds have been lightly roasted 
(as evidenced by the rich brown color of their hulls) to 
enhance their natural nutty flavor. They are delicious 
blended into smoothies, substituting for crushed nuts 
in baked goods, or ground and mixed into everything 
from energy bars, baked goods or vegetarian burgers. 
They’re also delicious as is, sprinkled onto warm 
cereals or yogurt.

Mediterranean Pine Nuts 
(N68)

Pecan Meal 
(N18)

Raw Pine Nuts
(N01)

Raw Shelled Pistachios
(N16)

Pistachio in Shell 
(N58)

 Chile Lime Pistachios
(N57)

Pumpkin Seeds in Shell 
(N54)

Raw Pumpkin Seeds 
(Pepitas) 

(N03)

Roasted Pumpkin Seed 
Kernels
(N65)

Salted Roasted Pumpkin 
Seeds
(N20)

Dry Roasted Pumpkin Seed 
Kernels 

(N69)

Raw Hazelnuts
(N26)

Deluxe Nut Mix 
(P305)

Premium Raw
Macadamia Nuts 

(N102)
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Sunflower Seeds
 in Shell

(N62)

Granulated Pumpkin Seed 
Kernels

(N32)

Raw Red walnuts
(n67)

Raw english walnuts
(n24)

Granulated Sunflower 
Seeds  
(N47)

Black walnuts Pieces 
(n25)

english walnut gRanules 
(n37)

Raw Sunflower Seeds
(N09)

Salted Sunflower Seeds
(N55)

Roasted Sunflower Seeds
(N34)

BLACK WALNUts (N25)
Black Walnuts have a richer, wilder, fuller flavor than other walnuts with a creamy texture and soft crunch. The 
nutmeat has a consistently smooth texture and pleasantly light crunch. Its flavor is deeper and more developed 
than the more common English walnut. 

rAW eNGLIsH WALNUts (N24)
The English walnut is the most popular and commonly consumed variety of walnut. English Walnuts have a creamy 
texture with a soft crunch and rich, nutty flavor. Shelled for convenience, these rich nuts can be sweetened, salted 
or spiced. Our English Walnuts add a hearty, meaty element to a recipe. Healthful and wholesome, they are a good 
source of antioxidants, protein and fiber.

rAW red WALNUts (N67)
Red Walnuts pack a bright and fresh walnut taste and heighten any dish with the beautiful wine red-maroon color of 
their skins. To retain their red color, they are shelled and handled very carefully. Whole Red Walnuts are larger than 
other walnut varieties, with flesh that is sometimes described as less oily tasting and with a slightly lower tannic 
content than Black or English Walnuts.
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snack s

The best natural ingredients make the basis for 
the best-tasting snack foods. Wholesome nuts and 
seeds, naturally sweet dried fruit, hearty roasted 
corn and legumes are delicious and packed with 
vitamins, minerals and protein. Simply put, they are 
a smarter way to snack. 

Whether you are seeking a unique ingredient to add 
punch to a packaged or house-made snack mix or 
the perfect ready-to-go trail mix blend, you will find 
plenty of inspiration in Woodland Foods’ expanded 
line of snacks. With classic treats like Deluxe Nut 
Mix, Classic Trail Mix and Sesame Sticks, as well 
as new flavors like Dulce de Leche Corn Nuts, 
Wasabi Black Bean Snack and Dark Chocolate 
Covered Nib Clusters, there is no excuse for 
boring snacks. Talk to your Woodland Foods sales 
representative or visit our website to learn more 
about our diverse snack offerings.
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Hot New

Wasabi Snacks
Building on the immense popularity of our original wasabi Peas, we have expanded our wasabi snack 
offerings to include four great new tastes, Natural wasabi Peas, wasabi Black Bean Snacks, wasabi Soy 
Bean Snacks and wasabi 4-Color Bean Mix. 

these products start with crisp fried peas or crunchy roasted beans. they’re then coated with a fiery, 
pungent wasabi paste. they’re a great choice for a bar snack—especially given their salty, spicy flavor and 
crispy, crunchy texture. try tossing them with Sesame Sticks, roasted nuts or one of our roasted nut mixes 
for a zesty, salty Asian-inspired snack blend, or sprinkle them on salads for an unexpected pop of texture 
and flavor.
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Almond Trail Mix
(P303)

Autumn Harvest
Salad Topper

(P309)

Asian Snack Mix
(P308)

Cancha Serrana 
(Peruvian Corn Nut)

(P25)

Masala Roasted 
Chickpeas

(P13)

Classic Trail Mix
(P302)

 Chile Lime Crunchy Corn
(P24)

Deluxe Nut Mix
(P305)

Salted Crunchy Corn
(P16)

Fried Green Peas
(P18)

Rice Crackers
(P01)

Dulce De Leche 
Crunchy Corn

(P26)

Spicy Broad Bean Snack
(P33)

Dark Chocolate-Covered 
Espresso Beans

(P27)

Dark Chocolate-Covered 
Cape Gooseberries

(P30)

Dark Chocolate-Covered 
Instant Coffee

(P28)

Dark Chocolate-Covered 
Cocoa Nib Clusters

(P29)

Country Market Snack Mix
(P312)

snacks
we carry a versatile line of snacks, including nuts, roasted beans, 
corn, trail mix and more. they can be used as-is, or in a custom blend 
of your choosing.

Sesame Sticks
(P14)

Tavern Snack Mix
(P307)

Salted Roasted Soy Nuts
(P15)

Tropical Fruit Mix
(P304)

Salted Roasted Soybeans
(P36)

Salted Roasted Black 
Soybeans

(P37)

Roasted Salted Split Peeled 
Broad Beans

(P38)
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Wasabi Peas
(P03)

Natural Wasabi Green Peas
(P35)

Wasabi Black Bean Snack
(P32)

Wasabi 4-Color Bean Mix
(P31)

Wasabi Soy Bean Snack
(P34)

105

Tropical Snack Mix Blend
(P306)



A     
Achiote Paste 72
Adobo Seasoning 72
Adzuki Beans 37
Aji Amarillo Chile Powder 30
Aji Amarillo Chiles, De-Stemmed 30
Aji Panca Chile Powder 30
Aji Panca Chiles, De-Stemmed 30
Aji Paprika Chiles, De-Stemmed 30
Ajowan, Ground 72
Alamo Chili Seasoning 77
Aleppo Chiles, Mediterranean, Crushed 30, 72
Aleppo-Style Red Chile Flakes 30, 72
Alfalfa Seeds 56
Allspice, Ground 73
Allspice, Jamaican 73
Almond Trail Mix 104
Almonds

Almond Flour, Raw 99
Almond Meal, Blanched 99
Almonds 99
Almonds, Blanched 99
Almonds, Blanched, Sliced 99
Almonds, Blanched, Slivered 99
Almonds, Dry Roasted 99
Almonds, Granulated, Toasted 99
Almonds, Hickory Smoked 99
Almonds, Marcona 99
Almonds, Salted Oil-Roasted Almonds 99
Almonds, Sliced 99
Almonds, Toasted, Sliced 99

Amaranth 56
Amaranth, Ground 56
Amchur Powder 73
Anaheim Chiles, Green, Diced 30
Anasazi® Beans 37
Ancho Chiles

Ancho Chile Paste 30
Ancho Chile Powder 30
Ancho Chiles 30
Ancho Chiles, De-Stemmed 30
Ancho Chiles, Diced 30
Ancho Chiles, Granulated 30
Ancho-Honey Citrus Spice 77

Ancient Grain Blend 59
Anise Seeds 73
Anise, Ground 73
Annatto Seeds  73
Annatto, Ground 73
Appaloosa Beans 37
Apples

Apple Rings 92
Apples, 3/8” Dice 92
Apples, Cinnamon, Diced 92
Apples, Cinnamon, Sliced 92
Apples, Diced 92

Apricots 92
Apricots, Diced 92
Arborio Rice

Arborio Rice 46
Arborio Rice, Brown 46
Arborio Rice, Italian 46

Arrowroot, Ground 73
Asafoetida Powder 73
Asian Rice Blend 48

Asian Snack Mix 104
Auburn Rice Blend 48
Autumn Harvest Orzo 66
Autumn Harvest Salad Topper 104
Autumn Lentil Blend 41

B     
Baharat Spice Blend 77
Bamboo Mushrooms 22
Bamboo Rice 46
Banana Chips

Banana Chips 92
Banana Chips, Diced 92
Banana Chips, Quarters 92

Baobab Powder 92
Barley, Black 56
Barley, Pearled 56
Basil 71
Basil, Ground 71
Basmati Rice

Basmati Rice, Aged 2 Years 46
Basmati Rice, Baby 46
Basmati Rice, Brown 46
Basmati Rice, Indian 46
Basmati Rice, White 46

Basque Seasoning  77
Bay Leaves, Ground 71
Bay Leaves, Hand Selected 71
Bay Leaves, Semi-Select 71
BBQ Seasoning 77
Bean Blend

8-Bean Blend 41
10-Bean Blend 41
21-Bean Blend 41
Bean & Pea Blend 41

Beet Powder 88
Bell Peppers

Bell Peppers, Green, 1/4” Dice 30, 88
Bell Peppers, Green, 3/8” Dice 30, 88
Bell Peppers, Green, Granulated 30, 88
Bell Peppers, Red & Green, Dice 88
Bell Peppers, Red, 1/4” Dice 30, 88
Bell Peppers, Red, 3/8” Dice 30, 88
Bell Peppers, Red, Granulated 30, 88
Bell Peppers, Red, Powder 88
Bell Peppers, Red, Roasted, 1/4” Dice 30, 88

Berbere Seasoning 77
Berry Blend 95
Birdseye Chile Powder 30
Birdseye Chiles 30
Bistro Mushroom Blend 24
Black Bean Orzo 65
Black Beans 37
Black Beluga® Lentils 39
Black Calamari Orzo 65
Black Calypso Beans 37
Black Japonica Rice 46
Black Peppercorns

Black Peppercorns 81
Black Peppercorns, 1/2 Cracked 81
Black Peppercorns, Black, Ground, Dustless 81
Black Peppercorns, Butcher Cut  81
Black Peppercorns, Cracked, #10 Mesh 81
Black Peppercorns, Cut, Coarse 81
Black Peppercorns, Ground, Dustless,

Shaker Grind 81
Black Peppercorns, Ground, Fine 81
Black Peppercorns, Smoked 81
Black Peppercorns, Smoked, Ground 81

Black Trumpet Mushrooms 22
Black-Eyed Peas 37
Blackberries 92
Blazei (Brazilian Cap) Mushrooms 22
Blueberries 92
Blueberries, Wild 92
Bolete Mushrooms

Bolete Mushroom Powder 22
Bolete Mushrooms 22
Bolete Mushrooms, Chilean 22
Bolete Mushrooms, Chilean, Kibbled 22
Bolete Mushrooms, European,

Finely Chopped 22
Bolete Mushrooms, Kibbled 22

Bomba Rice 46
Brazil Nuts, Raw 99
Broccoli Florets 88
Brown Lentils 39
Brown Rice

Brown Rice, Flour, Organic 46
Brown Rice, Long Grain 46
Brown Rice, Long Grain, Quick Cook, Organic 46
Brown Rice, Short Grain 46
Brown Rice, Sprouted (GABA) 46

Brown Sugar
Brown Rock Sugar Crystals 84
Brown Sugar Cane Cubes 84
Brown Sugar Sticks 84
Brown Sugar, Dark 84
Brown Sugar, Granulated 84
Brown Sugar, Light 84

Buckwheat
Buckwheat Flour 56
Buckwheat Groats 56
Buckwheat Groats, Roasted (Kasha) 56

Bulghur, Coarse 56
Bulghur, Fine 56
Butterfly Pea Flower 73
Butternut Squash Flakes 88
Butternut Squash Pieces 88
Butternut Squash Risotto 49

C     
Cajun Blackening Blend 77
Cajun Blackening Seasoning 77
Cajun Dirty Rice 49
Calabrian Chiles

Calabrian Chiles 30
Calabrian Chiles, Crushed 30
Calabrian Chiles, Granulated 31

Calasparra Rice 46
Calico Soup Blend 41
Calypso Beans

Calypso Beans, Black 37
Calypso Beans, Red 37

Camargue Rice 47
Canadian Steak Seasoning 77
Cancha Serrana (Peruvian Corn Nut) 104
Candy Cap Mushrooms 22
Cannellini Beans 37
Cantaloupe, Sliced 92



Cape Cod Seasoning 77
Caraway Seeds 73
Caraway Seeds, Ground 73
Cardamom

Cardamom, Black 73
Cardamom, Black, Coarse Cut 73
Cardamom, Green 73
Cardamom, Green, Decorticated 73
Cardamom, Ground 73
Cardamom, Red 73

Carnaroli Rice 47
Carrot Powder 73, 88
Carrots, Diced 88
Cascabel Chiles 31
Cashews, Raw 99
Cashews, Roasted 99
Cashews, Roasted, Salted 99
Caster Sugar  84
Cauliflower Mushrooms 22
Cayenne Pepper, Ground 31, 73
Celery, Cross-Cut 88
Celery Seeds 73
Cellophane Noodles 67
Champignon Mushrooms

Champignon (White Button) Mushroom 
Extract Powder 22

Champignon (White Button) Mushroom
Powder 22

Champignon (White Button) Mushrooms,
Kibbled 22

Champignon (White Button) Mushrooms,
Sliced 22

Chana Dal 40
Chanterelle Mushrooms 22
Cherries

Cherries, Bing 92
Cherries, Rainier 92
Cherries, Tart 92
Cherries, Tart, Sliced 92

Chervil 71
Chestnuts

Chestnut Powder, Raw 99
Chestnut Powder, Roasted 99
Chestnuts 99

Chia Seeds, Black 56
Chia Seeds, White 56
Chile Threads, Mild 31
Chile-Lime Seasoning 77
Chili Powder 77
Chimichurri Blend 77
Chinese Black Rice 47
Chipotle BBQ Seasoning 77
Chipotle Chiles, Brown

Chipotle Chile Flakes, Brown 31
Chipotle Chile Powder, Brown 31
Chipotle Chiles, Brown 31
Chipotle Chiles, Brown, Diced 31
Chipotle Chiles in Adobo Sauce 31

Chipotle Creole Rub 77
Chipotle Morita Chiles

Chipotle Morita Chile Flakes, Toasted 31
Chipotle Morita Chile Paste 31
Chipotle Morita Chile Powder 31
Chipotle Morita Chile Powder, Hand Ground 31
Chipotle Morita Chile Powder, Steam-Treated 31

Chipotle Morita Chile Powder, Toasted 31
Chipotle Morita Chiles 31
Chipotle Morita Chiles, De-Stemmed 31
Chipotle Morita Chiles, Finely Chopped 31
Chipotle Morita Chiles, Granulated 31

Chive Flakes 71
Chive Powder  71
Chives, Air-Dried 71
Christmas Blend Peppercorns 81
Christmas Bean Mix 41
Cilantro 71
Cinnamon

Cinnamon, 10” Stick 73
Cinnamon, 12” Stick 73
Cinnamon, 4” Stick 73
Cinnamon, Korintje, Cassia Bark 73
Cinnamon, Korintje, Ground 73
Cinnamon, Sri Lanka, Ground 73
Cinnamon, Vietnamese, Ground 73

Citrus & Ginger Spice 77
Classic Trail Mix 104
Cloud Ear Mushrooms 22
Cloves, Ground 73
Cloves, Hand-Picked 73
Cocoa Nib Clusters, Dark Chocolate-Covered 104
Cocoa Nibs 99
Coconut

Coconut Chips, Unsweetened 98
Coconut Chips, Unsweetened, Toasted 98
Coconut, Desiccated 98
Coconut, Fancy Shred, Sweetened 98
Coconut, Fancy Shred, Unsweetened 98
Coconut, Granulated, Toasted 98
Coconut, Macaroon 98

Coconut Curry Rice 49
Coconut Green Curry Rice 49
Coconut Milk Powder 98
Coconut Sugar 84
Coffee Chile Pepper Rub 78
Confectioners’ Sugar 84
Coriander Seeds, Cracked 74
Coriander Seeds, Dark 74
Coriander Seeds, Extra Bold 73
Coriander, Ground 74
Corn, Dried

Corn, Giant White 56
Corn, Purple 56
Corn, Red 56
Corn, Sweet, Freeze-Dried 56
Corn, White 56

Corn Husks 56
Corn Masa Flour, Blue 56
Cornmeal, Red 56
Corona (Sweet White Runner) Beans 37
Country Market Snack Mix 104
Cranberries 92
Cranberry Beans 37
Cranberry Halves 92
Cream of Tartar 74
Crimson Lentils

Crimson Lentils, Petite 39
Crimson Lentils, Split 39

Crunchy Corn, Chile Lime 104
Crunchy Corn, Dulce de Leche 104
Crunchy Corn, Salted 104

Crushed Red Pepper 76
Crushed Red Pepper, Extra Hot 76
Cubeb Berries 74
Cumin

Cumin Seeds 74
Cumin, Ground 74
Cumin, Black (Black Caraway) 74
Cumin, Roasted, Ground 74

Currants, Zante 92
Curry Powder

Curry Powder 80
Curry Powder, French Masala 80
Curry Powder, Garam Masala 80
Curry Powder, Hot 80
Curry Powder, Hot, Salt-Free 80
Curry Powder, Japanese Yellow 80
Curry Powder, Kashmiri Saffron 80
Curry Powder, Madras-Style 80
Curry Powder, Sweet, Salt-Free 80
Curry Powder, Thai Green Coconut 80
Curry Powder, Thai Red 80
Curry Powder, Vadouvan French Masala 80
Curry Powder, Vindaloo 80

Cuttlefish Ink 67

D     
Daikon Radish Seeds 74
Dark Brown Sugar 84
Dark Cocoa Powder, Dutch Process 73
Dates

Dates, Deglet, Diced 93
Dates, Deglet, Pitted 92
Dates, Medjool 93

De Arbol Chiles
De Arbol Chile Powder 31
De Arbol Chiles 31
De Arbol Chiles, De-Stemmed 31

Deluxe Nut Mix 100, 104
Demerara Sugar 84
Dill Pollen 71
Dill Seeds, Indian 71
Dill Weed 71
Dukkah 78
Dulce De Leche Corn Nuts 104

E     
Einkorn (Ancient Grain) 56
Enoki Mushrooms 22
Epazote, Crushed 71
Espresso Beans, Dark Chocolate-Covered 104
European Melange Mushroom Blend 24
European Mushroom Blend 24
European Mushroom Blend Powder 24
European Soldier Beans 37
Evaporated Cane Juice 84
Evaporated Cane Juice Powder 84
Eye-of-the-Goat Beans 37

F     
Fajita Marinade Seasoning 78
Fajita Spice 78
Far East Rub 78
Farro 56



Fava Beans 37
Fennel Pollen 74
Fennel Seeds 74
Fennel Ground 74
Fenugreek Leaves 71
Fenugreek Seeds 74
Fenugreek Seeds, Ground 74
Fermented Black Beans 37
Figs

Figs, Black Mission 93
Figs, Black Mission, Diced 93
Figs, Golden 93
Figs, Golden, Diced 93

Five-Peppercorn Blend 81
Five-Peppercorn Blend, Ground 81
Five-Spice Powder 78
Flageolet Beans 37
Flax Seeds, Brown 56
Flax Seeds, Golden 56
Fleur de Sel 82
Fondant and Icing Sugar 84
Forest Mushroom Blend 24
Four-Peppercorn Blend 81
Four-Peppercorn Blend, Ground 81
Freekeh 56
Freekeh, Cracked Wheat 57
Fregola Sarda

Fregola Sarda Mix 66
Fregola Sarda Rice Blend 48, 59
Fregola Sarda, Large 64
Fregola Sarda, Medium 64
Fregola Sarda, Small 64

French Gourmet Blend 41
French Gourmet Rice Blend 48
French Green Lentils 39
French Mustard & Herb Blend 78
French Navy Beans 37
French Roasted Seasoning 79
Fruit Fusion Blend 95

G     
Galangal 74
Garbanzo Beans

Garbanzo Beans 38
Garbanzo Beans, Granulated, Coarse 38
Garbanzo Beans, Granulated, Fine 38
Garbanzo Beans, Irregular 38
Garbanzo Bean Powder 38
Garbanzo Bean Powder, Roasted 38
Garbanzo Beans, Black 38 

Garlic
Garlic, Black, Cloves 74
Garlic, Black, Ground 74
Garlic, Granulated 74
Garlic, Minced 74
Garlic, Roasted, Minced 74
Garlic Powder 74
Garlic Powder (Domestic) 74
Garlic Powder, Roasted 74

Garlic & Pepper Steak Seasoning 78
Garlic Herb Seasoning 78
Garlic Himalayan Salt 82
Garlic-Lime Chile Seasoning 78
Ghost Chiles

Ghost Chiles 31

Ghost Chile Flakes 31
Ghost Chile Powder Blend 31

Gigantes Beans 38
Ginger Powder 74
Ginger Root, Sliced 74
Ginger, Cracked 74
Ginger, Crystalized

Ginger, Crystalized 93
Ginger, Crystalized, Large Dice 93
Ginger, Crystalized, Small Dice 93

Gochugaru Chile Flakes 74
Gochujang Powder 78
Goji Berries 93
Golden Lentil Powder 39
Golden Lentils, Petite 39
Gooseberries 93
Gooseberries, Dark-Chocolate Covered 104
Gourmet Bean Blend 41
Gourmet Pasta & Legume Blend 59, 66
Grains of Paradise (Melegueta Pepper) 74
Grano 57
Granulated Honey 84
Granulated Molasses 84
Grapefruit Powder 93
Great Northern Beans 38
Green Lentils 39
Green Lentils (Eston) 39
Green Peas

Green Pea Powder 40
Green Peas 40
Green Peas, Freeze-Dried 40
Green Peas, Fried 104
Green Peas, Split 40

Green Peppercorns
Green Peppercorns 81
Green Peppercorns, Freeze-Dried 81
Green Peppercorns, Ground 81

Guajillo Chiles
Guajillo Chile Paste 32
Guajillo Chile Powder 32
Guajillo Chiles 31
Guajillo Chiles, De-Stemmed 31
Guajillo Chiles, Diced 32
Guajillo Chiles, Granulated 32

Gumbo File 78

H     
Habanero Chiles

Habanero Chile Powder 32
Habanero Chile Powder Blend 32
Habanero Chiles 32
Habanero Chiles, Crushed 32

Habas Beans
Habas Bean Powder

(Peeled Fava Bean Powder) 37
Habas Beans (Peeled Fava Beans) 37
Habas Beans (Peeled Fava Beans),

Granulated, Fine 37
Habas Beans (Peeled Fava Beans), Split 37

Harissa Spice Blend 78
Hazelnuts

Hazelnut Flour, Roasted 100
Hazelnuts, Chopped 100
Hazelnuts, Peeled 100
Hazelnuts, Raw 100

Health Club Fruit Blend 95
Hemp Hearts 100
Hemp Seeds, Toasted 100
Hen of the Woods (Maitake) Mushrooms 22
Herbes de Provence 78
Hibiscus Flowers 74
Hibiscus Powder 74
Hickory BBQ Seasoning 77
Hickory Steak Seasoning 78
Hominy Grits 57
Honey Powder 84
Horseradish Powder 74
Hot Chili Powder 77
Huitlacoche 22

I     
Instant Coffee Pearls, Dark Chocolate-Covered 104
Italian Herb Blend 78
Ivory Portabella (King Oyster) Mushrooms 22
Ivory White Lentils 39

J     
Jackfruit 93
Jacob’s Cattle (Trout) Beans 38
Jacob’s Cattle Gold Beans 38
Jalapeño Chiles

Jalapeño Chile Powder 32
Jalapeño Chiles, 1/8” Dice 32
Jalapeño Chiles, Diced 32

Jamaican Jerk Seasoning 78
Japones Chiles, De-Stemmed 32
Japones Chiles, Diced 32
Jasmine Rice

Jasmine Rice 47
Jasmine Rice Blend 48, 59, 66
Jasmine Rice, Brown 47

Jerk Seasoning 78
Jerusalem Artichoke Powder 88
Job’s Tears 57
Juniper Berries 74
Juniper Berries, Ground 74

K     
Kabsa Spice Blend 78
Kaffir Lime Leaves 71
Kaffir Lime Leaves, Ground 71
Kale Flake 88
Kamut® Wheat 57
Kaniwa 57
Kermes Rice 47
Kidney Beans, Dark Red 38
Kidney Beans, Light Red 38
Kiwi, Sliced 93
Kokuho Rose® Rice 47
Kombu 88
Korean Black Garlic Seasoning 78

L     
Lavender Flowers, Super Blue 71
Lebanese Couscous 64
Leek Flake, Organic 88
Leek Powder 75, 88
Lemon Garlic Orzo 65
Lemon Peel, Granulated 75, 93



Lemon Pepper Blend 78
Lemon Powder 75, 93
Lemongrass Powder 71
Lima Beans

Lima Beans, Baby Butter 38
Lima Beans, Christmas 38
Lima Beans, Giant Peruvian 38

Lime Juice Powder 75, 93
Lime Peel, Granulated 75, 93
Lo Mein Noodles 67
Lobster Mushrooms 22
Long Pepper 81
Long Pepper, Ground 81
Lupini Beans, Extra Large 38

M     
Macadamia Nuts 100
Mace, Ground 75
Maize Orzo 65
Mangoes

Mangoes, Diced 94
Mangoes, Diced, Reduced Sugar, Sulfite Free 94
Mangoes, Sliced 93
Mangoes, Sliced, Reduced Sugar 94
Mangoes with Chile, Sliced 94

Maple Sugar 84
Maple Sugar Powder 84
Marash Chile Flakes 32, 75
Marjoram 71
Marrow Beans 38
Masa Harina 57
Masala Roasted Chickpeas 104
Matsutake Mushrooms 23
Mayacoba Beans 38
Mediterranean Couscous 66
Mediterranean Couscous Blend 59
Mediterranean Orzo Blend 66
Mediterranean Seafood Seasoning 79
Mediterranean Spice Blend 78
Mediterranean Spice Couscous 64
Mesquite Seasoning 78
Middle Eastern Couscous 64
Midnight Blend 41, 48, 59
Mill Grind Sea Salt 83
Millet 57
Millet Flour 57
Mochi Rice 47
Molasses Powder 84
Mole Poblano Paste 32
Mole Spice Blend 78
Morel Mushrooms 23
Morel Mushrooms, Finely Chopped 23
Moroccan Spiced Couscous 66
Mousseron (Fairy Ring) Mushrooms 23
Mulato Chiles 32
Mulberries 94
Mulling Spice Blend 78
Multi-Grain Blend 59
Mung Beans 38
Mung Beans, Split 38
Mushroom Blend, Kibbled 24
Mustard Powder 75
Mustard Seeds

Mustard Seeds, Black 75
Mustard Seeds, Brown 75

Mustard Seeds, Yellow 75

N     
Nameko Mushrooms 23
Natural Wasabi Green Peas 105
Nectarines, White 94
New Mexico Chiles

New Mexico Chile Flakes, Organic 32
New Mexico Chile Powder 32
New Mexico Chile Powder, Steam-Treated 32
New Mexico (Hatch) Chiles 32
New Mexico Chiles, De-Stemmed 32
New Mexico Chiles, Diced 32
New Mexico (Hatch) Chiles, Granulated 32

Nine-Grain Blend 59
Nora Chiles 32
Nora Chiles, Crushed 32
Nori Sheets 75, 89
Nori, Kibbled 75, 89
Northwoods Mushroom Blend 24
Nutmeg 75
Nutmeg, Ground 75

O     
Oat Groats, Steel Cut 57
Onion Powder 75
Onions

Onion, Chopped 75
Onion, Granulated 75
Onion, Minced 75
Onion, Minced, Toasted 75

Orange Peel, Diced 75
Orange Peel, Granulated 75
Orange Powder 94
Oregano

Oregano, Mediterranean 71
Oregano, Ground 71
Oregano, Mexican 71
Oregano, Mexican, Greek Cut 71
Oregano, Mexican, Ground 71

Organic    
Adzuki Beans 37
Allspice, Ground 73
Amaranth 56
Amaranth, Ground 56
Anasazi Beans 37
Ancho Chile Paste 30
Ancho Chile Powder 30
Ancho Chiles 30
Banana Chips 92
Basil 71
Bay Leaves, Hand Selected 71
Bell Peppers

Bell Peppers, Green, 1/4” Dice 30, 88
Bell Peppers, Green, 3/8” Dice 30, 88
Bell Peppers, Red & Green, Dice 88
Bell Peppers, Red, 1/4” Dice 30, 88
Bell Peppers, Red, 3/8” Dice 30, 88

Black Beans 37
Black Beluga Lentils 39
Black Pepperecorns

Black Peppercorns, Black, Ground,
Dustless 81

Black Peppercorns, Butcher Cut  81
Black Peppercorns, Cut, Coarse 81

Black Trumpet Mushrooms 22
Brown Lentils 39
Brown Rice

Brown Rice, Flour, Organic 46
Brown Rice, Long Grain 46
Brown Rice, Long Grain, Quick Cook,
Organic 46

Buckwheat Groats 56
Cannellini Beans 37
Cardamom, Green 73
Cayenne Pepper, Ground 31, 73
Champignon (White Button) Mushrooms,

Sliced 22
Chanterelle Mushrooms 22
Chia Seeds, Black 56
Chile Powder 77
Chinese Black Rice 47
Chipotle Morita Chile Powder 31
Chipotle Morita Chiles, De-Stemmed 31
Cinnamon, Korintje, Ground 73
Cloves, Ground 73
Cloves, Hand-Picked 73
Coriander, Extra Bold 73
Coriander, Ground 73
Cornmeal, Blue 56
Cranberry Beans 37
Cranberry Halves 92
Crimson Lentils, Petite 39
Crushed Red Pepper 76
Cumin Seeds 74
Cumin, Ground 74
Curry Powder

Curry Powder, Hot, Salt-Free 80
Curry Powder, Madras-Style 80
Curry Powder, Sweet, Salt-Free 80

Daikon Radish Seeds 74
Evaporated Cane Juice 84
Evaporated Cane Juice Powder 84
Farro 56
Fava Beans 37
Fennel Seeds 74
Flageolet Beans 37
Flax Seeds, Brown 56
Flax Seeds, Golden 56
French Green Lentils 39
French Roasted Seasoning 79
Garbanzo (Ceci) Beans 37
Garlic Herb Seasoning 78
Garlic Himalayan Salt 82
Garlic Powder 74
Garlic Sea Salt 82
Garlic, Granulated 74
Garlic, Minced 74
Ginger Powder 74
Goji Berries 93
Great Northern Beans 38
Green Lentils 39
Green Peas

Green Pea Powder 40
Green Peas 40
Green Peas, Split 40

Hen of the Woods (Maitake) Mushrooms 22
Jalapeño Chile Powder 32



Jasmine Rice 47
Jasmine Rice, Brown 47
Jerusalem Artichoke Powder 88
Kaffir Lime Leaves 71
Kamut® Wheat 57
Kidney Beans, Dark Red 38
Leek Flake, Organic 88
Lemon Pepper Blend 78
Maple Sugar 84
Marash Chile Flakes 74
Marjoram 71
Mesquite Seasoning 78
Millet 57
Millet Flour 57
Morel Mushrooms 23
New Mexico (Hatch) Chiles 32
New Mexico Chile Flakes, Organic 32
Nutmeg, Ground 75
Onions

Onion Powder 75
Onion, Granulated 75
Onion, Minced 75 
Onion, Minced, Toasted 75

Oregano, Mediterranean 71
Oyster Mushrooms 23
Pad Thai Noodles

Pad Thai Noodles 67
Pad Thai Noodles, Black Rice 67
Pad Thai Noodles, Brown Rice 67
Pad Thai Noodles, Red Rice 67

Paprika, 120-140 ASTA 75
Parsley Flakes  72
Pinto Beans 38
Porcini Mushrooms

Porcini Mushroom Powder, Grade B 23
Porcini Mushrooms, Grade A 23
Porcini Mushrooms, Grade AA 23

Portabella Mushrooms, Sliced 23
Pumpkin Powder 89
Quinoa

Quinoa 57
Quinoa Blend, Incan 59
Quinoa Blend, Tri-Color 59
Quinoa Flour 58
Quinoa, Black 58
Quinoa, Black, Fair Trade 58
Quinoa, Crisped Organic 57
Quinoa, Red 58
Quinoa, Red, Fair Trade 58

Roasted Garlic, Minced 74
Rosemary 72
Rosemary, Ground 72
Sage, Rubbed 72
Salt-Free Seasoning

Salt-Free Lemon Pepper Seafood  
  Seasoning 78
Salt-Free Poultry Seasoning 79
Salt-Free Spicy Seasoning 79

Sea Salt, Celery 82
Sea Salt, Garlic 82
Sesame Seeds, Black 76
Sesame Seeds, White, Hulled 76
Sesame Tuxedo Blend 79
Shiitake Mushrooms

Shiitake Mushrooms, Finely Chopped 23

Shiitake Mushrooms, Finely Diced 23
Shiitake Mushrooms, First Quality 23
Shiitake Mushrooms, Sliced 23

Smoked Peppercorn Sage Rub 79
Spelt 58
Spinach Flake 89
Spinach Powder 89
Steak Blend Seasoning 79
Sweet Lemon Pepper Seasoning 78
Tamarind Concentrate 76
Tarragon 72
Thyme 72
Toasted Orzo 65
Tomato Powder 89
Traditional Couscous 64
Turmeric, Ground 76
Vanilla Bean, Bourbon (Madagascar) 85
Vanilla Extract, Bourbon (Madagascar) 85
Vanilla Extract, Premium,

Bourbon (Madagascar) 85
Vermicelli Noodles (Brown Rice Sticks) 67
Wheat Berries, Hard Red 58
White Peppercorns, Ground 82
Whole Wheat Couscous 64
Yellow Peas 40

Orzo 65
Oyster Mushrooms 23
Oyster Mushrooms, Kibbled 23

P     
Pad Thai Noodles

Pad Thai Noodles 67
Pad Thai Noodles, Black Rice 67
Pad Thai Noodles, Brown Rice 67
Pad Thai Noodles, Red Rice 67

Paddy Straw Mushrooms 23
Paella Rice 49
Paella Rice with Peas 49
Paella Seasoning 78
Panch Phoron Spice Blend 78
Papayas

Papayas, Diced 94
Papayas, Spears 94
Papayas, Spears, Natural 94

Paprika
Paprika, 90 ASTA 75
Paprika, 120-140 ASTA 75
Paprika, Bittersweet, Smoked 76
Paprika, Hot, Smoked 76
Paprika, Sweet, Hungarian 76
Paprika, Sweet, Smoked 76

Parsley Flakes  72
Pasilla Negra Chiles

Pasilla Negra Chile Powder 32
Pasilla Negra Chiles 32
Pasilla Negra Chiles, De-Stemmed 32
Pasilla Negra Chiles, Granulated 32

Peaches 94
Pears 94
Pebble Beans 38
Pecans

Pecan Halves 100
Pecan Meal 100
Pecans, Medium Pieces 100

Peppermint, Crushed 72

Pequin Chile Flakes 33
Pequin Chiles, De-Stemmed 32
Persimmons 94
Pickling Spice 79
Pigeon Peas 40
Piment d’Espelette (French Chile Powder) 33, 75
Pimento Chiles, Sun-Dried 33
Pine Nuts, Mediterranean 100
Pine Nuts, Raw 100
Pineapples

Pineapple Mango Coins 94
Pineapple Rings, Unsweetened 94
Pineapple Tidbits, Reduced Sugar 94
Pineapple, Rings 94
Pineapples, Diced 94
Pineapples, Granulated 94

Pink Beans 38
Pink Curing Powder, Prague Powder #1 83
Pink Peppercorns 81
Pink Peppercorns, Ground 81
Pinto Beans 38
Pistachios

Pistachios in Shell 100
Pistachios, Chile Lime 100
Pistachios, Raw, Shelled 100

Pizza Blend 79
Plain & Tomato Orzo Blend 66
Plums, Red 94
Pluots 94
Poblano Chile Powder 33
Polenta

Polenta, Autumn Squash 59
Polenta, Instant, Fine 57
Polenta, Italian-Style, Coarse 57
Polenta, Mediterranean Kale 59
Polenta, Porcini and Truffle 59
Polenta, Roasted Sweet Pepper 59
Polenta, Southwestern Green Chile 59
Polenta, Tuscan Vegetable 59
Polenta, White, Coarse 57
Polenta, White, Fine 57

Pomegranate Arils 94
Poppy Seeds 75
Poppy Seeds, White 76
Porcini Mushrooms

Porcini Mushroom Powder, Grade B 23
Porcini Mushroom Rub 79
Porcini Mushrooms, Grade A 23
Porcini Mushrooms, Grade AA 23
Porcini Mushrooms, Grade B 23
Porcini Mushrooms, Grade B, Kibbled 23

Porcini Orzo 65
Porcini Risotto 49
Portabella Mushrooms

Portabella Mushroom Powder  23
Portabella Mushrooms, Kibbled 23
Portabella Mushrooms, Sliced 23

Poultry Seasoning 79
Poultry Spice 79
Prunes 94
Prunes, Pitted 94
Pumpkin Pie Spice 79
Pumpkin Powder 89
Pumpkin Seeds

Pumpkin Seed Kernels, Dry Roasted 100



Pumpkin Seed Kernels, Granulated 100
Pumpkin Seed Kernels, Roasted 100
Pumpkin Seeds in Shell 100
Pumpkin Seeds, Raw 100
Pumpkin Seeds, Roasted, Salted 100

Purple Sticky Rice 47
Puya Chiles 33

Q     
Quatre Spices  79
Quinoa

Quinoa 57
Quinoa, Black 58
Quinoa, Black, Fair Trade 58
Quinoa, Crisped Organic 57
Quinoa, Puffed 58
Quinoa, Red 58
Quinoa, Red & Black 59
Quinoa, Red, Fair Trade 58
Quinoa Blend, Incan 59
Quinoa Flakes 58
Quinoa Flour 58
Quinoa Grain Blend 59

R     
Raisins

Raisins, Flame 94
Raisins, Golden 94
Raisins, Thompson Seedless 94

Ramen Noodles 67
Ras el Hanout 79
Raspberries 

Raspberries 94
Raspberry Powder 75, 95

Rattlesnake Beans 38
Red Beans, Small 38
Red Calypso Beans 37
Red Cardamom 73
Red Chief Lentils 39
Red Peas, Split 40
Red Rice

Red Rice, Himalayan-Style 47
Red Rice, Natural 47
Red Rice, Short Grain (Bhutanese-Style) 47

Rice Beans 38
Rice Crackers 104
Rice Flour 47
Rice Stick Noodles (Vermicelli) 67
Risotto

Risotto, Butternut Squash 49
Risotto, Porcini 49
Risotto, Spinach Florentine 49

Rose Hips 95
Rose Petals 72
Rosemary

Rosemary 72
Rosemary, Cut 72
Rosemary, Ground 72

Rye Berries 58

S     
Saffron Milk Cap Mushrooms 23
Saffron Powder 76

Saffron Rice 47
Saffron Threads 76
Saffron Threads, Premium Grade 76
Sage

Sage, Dalmation 72
Sage, Ground 72
Sage, Rubbed 72

Salmon Seafood Seasoning 79
Salsa Verde Rice 49
Salsa Verde Seasoning 79
Salt Slabs

Salt Slab, Himalayan Pink, 10” x 5” x 1-1/2” 83
Salt Slab, Himalayan Pink, 8” Round,  83
Salt Slab, Himalayan Pink, 8” x 12” x1-1/2” 83
Salt Slab, Himalayan Pink, 8” x 8” x 1-1/2” 83

Salt-Free Seasoning
Salt-Free All-Purpose Seasoning 77
Salt-Free Asian All Purpose Seasoning 77
Salt-Free Italian Seasoning  78
Salt-Free Lemon Pepper Seafood Seasoning 78
Salt-Free Poultry Seasoning 79
Salt-Free Spicy Seasoning 79

Salted Roasted Soy Nuts 104
Salted Roasted Soybeans 104
Sassafras, Ground 72
Savory 72
Savory, Ground 72
Scallions 89
Scarlet Rice Blend 48
Scarlet Runner Beans 38
Scorpion Chile Powder 33
Scorpion Chiles 33
Scotch Bonnet Chile Flakes 33
Scotch Bonnet Chiles 33
Sea Salt

Sea Salt, Alderwood Smoked 83
Sea Salt, Applewood Smoked 83
Sea Salt, Black 82
Sea Salt, Celery 82
Sea Salt, Chile Verde 82
Sea Salt, Coarse 83
Sea Salt, Espresso Brava 82
Sea Salt, Fine 83
Sea Salt, Garlic 82
Sea Salt, Gray 82
Sea Salt, Greek 82
Sea Salt, Habanero 82
Sea Salt, Hawaiian, Black 82
Sea Salt, Hawaiian, Pink 82
Sea Salt, Hawaiian, Red 82
Sea Salt, Hickory Smoked 83
Sea Salt, Himalayan Pink 82
Sea Salt, Kosher Flake 82
Sea Salt, Lime Fresco 82
Sea Salt, Maui Onion 83
Sea Salt, Onion 83
Sea Salt, Orange Ginger 83
Sea Salt, Roasted Garlic 83
Sea Salt, Smoked, Coarse 83
Sea Salt, Smoked, Fine 83
Sea Salt, Spicy Curry 83
Sea Salt, Szechuan Pepper 83
Sea Salt, Thai Ginger 83
Sea Salt, Black Truffle 25, 82

Seafood Spice 79

Seasoning Salt 83
Semolina Flour 58
Serrano Chiles

Serrano Chile Powder 33
Serrano Chile Powder, Smoked 33
Serrano Chiles, Smoked 33

Sesame Seeds
Sesame Seeds, Black 76
Sesame Seeds, Toasted 76
Sesame Seeds, White, Hulled 76

Sesame Sticks 104
Sesame Tuxedo Blend 79
Seven-Grain Mix 59
Shallots, Freeze Dried 76
Shichimi Togarashi 79
Shiitake Mushrooms

Shiitake Mushroom Powder 23
Shiitake Mushrooms 23
Shiitake Mushrooms, Chopped 23
Shiitake Mushrooms, Finely Chopped 23
Shiitake Mushrooms, Finely Diced 23
Shiitake Mushrooms, First Quality 23
Shiitake Mushrooms, Flower Top 23
Shiitake Mushrooms, Kibbled 23
Shiitake Mushrooms, Sliced 23
Shiitake Mushrooms, Whole & Broken Pieces 23

Smoke Flavor, Hickory 76
Smoke Flavor, Mesquite 76
Smoked Peppercorn Sage Rub 79
Snow Cap Beans 38
Soba Noodles 67
Soba Noodles, Green Tea 67
Somen Noodles 67
Sorghum 58
Southwestern Orzo Blend 66
Southwestern Red Pepper Orzo 65
Soy Sauce Powder 76
Spanish Rice 49
Spanish Rice Blend 48, 66
Spearmint, Crushed 72
Special Fruit Blend 95
Special Mushroom Blend 24
Speckled Sushi Rice Blend 48, 59
Spelt 58
Spelt Flour, White 58
Spicy Broad Bean Snack 104
Spinach Couscous 64
Spinach Flakes 89
Spinach Florentine Risotto 49
Spinach Orzo 65
Spinach Powder 89
Spring Medley Orzo 66
Spring Rice & Orzo Blend 48, 66
Squash Blossoms 89
Sriracha Seasoning 79
Star Anise

Star Anise 76
Star Anise, Ground 76
Star Anise, Ground, Coarse 76

Star Fruit 95
Steak Blend Seasoning 79
Steak Mushroom Blend 24
Stir-Fry Mushroom Blend 24
Strawberries

Strawberries 95



Strawberry Powder 76, 95
Sumac, Ground 76
Sun-Dried Tomatoes

Sun-Dried Tomato Powder, Natural 51
Sun-Dried Tomatoes, Natural, Diced 51
Sun-Dried Tomatoes, Natural, Halves 51
Sun-Dried Tomatoes, Natural, Julienne 51
Sun-Dried Tomatoes, Natural, Minced 51
Sun-Dried Tomatoes, Super Red, Diced 51
Sun-Dried Tomatoes, Super Red, Halves 51
Sun-Dried Tomatoes, Super Red, Julienne 51
Sun-Dried Tomatoes, Traditional, Diced 51
Sun-Dried Tomatoes, Traditional, Halves 51
Sun-Dried Tomatoes, Traditional, Julienne 51
Sun-Dried Tomatoes, Traditional, Minced 51

Sunflower Seeds
Sunflower Seeds in Shell 101
Sunflower Seeds, Granulated 101
Sunflower Seeds, Raw 101
Sunflower Seeds, Roasted 101
Sunflower Seeds, Salted 101

Superfine Sugar 84
Sushi Rice 47
Swedish Brown Beans 39
Sweet Lemon Pepper Seasoning 78
Sweet Lupin Flour 38
Sweet Potato Orzo 65
Szechuan Peppercorns

Szechuan Peppercorns 81
Szechuan Peppercorns, Ground 81
Szechuan Peppercorns, Ground, Fine 81

T     
Taco Seasoning 79
Tamarind Concentrate 76
Tamarind Powder 76
Tandoori Spice 80
Tarbais Beans 39
Tarragon 72
Tavern Snack Mix 104
Teff Flour 58
Teff, Brown 58
Tellicherry Peppercorn, Ground, #20 Mesh 82
Tellicherry Peppercorns  82
Tepin Chiles, De-Stemmed 33
Thai Chile Powder 33
Thai Chiles, De-Stemmed 33
Thai Coconut Red Rice 49
Thyme 72
Thyme, Ground 72
Tiger Eye Beans 39
Toasted Orzo 65
Toasted Whole Wheat Couscous 64
Tomatillo Powder  89
Tomato Couscous 64
Tomato Orzo 65
Tomato Powder 89
Tongues of Fire Beans 39
Traditional Couscous 64
Tri Mix Seasoning 79
Tri-Colored Italian Orzo Blend 66
Tri-Colored Mediterranean Couscous Blend 66
Tri-Colored Middle Eastern Couscous Blend 66
Tropical Fruit Mix 95, 104
Tropical Snack Mix Blend 104

Truffles
Sliced Truffles, Black Summer 25
Sliced Truffles, Black Winter 25
Sliced Truffles, Dried 25
Sliced Truffles, White Spring 25
Sliced Truffles, White Winter 25
Truffle Oil, Black, D’allesandro Gold 25
Truffle Oil, White, D’allesandro 25
Truffle Oil, White, D’allesandro Gold 25
Truffle Peelings, Black Summer 25
Truffle Peelings, D’allesandro 25
Truffle Peelings, Summer 25
Truffle Powder, Black 25
Truffle Powder, White 25
Whole Truffles, D’allesandro 25

Truffle, Parmesan & Black Garlic Seasoning  79
Turbinado Sugar 84
Turmeric, Ground 76
Tuxedo Blend Peppercorns 82
Tuxedo Orzo Blend 66

U     
Udon Noodles 67
Urad Dal (Black Lentils) 39
Urfa Biber Chile Flakes 33, 76

V     
Vanilla Beans

Vanilla Beans, Bourbon (Madagascar) 85
Vanilla Beans, Tahitian (French Polynesia) 85
Vanilla Beans, Tahitian (Papua New Guinea) 85
Vanilla Caviar 85

Vanilla Extract, Bourbon (Madagascar) 85
Vanilla Extract, Premium,

Bourbon (Madagascar) 85
Vanilla Paste 85
Vanilla Sugar 84, 85
Vegetable Blend 89
Vermicelli Noodles

Vermicelli Noodles, Rice Stick 67
Vermicelli Noodles, Brown Rice Stick 67

Vialone Nano (Rice) 47
Vinegar Powder

Vinegar Powder IP, White Distlled 76
Vinegar Powder, Apple Cider 77
Vinegar Powder, Balsamic 76
Vinegar Powder, Malt 76
Vinegar Powder, Red Wine 76

W     
Walnuts

Walnut Pieces, Black 101
Walnuts, Granulated English 101
Walnuts, Raw English 101
Walnuts, Raw Red 101

Wasabi Powder
Wasabi Powder 77
Wasabi Powder, All-Natural 76
Wasabi Powder, Pure 77

Wasabi Snacks
Wasabi 4-Color Bean Mix 104
Wasabi Black Bean Snack 105
Wasabi Peas 105

Wasabi Soy Bean Snack 105
Wheat Berries, Hard Red 58
Wheat Berries, Soft White 58
Wheat Germ, Defatted 58
White & Wild Rice Blend 48
White Peppercorns 82
White Peppercorns, Finely Ground 82
White Rice, Parboiled 47
White Rock Sugar Crystals 84
White Sugar 84
White Sugar Cane Cubes 84
White Sugar Sticks 84
Whole Wheat Couscous 64
Wild Mushroom Powder 24
Wild Rice
Wild Rice 47
Wild Rice, Broken 47
Wild Rice, Canadian, Organic
Wild Rice, Quick Cook 47
Wild Rice Blend 48
Wild Rice Flour 47
Wiri Wiri Chile Powder 33
Wiri Wiri Chiles, Destemmed 33
Wood Ear Mushrooms 23
Wood Ear Mushrooms, Shredded 23
Worcestershire Sauce Powder 77

Y     
Yellow Eye Beans 39
Yellow Peas

Yellow Pea Powder 40
Yellow Peas 40
Yellow Peas, Split 40
Yellow Peas, Split, Granulated 40

Yucca Flour 89

Z     
Zahtar 79
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